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Abstract

In the context of Mobile Wireless Networks, researchers have proposed different collab-

orative routing schemes with fundamental objectives to maximise packet delivery, and

minimise latency through improving peer routing decisions. One promising approach

adopted by researchers to improve peers routing decisions is a trust-based routing mech-

anism. Trust-based routing protocols have several advantages including a better routing

distribution strategy between wireless mobile peers and reliable forwarding decisions.

The trust-based protocol enables peers in the network to dynamically forward data to

a corresponding reliable and trustworthy peer for routing decisions and next peer selec-

tion strategy which can preserve the peers’ routing resources. This reduces the queuing

delay and prevents routing attacks in the network.

Along with several advantages of trust-based forwarding protocols, however, most of the

current trust-based protocols of wireless mobile networks enable peers to make routing

decisions based on trust relationships that manifest among peers but with less concern

about the peers’ attributes. This further makes the design of efficient, collaborative

routing protocols a challenging task due to the high dynamics of peers’ characteristics

and mobility.

In this study, we developed an efficient routing decision strategy to provide efficient,

secure and higher quality communication between wireless mobile devices.

Firstly, we explored the properties of complex networks and their impacts on trust and

reputation propagation and evaluations, and presented the network performance ana-

lytical metrics for the design of an efficient trust-based forwarding protocol. Based on

the theoretical, analytical and simulation studies observed in the study, we understand

that the transitive contacts between the peers can be metrics elements of a trust-based

routing protocol forwarding strategy.

Secondly, we designed a Dynamic Attributes Trust Model for Efficient Collaborative

Routing (DATM): a trust-based scheme to enforce collaborative behaviour in wireless

mobile networks taking into consideration the peers’ attributes for an efficient routing

scheme. DATM is a generic mechanism that can be integrated into any packet forward-

ing strategy or network management function to enable peers in the network to identify

xii
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reliable, trustworthy peers for routing handling.

Thirdly, based on the empirical evidence we exploited the existence of similar transitive

contact patterns in the real data sets of Mobile Social Networks (MSNs). Therefore, we

utilised the identified transitive connectivity properties to propose a new transitive data

forwarding strategy which considers the similarity of transitive connectivity between

peers for a data forwarding strategy. Our proposed transitive forwarding strategy gives

preference to the peers with increasing transitive connectivity similarity to the mes-

sages’ destination to improve the chances of message carriers delivering the message to

the correct destination.

Finally, we proposed a model for evaluating the probability of the peers’ forwarding and

receiving potentials for local trust evaluations based on peers’ forwarding and receiv-

ing potentials. In this regard, we introduced a correlation matrix for evaluating peers’

global trust values to improve the routing performance and mitigate the malicious effect

of attacking peers in the network. Then we leveraged our proposed attributes similarity

analytical model and transitive contact model for the design of an efficient forwarding

strategy between peers in the network. The advantage of the proposed Forward-Watcher

approach is that through routing history created by the peers, it can statistically pre-

dict the future behaviour of their corresponding routing partners. The concept can also

serve as an underpinning and cornerstone for developing self-cooperative protocols in

wireless mobile networks using statistical analysis and correlation matrices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents the background of the studies, the motivation and the primary

objectives of the research. The chapter also contains the problem statements, research

questions, research hypotheses and research contributions.

1.1 Background

Emerging wireless embedded networks are equipped with unprecedented capabilities

regarding communication, computation, storage and sensing. Today, human beings

have experienced a development of worldwide communication networks that connect

people to machines, and machines to machines. Further, recent developments in tech-

nology (e.g., environmental monitoring systems, intelligent transport systems and dis-

aster monitoring and evaluation using embedded wireless sensor devices) are poised to

reshape every aspect of the technology landscape: operational efficiency, quality of ser-

vice, decision-making in routing process and efficient communications between peers.

The generalisability of the communication mode of wireless mobile devices follows the

peer-to-peer network paradigm; a communication mode that allows two or more devices

to communicate with each other directly instead of through a central wireless access

point. Thus, the models of mobile wireless communication and applications tend to give

rise to spatially heterogeneous peer distributions and employ a distributed, multi-hop

1
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network architecture in which peers are equally privileged participants in the network-

ing and routing processes.

There are several application areas of wireless mobile networks for commercial, military

and domestic purposes: for example, Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs),Vehicle Ad-hoc

Networks (VANETs), Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs), and SensorActuator Net-

works (SANETs). Some of the applications such as the deployment of low-cost Internet

provision in remote or developing communities, underwater acoustic sensor networks

and a network that operates in mobile or extreme terrestrial environments, will continue

to emerge due to the tremendous growth in the use of mobile wireless communication.

Given the different application domains, efficient routing in a wireless mobile network

can be very challenging and exhibits different deployment, security and implementation

considerations. Subsequently, the communication protocols in wireless mobile networks

and routing strategies require different approaches and protocol engineering from those

applied in various communication architectures [4],[5].

Debate continues on reliable and secure routing communication strategies of wireless

mobile devices and applications in peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless architecture. One dis-

tinctive aspect of wireless mobile communication networks is the provision of a secure,

resilient routing mechanism between wireless peers [6]. Routing is therefore, a funda-

mental mechanism in recent and future wireless P2P communication networks, and it

is critical to ensure the availability of routing data and to prevent routing attacks.

Routing between wireless peers is a process by which information is passed from source

to destination, via a series of intermediary wireless peers.

So far, however, there has been little discussion in the domain of secure and reliable

data forwarding strategies in wireless mobile networks. What is not yet clear is how the
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communication strategies between wireless devices can accommodate the rapid advance-

ment and dynamic changes of wireless mobile architecture, protocols and applications?

How can a peer in the network understand the status of its communication partners

(genuine or malicious)? [7] Can a peer trust any encountered peer in the network for

data handling? How can the peers in the network perform self-organization processes

to provide a secure network paradigm with a high quality service? All these questions

and many more are still in the archives of the literature waiting for an appropriate

solution for the realisation of secure and efficient wireless mobile networks.

Moreover, one of the challenging aspects of protocol design in wireless mobile commu-

nication is the dynamic and distributed nature of wireless peers in the process of packet

forwarding, network traffic control, selecting a good relaying peer or selecting the best

possible path for data forwarding [8]. As a consequence, the need for collaborative

routing between devices has emerged. The resultant collaborative routing task between

peers empowers the peers to engage in greater routing tasks beyond those that can be

accomplished by individual peers in the network [9] and it helps the peers in making

collective routing decisions and judgements about the behaviour and actions of other

peers in the network.

Collaborative routing between peers improves the peers’ wireless communication ef-

ficiency [10]; resulting in efficient packet routing and data forwarding, jamming pre-

vention and minimisation of end-to-end delay and latency [11], as well as improving

data-centric behaviour of many wireless applications [12].

In a collaborative routing scheme, a peer may altruistically contribute its resources or

serve as a good relay peer for the satisfaction of being an active contributor, or for

the recognition (increase in popularity level) gained. Also, peers can collaborate and
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cooperate in the processes of traffic relaying, outlier analysis and next neighbour selec-

tion to maximise total network throughput by using all the available peers for routing

and data forwarding. This perception made it clear that the more the peers participate

positively in the routing processes, the higher the network performance and the higher

the chance for the network to be protected from denial of service attacks.

However, the collaborative routing mechanism, along with its advantages brings some

challenges such as information error and losses caused by component failure of peers

in the network, external interference, wireless transmission error and excessive packet

drops [13] which can adversely affect the delivery performance of data communication

in the network. Therefore, the success of collaborative routing mechanisms between

wireless devices mainly depend on the extent to which the peers can make an efficient

routing decision through identifying good relaying peers, non-selfish peers and reliable

peers in the network.

To this end, several pieces of literature have proposed that the dynamic, autonom-

ous nature of peers in collaborative routing mechanisms makes it difficult for the peers

to have a predefined basis for the self-routing decision which can result in different

non-uniform request distributions, and may lead to poor routing and unbalanced load

distribution in the network [14, 15]. In addition, due to certain inherent peers’ dy-

namic attributes (buffer, energy, connectivity, etc), dynamic routing behaviour (good

or selfish routing behaviour) and limited resources, a peer can succeed in promoting

different selfish behaviour in the network which can contribute to degrading the quality

of communication between the peers involved in collaborative routing [16, 8].

Furthermore, the properties of self-cooperation, self-organization and self-control sys-

tems of wireless mobile networks in collaborative routing do not come into existence
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automatically. They need to be enforced and managed so that the devices and the pro-

tocols of wireless P2P can be prepared to overcome different problems of variable condi-

tions, faulty nodes and any strange or malicious behaviour in the network. Therefore, a

distributed alternative mechanism is needed to achieve a high level of quality of service

while minimising the resources used. In this line, the premise for self-cooperative, altru-

ist behaviour monitoring is the trustworthiness of a peer, which needs to be established,

observed and monitored for the peers’ routing behaviour control and surveillance. Pre-

vious studies have shown that a cooperation and collaboration enforcement mechanism

between the peers using the concept of trust and reputation, can increase the probabil-

ity of network performance and quality of service [17] and provide peers with the best

strategy for choosing a best relaying peer for routing collaboration.

Over the years, several scholars have resorted to going back to the drawing board

in different fields of studies including social sciences to borrow the concept of trust

and reputation as an alternative strategy for addressing the problem of peers’ dynamic

behaviour, trustworthiness, reliability evaluations and prediction. The basic idea be-

hind trust and reputation in collaborative routing in wireless mobile networks is for

the peers to rate each other and then use the aggregated trust rankinag and scoring to

derive trust scores, which can assist peers in deciding whether to collaborate or not to

collaborate in the future tasks.

Trust is a relationship between trustee and trustors which can easily be interpreted

from the actions of the peers involved. However, the nature and the process of trust

and reputation management in collaborative routing networks requires a series of mes-

sage transfers between the peers in the network; thus, the management of trust and

reputation systems needs to take into consideration the applications’ requirements, re-

lationships between the peers (peers’ connectivity and location of peers in the network),
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peers’ attributes and peers’ specifications for efficient trust-based routing management.

A lot of efforts have been made to build trust mechanisms in different P2P technolo-

gies such as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). Distributed ledgers use independent

computers (referred to as nodes) to record, share and synchronize transactions in their

respective electronic ledgers (instead of keeping data centralized as in a traditional

ledger)[18]. In a DLT Each node in a P2P network owns a full and up-to-date copy of

the entire ledger. Every proposed local addition to the ledger by a network participant

is communicated across the network to all nodes. Nodes collectively validate the change

through an algorithmic consensus mechanism and exchange data [19]. However, it can

be difficult to gather accurate, real-time data between nodes. With the advent of the

Internet of Things (IoT), some of these difficulties are being addressed with low-cost

commodity hardware, but this is potentially vulnerable to attack. Trust mechanism.

Different studies in the literature have shown that the formation of effective coopera-

tion, norms and trust in the IoT network largely depend on the type of the agents (their

characteristics) and the relationship between interacting agents [20]. This equally goes

in line with the concept of the elements of cooperative behaviour monitoring strategy

in the wireless P2P networks proposed in [21] and the impact of connectivity between

trustor and trustee for reliable trust evaluation [22].

The focus of this study is on trust-based forwarding decisions in wireless routing

protocols of the mobile network. Since a message forwarding decision must be made for

every message handled by a peer in the network, the reader should bear in mind that

all the schemes proposed in this thesis are device-to-device forwarding schemes. It is

beyond the scope of this thesis to explain the details of end-to-end routing mechanisms.

Thus, the approach presented in this thesis is based on a trust and reputation scheme,

which is widely used as a basis for the security mechanism to mitigate the problem of
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peer misbehaviour in the networks [23, 24].

The principle of trust and reputation in our proposed concept is for the peers to rate

each other and then use the aggregated trust ratings to derive trust scores, which can

assist peers in deciding whether to collaborate or not to collaborate in their future

tasks. Therefore, throughout this thesis, the peers’ routing decisions are based on the

established relationship between the peers in the network through credential exchanges

and peers’ attributes for peer reliability evaluation.

1.2 Motivation

Arising from the background statements, we here highlight some of the motivations of

this research:

• The efficient forwarding decision between the peers is a fundamental property of a

secure and reliable communication network. For example, in many mobile wireless

networks, peers are expected to utilise their limited resources for routing functions

(next peer selection, data forwarding, etc.) with the probability of higher packet

delivery. Due to the distributed nature of the wireless mobile network, a peer

may fail to appropriately identify a good forwarding peer in the network. This

problem can be addressed when all the peers can perform self-routing decisions

through the identification of a corresponding reliable, non-selfish (based on the

peers’ routing history) and capable peer (based on the peers’ routing attributes)

for data forwarding. Thus, it will be of great value to perform an in-depth analysis

and to advance our understanding on how to develop a secure and self-cooperative

routing scheme.

• Trust and reputation mechanisms are becoming the key instruments for designing

a secure, reliable and efficient routing protocol in wireless mobile networks. One
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of the most important features of trust and reputation mechanisms is that, con-

trary to many secure routing schemes, trust and reputation based systems provide

means for adaptive and dynamic decision-making processes between peers at in-

dividual peer level behaviour. Such features are essential in networks that exhibit

dynamicity in peer behaviour like that of wireless mobile networks [25]. How-

ever, there is an increasing concern [26, 27], that despite the efficacy of trust

and reputation mechanisms’ routing protocols, trust-based routing decisions suf-

fer from several major drawbacks, taking into consideration peer reliability and

peer routing attributes as additional trust evaluation elements for a reliable and

proper trust-based protocol. Therefore, it will be of great value if a trust-based

protocol that combines the metrics of peer trust behaviour and peer attributes

can be realised.

• Many mobile wireless communication network operations are highly dependent

on peer cooperation and coordination. This implies that, the performance and

security interests of a peer are not limited to the peer itself but include the

entire network and other peers’ behaviour. Subsequently, peers’ trust scoring

behaviour is one type of information that contributes to peer routing decision

making, and it affects other peer decisions as well. Thus, the security system

should have the feature of a consulted and well-analyzed decision-making and

behaviour mechanism, which is one of the characteristics of trust and reputation

system routing models. Along with these advantages of a trust-based protocol,

however, there is increasing concern over how to improve the efficacy of peer

routing decisions in wireless mobile networks.

• During a disaster period, a candidate device for efficient and reliable communic-

ation is required for collaborative routing and node selection. At a point in time,
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all the devices may be busy performing a routing task which can lead to many

devices lacking adequate capacity to participate in a collaborative routing func-

tion. It is essential for the devices to be able to locate a corresponding reliable

peer that is capable of handling data transmission. A question has been raised

[28] ”how can a peer in the network understand the resource level of its subject

while making a correct routing decision?”. Thus, it interests us to understand

how to incorporate peer attributes into a trust-based routing process for peer

reliability trust evaluations.

1.3 Problem Statements

Most existing routing schemes for Wireless P2P networks (e.g., WSN, MANETs, SANETs,

etc.) make the assumption that the devices are usually cooperative in data forwarding

and security control. In principle, this assumption might not always be correct. For

example, in a Smart Power Monitoring System using Wireless Sensor Networks, a node

may fail to participate in the collaborative task and data forwarding appropriately. As

a result, the reading of the electrical parameters such as voltage, current and power

of household appliances may not be accurately captured. This problem can lead to

false meter readings, inaccurate load characterization and failure of outage detection or

restoration, thus reducing smart grid stability and reliability. Therefore, making such

assumptions may not reflect the real nature of collaborative routing in P2P wireless

networks.

Also, some routing protocols pose that in a cooperative P2P wireless network environ-

ment, peers can interact with each other with no malicious behaviour. This, however,

may not be a valid supposition in practice. For several reasons, e.g., peer malfunction,

tampering by an adversary or peers’ selfish behaviour, can cause the entire network
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to cease to behave as anticipated. Another major challenge in collaborative routing is

the unavailability of peer resources. For example, a peer may misbehave by refusing

to forward a data packet because it is exhausted, overloaded, malicious or worn out

[29]. Also, a peer may lack the CPU cycles for routing handling if it is overloaded, with

limited buffer space or limited battery level. A malicious peer can launch a denial of

service attack by dropping the data packet it received instead of forwarding it to the

destination or the next near neighbour. In return, the network performance can be

degraded with lots of packet drops and delays [30]. Therefore, for a routing scheme to

achieve the anticipated collaborative routing, a proper trust evaluation needs to be in

place so that the peers can dynamically evaluate the trustworthiness of their potential

routing partners and determine the best possible corresponding peer for routing selec-

tion.

However, most of the existing trust and reputation models have focused on accurate

reputations and peer trust value evalutions based on the successful transaction between

the peers for stable routing systems, but they have not examined the influence of peer

routing attributes, peer forwarding and receiving behaviour, peer preference and the

influence of connectivity between peers concerning trust and reputation evaluation. As

a result, prior research has shown that, the peer trust scoring behaviour of many trusts

and reputation models is imperfect, noisy and prone to many security issues which

limits their predictive power for efficient trust and reputation evaluation [31, 32].

In this line, several questions remain unanswered. For instance; can an arbitrary peer in

a wireless mobile network be trusted for message handling? And to what degree? How

can the decision trust value of a peer be captured to predict a peers’ attributes and cap-

abilities? Can the peers’ routing (forwarding and receiving) behaviour be appropriately

obtained and consistent to give a reliable basis for the prediction of the peers’ trust
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level in handling the routing task? How can the contextual peers’ attribute correlation

be captured and analysed for the peers’ decision making? Obviously, to answer these

questions, there is a need for numerous studies to bridge the gap between transactions

based trust evaluation and attributes based trust evaluation. Thus, peer attributes

can be a contributing factor for making efficient and correct trust evaluations. There

is also a need for a conceptual trust model that can accurately learn the peers’ rout-

ing behaviour to determine their forwarding and receiving accuracy for efficient trust

evaluation.

1.4 Research Questions

This thesis will examine the four main research questions presented below:

• The first question this thesis asks is: ”which category of the wireless peers’ con-

nectivity (contacts) can facilitate effective trust evaluation between peers, and by

extension enhance collaborative routing decisions in wireless mobile networks?”.

– To attempt the above first question, another question needs to be asked:

”Is there any correlation between the identified peers’ connectivity category

and network performance metrics which are essential considerations in the

design of routing protocols?”.

• The second question seeks to address how to build a dynamic trust model that

takes into account the dynamic changes of peer routing attributes for efficient

trust evaluations.

• The third question is: ”how can the peers’ contacts and connectivity in a wireless

network be leveraged for the design of an efficient trust-based routing protocol?”

To answer this question, we identify the following sub-questions:
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– Are the contacts between wireless mobile devices persistent enough to serve

as an element for understanding peer connectivity patterns?

– If the above question is yes, how can a peers’ contacts be appropriately

captured, summarised and represented adequately to understand the peers’

connectivity pattern?

– Can the peers’ connectivity be used to serve as a basis for meaningful pre-

diction of nodal mobility in a trust-based routing forwarding strategy?

• The fourth question of this research asks: ”how can peers in wireless mobile net-

works learn the routing patterns of their potential routing partners to understand

their forwarding and receiving ability for trust-based routing protocol design?”

Along this line, we attempt to address the following sub-questions:

– how can a peer learn the routing patterns of its subjects?

– can a peers’ behaviour be appropriately consistent to give an important basis

for the prediction of the peers’ reliability in handling the routing task?

– how adequately can a peer understand the peer routing pattern for its sub-

jects’ trust evaluation?

1.5 Hypotheses

The hypotheses that will be tested in an attempt to answer the above questions in this

study includes:

• In the design of a trust-based routing protocol, the exploration of the peers’

routing attributes can significantly improve trust evaluation accuracy.

• In a trust-based routing protocol, the peers’ trust evaluation can be extended to
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the peers’ routing attributes to incorporate the dynamic changes of their routing

conditions for improving the quality of wireless peers’ communications.

• The relative comparisons of the proliferation of peers’ transitive connectivity can

give a meaningful basis for determining a good relaying peer to forward packets

toward the destination with less effort.

• Through properly distributed network observations, routing, listening and gath-

ering statistics of routing history efficiently, peers’ routing performance can be

enhanced by making better routing decisions, and thus improve network perform-

ance.

1.6 Thesis Outline

The overall structure of the study takes the form of eight chapters. The first chapter

introduces the research motivations, idea, aim and questions, and frames the theoretical

contribution of the thesis in the context of related works.

Chapter two begins by laying out the theoretical dimension of the research, the major

conceptual foundation and an overview of related approaches. The chapter also identi-

fies the challenges and gaps that requires bridges in the design of trust-based routing

protocols.

The third chapter is concerned with the methodology of the research. The chapter

presents the details about the procedures and iterative processes executed in conduct-

ing this study.

The fourth chapter presents the preliminary investigations and findings of the research

focusing on the influence of transitive connectivity and network performance metrics in

the design of trust and reputation forwarding decisions in collaborative routing.

Chapter Five analyses the use of peer attributes as an element of trust and reputation
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evaluation. The chapter presents a DATM protocol: a trust-based collaborative rout-

ing protocol which takes into consideration peer attributes (buffer occupancy as peer

attributes) as an element of trust evaluation in the collaborative routing protocol.

Based on the foundation laid in Chapter Four, Chapter Six presents a Transitive Aware

Trust-Based Protocol For Mobile Opportunistic Networks, which is an illustration of

transitive connectivity as an element of trust-based routing decisions.

Chapter Seven draws upon the entire thesis, tying up the various analytical, theoret-

ical and empirical strands in the presented Forward-Watcher Trust-based Model. The

chapter also includes a discussion of a new way of interpreting peers’ forwarding and

receiving potentials using a statistical model.

Finally, Chapter Eight gives the thesis summary and a critique of the research findings.

This chapter also gives a brief discussion of the research implications of the findings to

future research in this area.

These chapters together form the iterative and design process presented in Chapter

Three. Each of the Chapters Four to Eight, jointly presents segments, questions, con-

tributions and answers to the questions raised as presented in the research questions

(section 1.4).

1.7 Research Contributions and their Significance

The research works presented in this thesis addresses the issues discussed above. The

key contributions of this work includes:

A Transitivity and Network Performance Metrics Analytical Model for efficient trust

and reputation routing protocol. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study

reporting analytical relationships of the combined metrics of network performance and

trust evaluations in a style that focuses on principles that are likely to be valuable in
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trust-based routing protocol design. One possible implication of our analysis in the

proposed transitivity model is that, a fast and efficient trust-based routing algorithm

could be realised using the presented performance matrix-based model. While the

presented study of the transitivity model in Chapter Four does not explicitly reveal

how transitive connectivity can be integrated into the design of a trust-based routing

protocol, it does partially substantiate that the transitive scaling factor can equally be

applied in the design of an efficient trust-based forwarding strategy.

DATM: A Dynamic Attribute Trust Model for Efficient Collaborative Routing.

DATM is a trust and reputation forwarding model in which each peer can dynam-

ically detect a corresponding reliable and trustworthy peer for routing decisions and by

extension can preserve the peers’ routing resources and increase the collaborative rout-

ing performance. The proposed DATM has demonstrated for the first time how peers’

routing attributes (buffer occupancy) can be integrated into their reliability evaluation

in the design of a trust-based data forwarding strategy. The introduction of gener-

alising peers’ personalised similarity model for trust and reputation evaluation and a

global trust evaluation model in DATM, has extended our knowledge of a trust-based

routing protocol design through incorporating the peers’ reliability in data forwarding

decisions. The main implication of the proposed DATM protocol is that the protocol

designers can focus their design on exploring different attributes and properties of the

dynamic mobile network (e.g., peers’ energy levels, spatial distribution and intermittent

connectivity, etc.), and include these properties in the routing decision process.

A Transitive-Aware Trust-based Protocol for Mobile Opportunistic Networks. We

analytically explore the existence of transitive connectivity patterns between peers in

MSNs based on the derivation of connectivity traces. From the analytical studies and

theoretical analysis, we realised that a similarity of transitive connectivity periodically
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appears in the traces of MSNs. Based on the identified transitive connectivity patterns

from the traces, we then proposed a new transitive data forwarding strategy which

considers the similarity of transitive connectivity between peers. We further proposed a

distributed transitive aware trust-based routing mechanism using modified agent trust

algorithms in a mobile opportunistic network, where data is transmitted through a

trustworthy transitive chain for better packet relaying strategy. The finding in the

proposed transitive-aware trust-based protocol confirms previous findings that certain

patterns of connectivity exist in the MSNs and contributes additional evidence that

suggests the transitive connectivity/contacts can be elements of trust-based routing

metrics.

Forward-Watcher Trust-based routing protocol. We introduce four important met-

rics for peer trustworthiness evaluation that are linked to learning peers’ routing history

based on messages (packets’ beacons) overhearing for trust evaluation between peers. In

this regard, we propose a model for evaluating the probability of the peers’ forwarding

and receiving potentials for local trust evaluations and a correlation matrix for evalu-

ating peer global trust values. The proposed Forward-Watcher extends our knowledge

on how to develop a simple statistics metric for learning peer routing processes for peer

trust evaluations. The advantage of the proposed Forward-Watcher approach is that

through routing history created by the peers, they can statistically predict the future

behaviour of their corresponding routing partners. A Forward-Watcher Trust-based

Model can also serve as an underpinning and cornerstone for developing self-cooperative

protocols in wireless mobile networks using statistical analysis and correlation matrices.
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Figure 1.1: Study Structure



Chapter 2

Literature Review

A large and growing body of literature has investigated different topics on trust-based

routing protocols in mobile wireless networks. This chapter systematically presents to

the reader, the foundation of this research and what is already known about this research

topic. The chapter outlines the key ideas, notions and theories that helps us understand

the current status of the literature and the need for our proposed contribution.

Like many disciplines, the concept of trust and reputation models in computer science

have developed its lexicon, partially inherited from the social sciences field of studies.

Thus, this chapter presents some interesting theoretical foundations of trust and ground

for our discussion about the original context of trust between agents in the networks.

It presents different sociological concepts of trust management including the notion of

a closed structure, which further leads our discussion to the concept of reciprocity and

transitivity. Also presented are the features of self-cooperation, self-organization and

self-control mechanisms for the design of an efficient trust-based collaborative routing

strategy between mobile wireless networks.

2.1 Chapter Background

In the design of mobile wireless routing protocols, researchers make the assumption that

the devices are usually cooperative in data forwarding and security control. Some of the

20
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assumptions include collaboration between devices, guaranteed end-to-end connectiv-

ity, short and fixed delays, low error rates, etc. However, the current trend and future

wireless communication networks may not necessarily possess characteristics that can

support those assumptions.

Peer mobility, for example, in an intermittently connected network, can lead to spatially

heterogeneous peer distributions, which by extension may cause network partitions;

thus, the assumption of end-to-end connectivity cannot be valid in all cases. Another

important technical challenge of some wireless mobile networks is managing dynamic

network conditions such as the unreliability of peers and network links which result

in frequent service outages. Further, current wireless mobile networks are no longer

limited to the Internet. Nowadays, peers in the network can instantly communicate

using different routing schemes and applications. Thus, the emerging mobile wireless

communication networks keep on violating many basic design assumptions of the past.

Arguably, the current and future routing protocols of a wireless device require an integ-

rated collaborative approach for the different devices to communicate efficiently. This

development has brought the need to convert peers to become self-cooperative and

autonomous entities in the network. In this view, the probability that the wireless

device has to interact or cooperate with each other will increase, and the need for at-

tributing trustworthiness to the potential partners becomes a fundamental prerequisite

[33].

Nonetheless, the properties of trust, self-cooperation, self-organization and self-control

of wireless peers in the network do not come into existence automatically; they need

to be enforced and incorporated into the routing protocol design. Through that, the

devices and the protocols of wireless P2P networks can be prepared to overcome differ-

ent problems of variable conditions, faulty nodes and any strange or malicious behaviour
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in the networks. So far, the three most important mechanisms recognized in a decision

support research, and of relevance to this research, are trust, reputation and cooperation

management. This is due to the specific features or mechanisms of trust and reputation

in dealing with the uncertainty concerning future actions of the participating peers in

the network.

2.2 Trust and Reputation Foundation

Although trust is an underdeveloped concept in computer science and information tech-

nology, one can argue that the concept of trust is as old as the existence of human beings.

There are also promising theoretical formulations and empirical studies in different re-

lated studies such as [34] and [35] that can support the formulation and modelling of

trust and reputation. Further, the semi- and fully-distributed and autonomous systems,

the seemingly imminent Internet of Things and artificial intelligence are providing fur-

ther examples in which increasing complexity leads to obscure and unexplainable system

behaviour [36]. In this regard, the concept of trust and reputation seems to be becom-

ing an important consideration in the design of autonomous agents in the network.

In the first place, trust has to do with the belief, uncertainty, intention and willingness

to cooperate or not to cooperate [37]. These attributes are mainly behavioural charac-

teristics of human beings which cannot be accurately predicted with a high degree of

accuracy. Although other areas of studies such as psychology, social economics and soci-

ology adopted different methods of studying trust, the study of trust and reputation in

computer science-related disciplines usually involves mathematical and computational

modelling [38], the use of subjective and temporal logic specifications in trust assess-

ment (which may not necessarily reflect various trust properties) [39] trust influence and

cooperation between the peers in the network. Therefore, it interests us to understand
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the original concept of trust from social science to lay a foundation for the concepts we

will use eventually for our research contribution.

Further, the study of network structure, topology and the relationship between peers

has been explored in different fields of studies such as communication networks [40]

robustness of networks [41], structural monitoring, analysis and optimization [42], op-

timal routing decision [43], and information flow and dissemination in social networks

[44] to mention but few.

Arguably, the modelling of trust in trust-based routing protocols needs to incorporate

peers, network conditions and peer characteristics, and include a study of network sci-

ence to carry out peer structural analysis in the network for trust evaluation [45].

While a substantial amount of literature has already detailed different areas of trust

and reputation management in routing protocols, most of the existing approaches fo-

cus on developing a model and algorithm without taking into account any additional

peer behaviour or attributes such as peer roles and position in the network, peer con-

nectivity, peer attributes and the similarity between peers concerning peer resources

and routing patterns for trust evaluation which are some of the construct elements

for understanding peer routing behaviour for peer trust evaluation. As a result, prior

studies have argued that peer trust ranking behaviour in trust models is imperfect and

noisy [46, 47].

2.2.1 Trust

In a social context and human-centric viewpoint, trust is ascribed to relationships

between people or social groups[37],[48]. In Information Security, trust is attributed

to the behaviour of an entity expectedly for the intended purpose. Trust in collaborat-

ive routing for mobile networks is a mechanism for improving the efficacy of computing

elements’ decision making process for security and performance considerations [49].
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Trust can also be characterised as the desire a device will do what it is expected to do

regarding data forwarding without conveying damage to another device or the network.

A device with a higher trust level is considered as a dependable routing element in the

network, and it’s implied that there is a high shot that the activities it is required to

perform are finished in a way that is positive and trusted. Following the conduct and

routing behaviour of devices, the trust value of devices can be estimated. So far, there

is no comprehensible consensus on the definition of trust in a distributed computer

networks; however, there are promising theoretical formulations and empirical studies

such as [50] that can support the formulation and modelling of trust and reputation in

a mobile environment.

Different fields of study usually define the term ”trust” depending on their disciplines’

discretion and views. For example, the work of [48] argued that the concept of trust

must be considered as a multidimensional concept which develops (i) only under certain

structural conditions and (ii) merges cognitive-affective and behavioural dimensions into

a unified social experience. The study in [49] defines trust as the subjective belief of

someone in the character, ability, strength, reliability, honesty or truth of someone or

something.

From the computing and information technology view, Josang et al. [51] distinguish

between two main categories of trust: reliability trust and decision trust. The concept

of reliability trust is mainly based on the probability that an actor can perform a cer-

tain action either as a result of their capability, resources, location in the network,

connectivity or attributes; while the concept of decision trust is based on the extent to

which an actor is willing to depend on the action or the decisions of another actor with

a feeling of relative security. Obviously, one can observe that the notion of combining

reliability trust and decision trust can characterise the scenario of collaborative routing
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where peer reliability for handling a routing task is a deciding element of successful

routing between peers in the network. Therefore, throughout this thesis [and more

precisely in Chapter Six], we will be referencing the definition of trust and reputation

provided in [51]. This is to enable us to bridge the gap between the reliability trust

and decision trust model in collaborative routing between wireless peers.

For example, let tp,q be the trust value that device p places in device q based on its prior

experience with device q, where tp,q ∈ 〈0, 1〉 : p 6= q. Each time device p encounters

device q, it can assess the trust level of device q.The local trust value or initial (tp,q)

between p and q will increase or decrease depending on the rule of the game. There-

fore, sat(p, q) can represent the number of satisfactory encounters between device p and

device q while unsat(p, q) can represent the total number of unsatisfactory encounters

between device p and device q. Thus, the resultant local trust value between the devices

can be computed as in equation 2.1.

tp,q = sat(p, q)− unsat(p, q). (2.1)

From the initianl trust value in equation (2.1), the normalised trust value can be com-

puted using equation 2.2.

tp,q =
max(Cp,q, 0)∑
qmax(Cp,q, 0)

: ||~tp||i.e.
N∑
q=1

tp,q = 1 (2.2)

2.2.2 Reputation

A reputation system in routing protocol is a mechanism that allows devices to rate

each other in the network in order to build trust. The role of reputation systems, is

to gather a collective opinion of other devices to build trust that can enable trusted

communications between devices in the network. The mechanism of reputation works

well for trusted peer-to-peer transactions in P2P market places. For example, eBay
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and Listia have a positive, negative, or neutral seller feedback reputation system, while

others like Amazon, Etsy, and Yelp use a five-star reputation system for their businesses

and service providers.

In the context of trust-based routing protocol, the definition of reputation proposed by

Naseer et al. [52] suggests that a reputation can be viewed as a subjective expectation a

device can have about another device’s behaviour based on the previous history of their

encounters. Conventionally, in a reputation model for routing protocols, each device

can be a requestor (trustor); requesting the opinion of other devices, and a responder

(trustee) who can provide its aggregated opinions (reputation). The reputation can

be calculated based on various types of information including the rate of the devices’

collaboration in the network [53].

For example, consider the normalised local trust value computed from equation (2.2),

the calculated trust value of device q computed by other devices in the network can

then be aggregated to build a reputation value of device q using the following equation

(6.6).

Tp,q =
∑
q

tp,qtq,r (2.3)

From equation (2.3) and many other works in the literature including [54], it can be

understood that the reputation management in a routing protocol is trust dependent

and relies on the aggregated trust opinions of other peers to give a global trust or repu-

tation value. Thus, the definition of routing protocol with respect to reputation sys-

tems is often difficult to determine without the inclusion of trust management system,

and there is no common definition used by researchers . Reputation systems protocol

are often named as Reputation System Based Trust-Enabled Routing Protocol [52],

Reputation-and-trust-based systems [54], etc. To unify these concepts we have adopted
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the term trust-based protocol to describe the trust and reputation protocol throughout

this thesis.

Despite the diversity of different forms of trust and reputation models, the trust-based

protocols in some way share common underlying phases as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Following is the brief description of the four generic phases of trust models for the

trust-based protocol.

Figure 2.1: Generic Trust and Reputation Model Scheme

• Monitoring or observation This is the process of observing the activities of

the peers in the network.

• Scoring and Ranking Based on the peer observations, a node can rank its neigh-

bours or other nodes depending on their track records and previous encounters
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for recommendation or trust decision purposes.

• Evaluation (Calculation): Based on the scoring evidence manifested as a result

of peer observations, peers can calculate the resultant reputation value of a peer

for further action or responses.

• Response This is a decision based on a peer’s trust ranking value. The actions for

the response include rewarding well behaving nodes and avoiding badly behaving

nodes for the retribution or punishment of the misbehaving or malicious peers.

Though there are other aspects of reputation systems, trust ranking and reputa-

tion evaluation appear across all reputation mechanisms. Therefore, these standard

components of trust and reputation schemes will be the basis of our analysis and con-

tribution of this thesis.

Due to the nature of this research, it is important to review the concept of trust from

its source (social science point of view). This is to enable us to lay a foundation for our

contribution. In the next section, we will review different theoretical concepts of trust

from the social science perspective that are related to the interests of this study.

2.3 Trust From Computational Social Sciences’ View

Like many disciplines, trust and reputation have developed its lexicon, partially inher-

ited from the social sciences field. For a complete introduction to trust, reputation

and cooperation from social trust to digital trust we refer the reader to [55].However,

some trust-theoretic notions are required for our discussion about the original context

of trust between agents from the social science perspective.

One possible reason justifying the adoption of the network paradigm by researchers in
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the study of trust and collective behaviour between peers may originate from the non-

trivial dynamics of the relationship between interacting peers in the network. Indeed,

different networks of wireless peers such as Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETs), Vehicle

Adhoc Networks (VANETs), Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and Robot Networks,

are not necessarily static networks. They can grow or decay, and their topologies evolve

with the possibility of hubs emerging or declining, and communities or cliques forming

[56]. It has, therefore, become apparent that it is important to consider the collective

dynamic behaviour of the peers in the network for trust-based self-organization routing

and for understanding the trust mechanism from the social sciences. We will provide in

the next few sections some basic, possibly incomplete theoretic concepts and arguments

about the essential features of trusts modelling from different views of the computa-

tional social sciences.

Worthy of notice is the idea of trust between agents in the network has to be un-

derstood regarding the agent relationship and organizational structure. Convention-

ally, there are three intrinsic characteristics of computational social science concerning

trust and reputation: connectivity (the relationship between actors within a group

and topological structure), collaboration (modelling the way actors interact), and com-

munity/neighbourhood (clustering or grouping through similarity and preference)[57].

• Topological structure and connectivity This represents the structure and the

relationship (connectivity) between peers. Some related studies have pointed out

that the connectivity between peers can be incorporated in developing effective

strategies for establishing trust between peers in the network [58].

• Collaboration The recommendation process is constructed on collecting opin-

ions based on peer collaboration with other peers in the form of trust ranking

behaviour, and the quality of the recommendation. Also, many studies have
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shown that having networks assessed on their functional similarities, interests

and preference similarities can influence their trust and reputation habit and can

play a significant role in predicting peer behaviour in the network [59].

• Community/neighbourhood Trust, collaboration and intimacy are some of

the primary units of the analysis in the sense of community theory [60]. Having

a community of actors based on their locations or spatial closeness can influence

their trust and reputation habits and can play a significant role in predicting peer

behaviour in the community [61].

2.3.1 Organisational Structure and Trust

One of the fundamental terms used in the study of organisation structure and actor

behaviour is network. - A set of actors and the relationship between them it can be

understood that network begins from the dyadic (two peers connected) perspective to

the larger organisational structure. This concept of network has been adopted by vari-

ous disciplines as a valuable way of studying organization and organizational behaviour,

structural positions and the relation between peers.

In most social science research, the concept of social structure has long been agreed to

be the source of social capital which plays a vital role in sustaining trust relationships

between individuals and organizations to create values, trust and transfer of knowledge,

and enhance creativity. In this line, there have been several attempts to address the

trade-off between closed structure and open structure in which structure promotes trust,

norms and cooperation among peers in the network. The analysis of these two social

network group terms encompasses theories, models and assumptions that are based on

the relational concept.
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2.3.2 Open Structure

Figure 2.2 presents an example of open structure. From the figure, an actor q occupies

a brokerage position and it can have three distinct benefits: Control Benefits (having

access to control other peers in the network), Information and Referral Benefits (it can

serve as a good recommender) and Uniting Benefit which are all significant factors that

promote inter-organizational trust. There are some theories from the social science per-

spective including the work of Burt [62] who argued that having a central actor with a

higher communicability index in the network can facilitate the transfer of information

and provide reachability benefits in the network of peers. On this line, there are some

non-distributed trust routing algorithms that follow this idea of centralised reputation

systems such as those in [63, 64]. In a centralized trust and reputation system, the

central peer (usually the most important peer in the network) will evaluate the peer

trust behaviour, and perform all the tasks of trust aggregation and trust recommend-

ation in the network. Although, the concept of a centralised reputation system works

well in a simple network of peers or where a single central peer is needed for trust

and reputation evaluation, it is less suitable in a distributed network of peers and it

inherits a number of problems such as a single point failure (when a central peer fails or

compromised). Therefore, we seek to observe a closed structure to lay the foundation

of our contribution in this thesis. In the next sub-section, we study the closed structure

and its related properties for efficient trust evaluation.

2.3.3 Closed Structure

The concept of closed structure was first introduced by [65] based on the observation

that in a closed structure, there is a high degree for every peer in the network knowing

every other peer directly or indirectly, and, as such, the peers are more likely to trust
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Figure 2.2: Simple Illustration of Open Structure

each other and predict other peer behaviour than in an open structure. Extending the

theoretical work of [65] is the finding of Simmel [66], who argued that the triad is the

fundamental unit of social analysis, and hypothesized that the strength or quality of

relationships and trust are not based on the content of the relationship, but rather

on the cohesive structure of the relationship. Simmel articulated several reasons and

features of triad relationships and concluded that while a triad is the smallest form of

group, increasing group size does not significantly alter its critical features. In a related

development, the study in [67] presented Simmels work regarding Similien ties (closed

structure) and structural holes (a form of open structure) and explored their roles in

terms of task interdependence and effectiveness, the study showing that Simmelian ties

promote development of group norms such as norms of cooperation and reciprocity,

and also promote trust, cohesion and transitivity which are all positively correlated

to interdependency and redundancy. Therefore, to lay the foundation of our concept

of integrating peer routing attributes as trust evaluation factors, we seek to discuss

the two important properties of closed structures: transitivity and reciprocity. Under
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Figure 2.3: Simple Illustration of Closed Structure

the next headings, we discuss the properties of transitivity and reciprocity in detail.

These two closed structure properties are the starting points of our proposed models in

Chapters Four, Six and Seven.

2.3.4 Transitivity

In this subsection, we seek to review some related studies on transitivity in trust. Trans-

itivity in trust is very often considered a trivial and simple property from the classical

social and cognitive models, mathematics, logic and grammar. In fact, the complexity

of the trust notion suggests evaluating relationships with transitivity in a more adequate

way. Transitivity is one of the oldest existing concepts used to implement a popular

community finding method and the creation of links in a social network based on the

concept of sharing common nodes. It also tallies with the dynamic balance theory [68]

and the Simmelian triangle theory as explained earlier which states that the localized

cohesion between transitive actors is optimal for sharing information, encouraging co-

operation and minimising conflict between the actors [69]. However, it is important to
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clarify that trust is not transitivity perfect due to the subjectivity and context-specific

nature of trust [70], but an important property that can be integrated into the design

of trust-based routing for efficient trust propagation and evaluation between peers in

the network. Transitivity can, therefore, be characterised as a property of the relation-

ship between actors of a similar nature and friends who may stand for each other. For

instance, [71] characterises transitivity as a very important driven factor of trust and

reputation evaluation within a network of peers.

In principle, trust and reputation can be aggregated based on the direct interaction

between peers or through trust-chains (trust anchors). These features of trust made it

feasible to be implemented in a distributed network of different topological order and

arrangement. The ability of a peer to aggregate trust value of the corresponding neigh-

bouring peers and establish communication is limited to the distance and interaction

between the peers in the network. In a situation where all the peers are not directly

connected or interfaced with each other, the trust and reputation aggregation and eval-

uation will be based on a chain of referrals (number of possible hop counts between the

peers). In this situation, exploring the suitable connectivity or trust chain is essential.

2.3.5 Reciprocity

In this section, we seek to review the concept of reciprocity in the context of the social

sciences and trust-based modelling. The concept of reciprocity has been widely studied

in various fields of study. For example, from a social psychology point of view, recipro-

city can be simplified as a social rule that actors tend to repay, in a similar way, what

another actor has provided for them [72]. In other words, actors give back (reciprocate)

the kind of treatment they have received from others. Reciprocity has been identi-

fied amongst the most well-known mechanisms that may sustain trust and cooperation
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evolution among peers for behaviour-oriented modelling [73], and it is considered as

one of the promoting factors of mutual interactions between actors by returning similar

acts. This property plays important roles in the process of spreading information and

ideas, and provides good features for ranking and classification-based methods for trust

prediction [74].

The simple model presented in Figure 2.4 shows the reinforcing relationships among

trust, reputation and reciprocity. The direction of the arrow indicates the direction

of influence among the variables, while the dashed line indicates a mechanism of net

benefit [outside the scope of this thesis].

Figure 2.4: Illustration of Reciprocity Model

Trust and reciprocity are interrelated and can be applied in quantifying the trustwor-

thiness of agents regarding the exchange of mutual deeds. For example, the work of

[75] developed quantitative models for measuring reciprocity and exploring the extent

to which reciprocity exists in the trust network and the measures for predicting trust

behaviour. The author measured trust reciprocity using link reciprocity in the network

which has also been studied in the context of Web networks and email networks, and

was referred to as the global measure of reciprocity in [76]. Further, the work of [77]

presents two types of reciprocity, namely: direct reciprocity and indirect reciprocity.

• Direct reciprocity: The notion of direct reciprocity was initially proposed by

Robert Trivers [78], as a mechanism for the evolution of cooperation between a
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pair of actors. Direct reciprocity can lead to the evolution of cooperation between

a pair of actors if the probability of their encounter exceeds the cost-to-benefit

ratio of the altruistic act. For example, considering Figure 2.5, the action or help

of p to q is dependent on the outcome it receive from q. i.e if p help q, then q can

reciprocate to help p.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Direct Reciprocity [1]

• Indirect Reciprocity: In an indirect reciprocity model, when there are ran-

domly chosen pairwise encounters between the actors of a population, one actor

behaves as a donor and the other as a recipient. The donor can decide whether

or not to cooperate. The interaction can be observed by the members in the net-

work who might act as watchers and inform other actors in the network. Usually,

indirect reciprocity comes in two different flavours as presented in Figure 2.6 [79].

The upstream reciprocity (left) is based on the recent positive experience. An

actor who is receiving a donation may feel encouraged to donate in turn. Down-

stream reciprocity (right) is built on the reputation of peers in the network. As
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illustrated in Figure 2.6, because of p has helped q, therefore receives help from r

Figure 2.6: Illustration of Indirect Reciprocity [1]

Furthermore, both trust and reciprocity are the types of social capital embedded

within personal relations. It is, therefore, common knowledge that the level and the

degree of the peer reciprocity among the peers can serve as an instrument for trust

estimation, trust prediction and peer trust evaluation.

So far, there are many reciprocity strategies for predicting peer trust behaviour pro-

posed by psychologists [80], social science economists [81], game-theoreticians [82] and

topology modelling authors [83]. To join the line, we propose that predicting the reci-

procity or the peer altruist forwarding pattern for trust-based routing protocol design

can be achieved through developing a model of the peer forwarding and receiving cor-

relation. In chapter seven of this study, we propose a Forward-Watcher trust routing

protocol based on the concept of direct and indirect reciprocity.

2.4 Review of Trust and Reputation Algorithms

There are many well-known trusts and reputation systems in the literature. In this

section, we provide a summary of a few that are related to the interests of this research.
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We choose each trust and reputation scheme to provide a glimpse of how the systems

work, as well as to provide insights into the different components of trust and reputa-

tion schemes.

The EigenTrust is a reputation scheme proposed by Kambar et al [84] that uses trans-

itive trust chains for computing a global trust value for each peer in the network of

peers. The scheme populates a matrix of the number of positive experiences minus

the number of negative experiences between the peers (the negative experience value

is replaced with a 0). The resultant matrix is then normalised to convert the sum of

each row to 1. The eigenvector of the resultant matrix which contains the elements of

the eigenvalues is then computed to produce a column vector that contents the global

reputation values. Each peer performs this computation in a distributed Eigen Trust

scheme by exchanging reputation information with other peers in the network that have

interacted. The resulting reputation values are then stored in a distributed hash table

to reduce the likelihood of successful manipulation of reputation values.

Additionally, the beta distribution function has a strong foundation on statistical the-

ory and less computational complexity compared to related approaches which makes it

more applicable to Wireless Sensor Networks. For example, recently, the work of [85]

proposed a Beta-based Trust and Reputation Evaluation System (BTRES) for WSNs

node trust and reputation evaluation. The BTRES uses the concepts of monitoring

nodes behaviour, and the beta distribution is used to describe the distribution of node

credibility. The selection of relay and benevolent nodes is based on the node trust

value.

Several studies continue to propose different trust and reputation models based on

recommendation systems that can be compatible and implemented in many applica-

tion domains. The work of [86] analysed the basic types of trust models: experience
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based trust models and reputation-based trust models for determining whom to trust

over the various system with different transaction frequencies, reputation accuracy and

trustee trustworthiness. The framework introduced the learning parameter to perform

a weighting between reputation-based trust modelling and experience-based trust mod-

elling. The author reported that, for effective trust modelling, the trustor should use

the learning parameter for each potential trustee since the transaction frequency, accur-

acy of reputation and trustworthiness characteristics may vary. The result of the work

also demonstrated that a combination of experience- and reputation-based models are

better over a broad range of system characteristics.

Currently, there are many trust and reputation models proposed in the literature; the

focus of most of them is to model trust based on the satisfactory and unsatisfactory

behavior of the peers (Eigentrust)[87]; the use of community-based reputations to help

estimate the trustworthiness of peers (peer-to- peer trust model) [96]; peer feedbacks

and global reputation scores (Power trust models) [88]; and the selection of the most

trustworthy node through the most reputable path in the network (BTRM-WSN Trust

model) [89]. Also, the work of [90] proposed statistical trust and reputation evaluation

techniques and investigated the result of the scheme for the design of trust evaluation

rules. For example, the intense study of [91, 51] explored the roles of reputation sys-

tems for encouraging good behaviour and promoting adherence between actors. On

the other hand, the work of [92] proposed a novel reputation framework (RFSN) that

includes five different sections: direct reputation evaluation, indirect reputation eval-

uation, reputation synthesis, behaviour, and conversation. The model captures the

details of the evaluation processes of trust in wireless sensor network.

Likewise [93] proposed Gaussian trust and reputation computation in multiple-input-

multiple-output (MIMO) wireless sensor networks. The study proposed an analytical
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framework to characterise the direct based reputation for fading MIMO scenarios based

on multivariate Gaussian distribution and Bayesian theorems. Recently, [94] proposed

an Efficient Distributed Trust Model (EDTM) for WSNs, the author arguing that most

of the current trust and reputation models take communication behaviour between the

nodes into account to calculate the sensor node trust value. The EDTM considers

the number of packets received by sensor nodes, and direct trust and recommendation

trust are selectively derived. However, the framework did not consider familiarity and

reliability to improve the accuracy of the recommendation trust.

2.4.1 Trust and Reputation Based on Direct Neighbours’ Feed-
back: Direct Trust

Many of the ad-hoc network trust models are naively based on a trust-your-neighbour

relation. In this type of trust model, the entire trust management system (origination,

managing and expiration) usually has a short lifespan, and the peers may lack a com-

prehensive knowledge of the overall neighbour trust level. As a result, most of the direct

trust models only work in an environment where all the nodes are self-organized and

mobile (e.g., military and law enforcement applications) which limits their functional-

ities to some specific areas. Recently, several attempts were made by many authors to

propose a different improvement in the various aspects of direct trust and reputation

algorithms. For example, the study in [95] introduced a zone-based trust management

agreement scheme in wireless sensor networks. The scheme was designed to detect and

revoke groups of compromised nodes within the trust formation and forwarding phase.

Each node directly interacts with the neighbouring nodes for the trust report event

and stores the report in a knowledge cache. The proposed protocol comprises of a zone

discovery phase, trust formation and forwarding phases. Before making a final judge-

ment, a trustor will always compute the difference between the probability distribution
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function of the neighbourhood trust and the probability distribution function of the

information received from its neighbours at every slot of time (say, T). The total trust

factor can be determined based on the deviation between the reports of the observation

using the information theoretic metric KL-divergence.

Also, the work in [96] proposed a novel, Connected Dominating Set (CDS)-based reputa-

tion monitoring system. Which employs a CDS-based monitoring backbone to securely

aggregate the reputation of sensors without subjecting them to energy depletion or

reputation pollution attacks.

In addition, apart from constraints that are application-specific, the concept of direct

trust suffers from the following setbacks that may limit its application in a distributed

and autonomous wireless network: a) Notion of prediction: peer p can either trust

peer q or distrust peer q [97], since it has no other means of trusting peer q; b) peer

p can only compute peer qs’ trust value under the condition that peer p trusts peer q;

C) Energy depletion problem; the amount of energy needed for a wireless node to ac-

complish trust management processes (trust aggregation and trust evaluation) with all

other neighboring peers in a distributed network will be high, since the trust between

peers can only be derived based on their direct contacts and the energy needed for the

node to communicate with other peers is proportional to its distance with other peers

in the network [98, 99], and as we have shown in section in section 4.3.2.

2.4.2 Recommendation/Referral in Trust and Reputation

As mentioned in the above section, trust evaluation based on direct experience is not

often obtainable to the assessors and sometimes having a direct experience between all

peers in a large-scale network is non-trivial. Therefore, aggregating trust opinions of

other peers on a particular agent remains a fundamental building block of successful
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trust and reputation systems. One common issue in trust aggregation based on the re-

commendation is the reliance on peer interactions to evolve the global trust value of an

agent. Inherently, this creates an undesirable dependency, where the peer interaction

and connectivity plays a significant role in the accuracy of the resultant trust score.

Further, because the process of reputation and recommendation aggregation involves a

series of message transfers across the chain of peers, the management of the recommend-

ation may prompt many challenges. Also, in the recommendation processes, knowing

who made the recommendation and the time at which recommenders make a recom-

mendation is essential for determining the accuracy of the recommendations value and

to minimise the problem of trust decay respectively. Thus, modelling the recommenda-

tion or referral between peers in the network might not complete without visiting some

related concepts of peer interactions and connectivity for proper trust evaluation. In

the next subsections, we present some related surveys that specifically focus on trust

and reputation models that are of great interest to this study.

2.4.3 Summary of the Related Surveys in Trust and Reputa-
tion Models

There are various comprehensive survey articles on trust and reputation management

that focuses on P2P networks. Here, we highlight some of the surveys that are re-

lated to our work. For example, the survey in [100] reported a systematic review of

various trust and reputation systems for P2P-based web services and the survey clas-

sified different trust and reputation systems into three categories: 1) centralised vs.

decentralised reputation systems, 2) agent vs. resources and 3) global vs. personalised

trust and reputation systems. The report of the survey concluded that collaborative

filtering would be better for the implementation of reputation in recommender systems

technology.
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Also, the work of [101] provides a survey on the different frameworks for general de-

composition of existing reputation systems. The survey classifies different attacks by

identifying which reputation system components and design choices are vulnerable to

attacks. The survey also explored different defence mechanisms against those attacks

for the future reputation system.

Subsequently, the survey in [102] focuses on computational trust models for wireless

communication networks (WSNs) and cognitive radio networks (CRNs). The sur-

vey reported two major categories of trust and reputation: individual-level trust and

system-level trust. Based on the report of the survey, the majority of trust and repu-

tation models focus mostly on the detailed aspects of individual-level trust due to the

following reasons: i) the individual trust mechanism facilitates first-hand interaction

and experiences between the peers, ii) aggregates testimonies from witness nodes about

potential interaction partners and evaluates trustworthiness of potential interaction

partners based on the available past experience, while some trust models consider sys-

tem interaction protocols to enforce cooperation among the nodes in a network.

[103] presented a survey of trust management for mobile ad hoc networks in distributed

environments. The survey reported different potential attacks and performance met-

rics of trust and reputation models based on composite cognitive, social information

and communication taking into account severe resource constraints of mobile ad hoc

networks such as, computing power, bandwidth, quality of service, node mobility, topo-

logy changes and propagation channel conditions. Furthermore, the author concluded

that, exploring the social relationship in evaluating trust and collaboration through

employing the concept of a social network is a potential fruitful research in trust and

reputation for mobile ad hoc networks.
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Also, the work in [104] presented a survey on trust management in mobile ad hoc net-

works based on the subjective nature of belief for behaviour prediction. The survey

explored different techniques for trust value calculation and trust propagation, and

the concept of trust value can be used to promote confidence between the peers in

the network. The survey also presents a summary of different related work on trust

metrics, trust dynamics and how trust can change with time in the processes of trust

propagation, trust aggregation and trust prediction. The study further reports different

methods for trust measurements including fuzzy probability and trust scales.

In the same line, the work of [105] provided a comprehensive survey on the secur-

ity issues against trust and reputation models in a peer-to-peer network. The survey

explored many different attacks such as Sybil attacks, bad mouthing attacks, on-off

attacks, conflicting behaviour attacks, newcomer attacks, ballot-stuffing and their cor-

responding measures such as weighted transaction influence, identity verification and

opinion discounting. However, the survey did not report how all the stated solutions

can address the security challenges in fully decentralised systems.

Also, the work of [106] presented a general survey on the relationship between interest

similarity and trust based on collecting information about the users view regarding the

relationship between trust and interest similarity. The survey reported that, there is a

positive relationship between trust and interest similarity which means that, the more

two people are similar, the greater the trust relationship between them. [107] presented

a survey on a web-based social network. The work in [108] presented the survey on the

study and analysis of exiting trust systems in participatory sensing applications. The

survey explored common features of participatory sensing and analysed their vulnerab-

ilities and attacks based on two types of participatory sensing. The work also identified

many trust problems and attacks that have not been addressed in the literature. The
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survey in [109] explored the concept of security and in management in opportunistic

networks.

2.5 Trust-Based Routing Protocol

Before the trust-based routing protocols, the job of the peers routing forwarding was

only to forward packets from the sources to the destinations. Trust-based routing

ideology encourages that, in addition to forwarding the packets from the sources to

the destination, intelligent forwarding decisions can be incorporated to increase routing

performance and security considerations. A trust-based routing protocol is, therefore,

a routing scheme in which the peers in the network can integrate their opinion about

the behaviour, reliability and the trustworthiness of their neighbours or any peer in the

network. The peers’ opinion is aggregated and quantified as a trust metric or aggregated

trust value. For example, when two peers p and q interact, they can establish a local

trust between themselves. Let tp,q be the trust value that peer p places in peer q based

on its prior experience with peer q, where tp,q ∈ 〈0, 1〉 : p 6= q. The local trust value tp,q

from different peers who once had an experience with peer q can then be aggregated

to build a global trust value of peer q. The global trust value of a peer is a peers

credentials that a peer can use to interact with other peers who have never interacted

with it before. The peers can also use the global trust value of a peer to rate and predict

its behaviour.

Trust-based data forwarding has been extensively studied in wireless routing for fault-

tolerant networks [110], opportunistic environment [111], mobile ad-hoc networks [112].

Traditionally, the forwarding strategy between wireless peers can be either end-to-end

or hop-by-hop. In the end-to-end trust-based routing forwarding, the set of forwarding

peers can be determined on the fly on a packet basis using certain criteria [113].With
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hop-by-hop forwarding strategy, each forwarding peer (including the packet sources)

determine its own forwarder set based on the trust level of the peers. A selected

forwarding peer will again do this process until the messages reach the destination.

2.5.1 Summary of Related Forwarding Strategies for Dynamic
Routing Protocol

Recent attention has focused on the issue of packet forwarding in non-cooperative con-

figurations. Different trust-based routing protocols designed to address the quality

of service degradation, selfish and non-cooperative routing behaviour, and end-to-end

delay aspects have been proposed in the literature.

Some of the serious discussions and analysis about trust-based routing protocols are

based on game theory [114], fuzzy logic [115] or Bayesian network [116]. Some of the

possible reasons why the above-mentioned techniques are commonly used in trust-based

modelling include; (i) both game theory and fuzzy logic can be used for modelling co-

operative behaviour in complex networks (ii) they can be used for learning the dynamic

pattern of peers’ states and interactions for proper predictions [117].

For example, [118] employed the uses of fuzzy inference rules to improve the routing

protocols with fuzzy dynamic programming in MANETs. Though the concept was

highly referenced in the literature, the model did not take into account the dynamic

nature and behaviour of P2P due to the problem of multiparameter optimisation lim-

itations and computational complexity of fuzzy systems.

Additionally, there have been some longitudinal studies that proposed a trust-based

routing for different reasons. For example, the study in [119] proposed a Trust-Aware

Routing Framework for WSNs (TARF). TARF provides a trustworthy and energy-

efficient route between a sender and a receiving node. Also, the work of [120] proposed

a trust-based protocol for the energy-efficient routing decision, the proposed protocol
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reducing delay and routing overheads; however, the routing decision in the model only

considered the selection of the shortest link to avoid the depletion of energy.

Furthermore, in the proposed trust model of [121], when a misbehaving peer is detec-

ted, the neighbouring peers can isolate the misbehaving peer for data forwarding or

any other cooperative function. Nevertheless, the model only considers counting the

systematic failure of a peer as a method of learning the capability of the peer, not the

attributes. In this type of model, the learning parameters can be faulty due to the

dynamic change of peer behaviour (good or bad). The work of [122] proposed a reputa-

tion system-based solution for trust-aware routing, which implements a new monitoring

strategy called an efficient monitoring procedure. The model considers the reputation

value as a factor in the routing decision that may not explicitly reveal the peers capacity

for handling the routing decision.

Recently, due to the rapid development of complex and autonomous P2P networks, the

concepts of trust, reputation and cooperation continue to receive an enormous atten-

tion in the field of P2P networking. Also, the study in [123]proposed a trust-aware

routing protocol for SANETs. Nonetheless, the model cannot escape criticism since it

only exploits past node routing behaviour and link quality for determining the efficient

paths with no more or less concern about the peer reliability for routing handling.

Opportunistic Data Forwarding

There are a large number of packet forwarding protocols in opportunistic networks.

One of the categories of the protocol addresses the problem of packet forwarding to a

pre-known single destination peer or group of peers in the network [124].In this type

of protocol, it is expected that a qualified forwarder is supposed to have a higher

chance of delivering the packets (delivery predictability) either to the destination or

another peer that can successfully deliver the packet to the destination. To some extent,
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such competency of delivering the data packets is substituted with the probability of

meeting the destination [125], based on the peers’ behavioural profiles [126] which are

generally approximately predicted regarding the peers’ encounter. However, most of

the routing schemes that are based on this concept ignore the fact that a malicious

peer can arbitrarily claim its probability of meeting the destinations based on the

rules of the routing strategy. The study in [127]presented a unicast routing technique

for multi-hop wireless for opportunistic forwarding titled ExOR. ExOR has a good

routing performance. However, it enforces global coordination of among forwarding

nodes, which is difficult in large networks. Another drawback of ExOR is there is less

possibility of forwarding peers that are connected via fewer quality links to overhear

the message acknowledgement, therefore, the forwarding peers can make inconsistent

forwarding decisions.

Network Coding

Before exploring the implication of our proposed model in a wireless network, we provide

a concise description of network coding. Due to the different constraints of wireless

transmission media such as delay, signal attenuation, latency and network channel

conditions, the wireless network suffers from low throughputs and frequents unexpected

disruptions. Network Coding (NC) is a multicast networking technique in which the

packets are encoded and decoded to increase network performance, minimise delays and

improve the system robustness. Different NC routing protocols explore the broadcast

nature of multihop wireless channels [128] for packets’ forwarding decisions. The notion

of network coding was initially proposed by Ahlswede et al.[129] for achieving the min-

cut (the maximum amount of flow passing from the source to the sink) in multicast

wireless communications. Since then, several other NC routing decisions were proposed

in the literature. For example, the opportunistic network coding scheme such as COPE
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[130] which uses XOR operation to perform coding.CORE exploits the broadcast nature

of the wireless medium through setting each node into a promiscuous mode to snoop

packets communicated by its neighbours. The snooped packets are used in coding

decisions.

To sum it all up, several trust-aware models based on energy aware, location aware, and

delay tolerance will continue to emerge. Considerably more work is needed for further

in-depth analysis to advance this research area (trust-based routing proto- cols).

2.5.2 Importance of Trust-Based Routing Protocols

Trust-aware routing is an important routing scheme for efficient collaborative routing

between peers in the network [131, 132]. Thus, it is possible to hypothesise that many

collaborative wireless routing schemes may not efficiently work if the peers are not

able to determine the corresponding trustworthy routing partners for data forwarding

and collaborative tasks. Therefore, ascribable to the considerable damages and adverse

effects of the untrustworthy or unreliable peer in the routing function, which by ex-

tension can affect the quality and reliability of data and routing protocols, analyzing

the trust level of a peer has a positive influence on the confidence with which a peer

conducts transactions in the networks [133]. A considerable amount of literature has

been published on the importance and motivations of a trust-based routing protocol in

collaborative routing schemes, see for example [134][135]. The following, is a summary

of the importance of trust-based routing protocols.

1. Detecting selfish and dynamic behaviour analysis - Conventional security

mechanisms cannot address the problem of selfish and dynamic changes of peer

behaviour from honest to malicious and vice-versa. However, the concept of trust

and reputation have proved to be useful for different dynamic behaviour analyses,
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and providing a mechanism for detecting selfish behaviour and adaptive dynamic

decision processes [136, 137].

2. Cooperation, altruist observance - In contrast to many conventional security

solutions, trust and reputation influence self-cooperative behavior through enfor-

cing cooperation and fairness between peers which can help them in detecting and

avoiding the effect of a mis-behaving peer on the basis of monitoring, assigning

reputation measures to every peer and isolation of the detected misbehaving peer

[136, 138].

3. Generalize and modular solution approach - In addition to cooperative

behaviour, the trust and reputation system provides a mechanism to the peers to

fight against any attacks collectively in making a decision about peer behaviour

in the processes of trust ranking and scoring a peer, punishing a misbehaving peer

or rewarding a behaving peer.

4. Less complexity- It is obvious that conventional security solutions requires lots

of energy and processing ability for the processes of key generation, key distribu-

tion, key management and both encryption and decryption tasks, which are usu-

ally complex and computationally expensive, and require significant memory and

processing overheads. However, the use of trust and reputation do not necessarily

involve such computational techniques as in the case of public key infrastructure

[138, 139].

2.5.3 Properties of Trust-Based Routing Protocols

As presented in the above section, the trust and reputation mechanism is a promising

solution to the problem of collaborative routing. It is worth mentioning that an effective

decision mechanism needed at a routing layer for the peer collaboration and a dynamic
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decision can be achieved using the concepts of trust and reputation. Difficulties arise

however when an attempt is made to propose a trust-based routing scheme that can

satisfy the desired properties of trust-based routing protocols. Summarised below are

some of the desired properties of trust-based routing schemes suggested by related

studies [140, 141, 142, 143].

• Scalability: The process of trust management should be able to suit a large range

of networks with a high level of accuracy and security.

• Portability: The peers should be able to join and leave the network securely at

any time.

• Self-Organization: The peers should be able to organize themselves for trust and

reputation management. i.e. the trust management processes should not rely on

a centralised authority.

• Anonymity:The trust management process between the peers should be anonym-

ous such that it cannot be revealed or known to avoid problems of spoofing,

forgery or replay attacks.

• Decentralisation of the trust establishment processes: The trust establishment

processes should be highly decentralised, so they can be adapted to the highly

dynamic and distributed nature of wireless sensor networks.

• Coping with sparse information: Peers should have enough scoring and ranking

information for efficient trust evaluation.

• Location, Context and time specific: Dynamic trust metrics that will take into

consideration the dynamic, context-aware and complex nature of distributed net-

works.
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• Integrated confidence measure and credibility: The inaccuracy and uncertainty of

many trust models increase with incomplete scoring and ranking and recommend-

ation information available in the network, thus adding a confidence measure that

will minimize the trust scoring and ranking sparsity problem is essential.

• Robustness and attack resistance: A good trust and reputation system should be

resistant to attacks.

• Behaviour prediction: A good trust and reputation model should incorporate the

learning methods of peer previous behaviour patterns for the prediction of peers’

future behaviour.

2.5.4 Peers’ Routing Attributes in Trust-Based Routing Pro-
tocols

One of the critical issues associated with achieving some of the desired properties of a

trust-based routing scheme is the integration of peers’ trustworthiness concerning rout-

ing history and the peers’ attributes for understanding peer reliability. It is, therefore,

apparent that studying the peers’ routing attributes can lead to a greater understand-

ing of developing efficient trust-based routing protocols. Here we highlight some of

the reasons why the incorporation of peers’ routing attributes is vital for trust-based

routing protocols.

• Peers routing context attributes - As with any end-user supported infra- struc-

ture, device profile and status (location, buffer size estimation, battery level, and

mobility) are useful information for the peers in route selection, quality-of-service

verification, and traffic engineering in addition to the trustworthiness of the peers

in the network.
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• Network context/ Structure or network topology - The network context or to-

pology attributes show network conditions and measurements (link quality, con-

gestion, bandwidth, communication distance, communicability and the geodic

distance between the peers) which are all important factors for the exploration of

the peer attributes and behaviour in the network. For example, in the case of a

Sybil attack or a spoofing attack (a form of stealing peer identities), it would be

very unfeasible for the attacker to have a holistic understanding of the network

context and topology structure; therefore, the structural information between the

peers would not be easy to steal and forge for malicious activities.

• Non-predictable nature of the peer attributes and context - While it is possible to

predict trust scoring and ranking behaviour using the current trust and reputation

models, it will be difficult to predict and learn the dynamic change of peer attrib-

utes and resources. The change of peer energy levels, location and connectivity,

which by extension will equally affect the change of peer clustering coefficient,

geodic distance and communicability distance, are all non-predictable.

• Powerful representation - Both the peer attributes, and the network topology

attributes represents the detailed relationship between the peers, both shortest

and longest path, communicability and reachability between the peers, centrality,

geodic distance, density, closeness measure which can all be used to model the

peers behavior and attributes in the network.

• Spanner property of topology structure - One of the challenges of wireless sensor

network solutions is energy inefficiency. Implementing trust and reputation in

WSN should take into account the energy needed for communication between

peers, link and interface maintenance etc. As a result of dynamic properties
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of topology and different cooperative energy spanners, algorithms can be incor-

porated to optimize the energy needed for trust management while taking into

consideration the efficiency of the trust and model implementation.

• Relational nature of problem domain - The nature of trust and reputation can

be observed as a relational phenomenon between peers. One can argue that the

nature of topology or organisational structure is also relational just as in the case

of a trust relationship where the trust and distrust can equally be represented by

the weight of the links between the trustee and the trustor. Also, the network

science and structure are being used to support the aspect of how information is

represented, processed and transformed into the network.

2.5.5 Some Challenges Identified in Trust-Based Routing Pro-
tocols

Different proposed trust-based routing schemes in the literature have been vigorously

challenged and contested by related studies. Critics question the routing protocol which

does not consider the peer attributes and resources for reliable routing decisions. There-

fore, we briefly discuss some issues that we believe are open problems in the field of

trust-based routing schemes.

While being complimentary to the previous works in the literature, to our knowledge

most of the existing approaches focus on developing a model and algorithm without

taking into account peer attributes, connectivity and location in the network for trust

and reputation evaluations. As a result, prior research has shown that in most of the

trust and reputation evaluation protocols, the peer scoring and ranking behaviour is

imperfect, noisy and prone to many security issues which limit their predictive power

for making routing decisions [144, 145]. This indicates the need to understand and ex-

plore the peers’ routing attributes that can improve the efficacy of trust-based routing
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protocols.

Also, without loss of generality, none of the previous work has explored the roles of the

peer attributes such as memory sizes, link capacity, connectivity and the influence of

peer similarity in terms of peer routing attributes in trust and reputation evaluation.

Consequently, there is a lack of standard orientation for the prediction of the peer at-

tributes in the process of designing trust and reputation models during the following

operations: trust evaluation processes, trust propagation and the processes of detecting

non-capable peers for routing handling in the network [25].

Additionally, in many distributed implementations of trust and reputation models (for

example, Eigen Trust), there are some peers in the network that are known to be trust-

worthy (pre-trusted peers) in the initial stage of trust and reputation implementation.

The free, trusted peers (peers that are given initial trust values) are randomly selected

with no prior experience of their reliability for data forwarding and collaborative rout-

ing tasks. In the event where the selected pre-trusted peers are non-capable peers, or

they have limited resources, the network performance can be affected.

Additionally, while the distributed trust-based routing algorithms were purposely pro-

posed to overcome the challenges of a) the computing and storing of the global trust

vector, and b) the problem of central computation storage and message overhead, many

trust and reputation models still face some challenges concerning exploring peer reli-

ability and capability for routing decisions. Also, queries in many trust-based routing

schemes are flooded throughout the network, with each peer responding to a query if

it possesses the file. The peers can then choose a corresponding peer to communicate

based on their reputation value alone; however, the peers cannot instantaneously take

into account the dynamic changes and intermittent connectivity between the peers and
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peer resources which are all important factors for improving the quality of communic-

ation between the peers in the network.

Trust matrix sparsity arises from the phenomenon that the peers have no sufficient

information of scoring and ranking other peer trust behaviour or when the peers only

rate or give a recommendation for the few peers in the network. This is very common in

the implementation of trust and reputation algorithms in a sparse P2P network. This

problem can affect the recommendation and reputation integrity due to the limited

information to judge and predict peer trust behaviour.

As mentioned earlier, the trust of a peer includes both its decision trust and reliabil-

ity trust. Therefore, the reliability of a peer is a significant factor for trust decision

evaluation. However, the goal of many trust models is to identify the sources of inau-

thentic files and biased peers. In this case, the resultant trust value does not distinguish

between a reliable peer with available resources and a non-reliable peer with fewer re-

sources for handling routing tasks. Therefore, such trust-based protocols are limited

to a decision trust with no more or less concern about the reliability of the peers in

dealing with the routing task.

Notion of prediction and repudiation: In most of the existing trust-based routing mod-

els, the peer scoring and ranking habits and behaviour can be learned, forged or mim-

icked. Likewise, a peer may deny their ratings and refuse to accept the ramification of

their actions. This is possible when the trust evaluation of the peers is only based on

successful or unsuccessful transactions [97].

Selfish behaviour and bad recommendation problems: Most currently existing trust and

reputation models have a principal drawback of not being able to detect noncooperative

(selfish) behaviour. As a result, many attacks such as Sybil attack, DoS or colluding

attacks, bad recommendation attacks, bad mouthing attacks, ballot stuffing attack and
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on-off attack are possible to succeed when using trust and reputation models. For

example; slandering, self-promotion by a peer and collusion where participants might

give recommendations deviating from their real experience. All these are very common

attacks when employing trust and reputation metrics in routing protocols [97, 146].

Self-organization problem: The ability of an agent to predict other agent future be-

haviour and expectancy of the agent cooperation is essential in trust and reputation

models. However, this is difficult to be achieved without formulating an expectancy of

the behaviour and the environment. Most of the existing trust and reputation models

do not take such aspects into consideration which limits their ability to promote self-

organization principles in decision-making processes [147].

Inaccurate peer information such as scoring and ranking behaviour, location in the net-

work, peer rank and roles in the network can affect the integrity and the credibility of

the peer reputation evaluation and recommendations decisions. It worth mentioning

that most of the trust and reputation models do not take into consideration the details

of the peers.

Further, no research has been found that surveyed extensively the concept of trust and

reputation in P2P networks about a peer being reliable and the extent to which a peer

can handle a routing task, thereby improving the quality of communication between

the peers. Previous studies have shown that exploring the peer attributes, and routing

ability are some of the essential considerations for quantifying the peer trustworthiness

in the network, which was not extensively addressed in the previous studies and liter-

ature on trust and reputation management [148].

To sum it all up, as presented in [149], the concept of trust and reputation in collab-

orative routing between wireless peers encompasses the quality state of a peer being

reliable and the extent to which a peer can handle a routing task, thereby improving
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the quality of communication between the peers. Consequently, exploring the peer

attributes and routing ability are some of the essential considerations for quantifying

the peer trust behaviour and reliability in the network. As mentioned in the previous

chapter, our notion is that in making a routing decision, the processes of quantifying the

trustworthiness between peers can be extended to the exploration of the peer attributes

for improving the quality and the state of the peer communication ability.

2.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented the systematic foundation of this research and what is

already known on this research topic. Chapter Two provided an exciting opportunity

to advance our knowledge on the topic of this research. The chapter outlined the

key ideas and theories that help us understand the current status of the literature

and the need of our proposed contributions. The concept of transitivity, reciprocity

and similarity between agents were presented in the chapter as the foundation of our

proposed forwarding schemes and contributions in this study. The chapter also gives a

concise review of trust and reputation algorithms, a summary of different trust-based

forwarding strategies and some challenges identified in trust-based routing protocols.



Chapter 3

Research Design

This chapter introduces and contains a discussion of, the research design and method-

ology approach best suited to examine the research questions set out in chapter one.

The chapter begins with an overview of the adopted research method then it follows

with an outlined series of activities of the processes and approaches planned for the

experiments and evaluation methods. Given the importance of the research design in

the choice of research instruments, a justification of each step, methods, and tools used

in conducting this study are provided in this chapter. We present high-level diagrams

and the iterative processes involved in conducting this research, the justification of the

research methodology and the summary of how each process of the research design was

conducted.

3.1 Background: Design of the Study

In recent years, several studies in the field of information systems [150] [151][152], com-

puting studies [153] [154], and engineering [155] have succeeded in integrating design

science (DS) research methodology as one of the major components of research in in-

formation systems and related disciplines. One of the reasons why the design science

research methodology was accepted in computer and information-related disciplines

was it incorporates principles, practices and procedures required to carry out scientific

59
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research [156]. Furthermore, the objectives of the DS methodology, which involve con-

sistency between research and the prior literature, a process model for conducting the

research and a model for evaluating and presenting the research outcomes, made it

feasible to be applied in areas of information science, and computer science related dis-

ciplines [156]. To our knowledge, DS is one of the best-suited research methodologies

to examine the research questions set out in this thesis.

Moreover, some of the key issues associated with addressing the challenges of a trust

model as desired in this study include the integration of different concepts, theories and

models from the social sciences (trust, cooperation, dependency and relationships), and

peers attributes. Therefore, solving the problems and challenges associated with trust-

based routing protocols in P2P networks in a holistic way might not be feasible within

the limits and the scope of this study. In this regard, this study will focus more on an

objectives-centred solution approach. Throughout this research, the study will focus

on a qualitative approach which requires an extensive knowledge of the state of the

desired objectives and the series of activities on how to achieve those objectives. Fig-

ure 3.1 presents the design study and the process flow of conducting this research. A

description of each process is presented in the following sub-sections.
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Figure 3.1: Design of the Study
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3.1.1 Problem Identification and Definition of the Objectives
for a Solution:

The research life cycle of this thesis is depicted in Figure 3.1. The figure shows an

integrated approach which we believe is necessary to enable us to answer the ques-

tions of this study and to keep pace with technological innovation and organisational

acceptance[150]. The methodological approach we adopted consists of five research

phases: problem identification, the definition of the objective of a solution, design de-

velopment, evaluation, and communication.

In problem identification, we identified the research problems from the related literature

and findings by other scholars, and we aspire to deduce the objectives in the process of

delivering the proposed solution of the study. The outcome of the problem identification

helps us to understand the potential insights and impacts on practical applications of

our proposed solutions and to build theories. The findings of the theory building help

us to understand the research hypotheses, guide the design of the preliminary models,

develop new ideas and concepts and construct a definition of objectives of a solution

we are proposing. It also helps us in building conceptual frameworks and new models

(such as mathematical models, simulation models and analysis)[157].

Since this is a rather long list of difficulties, we, therefore, itemised the objectives of

the study as presented in Chapter One. ii) Formulation of hypotheses: based on the

itemised list of the objectives, we formulated the testable explanations of the problems

and objectives that can be tested by further observations or experimentation. iii) Pre-

liminary models: looking at the outlined objectives and hypotheses, we propose the

initial models in chapter Four to test the hypotheses of the study.
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3.1.2 Design and Development of the Study

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 presents the systems’ design and systems’ development processes of

this research. In the systems’ design process, the objectives of the study were derived

from the literature based on the three related areas: (i) Trust, (ii) characteristics and

attributes of wireless mobile networks (iii) secure wireless mobile networks. The next

stage in the development phase is the modelling and algorithm design. The system

design process presented in Figure 3.2, presents essential ingredients of the research

design of this study. The figure indicates ”an integrated multi-dimensional and multi-

methodological approach that generates research results [150]. The figure incorporates

four complementary forms phases of this study: theory building, observations, system

development and implementation. In the theory building phase, we used different con-

ceptual frameworks, mathematical models method to develop prototype models and

algorithms. The theory building phase of the study provides inputs to system devel-

opment phase and implementation phase in an iterative process. Further, the theory

building phase suggests new research hypotheses and guides in the implementation

phase and helps in addressing the difficulties encountered in system development activ-

ities, which lead to modification of the concepts. The design theory phases of the study

include a continuous knowledge refinement an introduction of new ideas/constructs

[158].
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Figure 3.2: Systems Design Process

The initial phase of development processes was a conceptual framework; a footing

of new approaches and ideas of the study. The functional entities of the proposed

systems components and interrelationships among them were identified in the system

development architecture before building the systems’ prototype. On the other hand,

it was a challenge to find a convenient simulation tool for trust-based routing protocols.

This is due to some peculiar characteristics and differences between trust-based routing

protocols and the traditional P2P routing protocols. For example, a trust-based routing

protocol design involves the process of identification and analysis of trust relationships

between peers (trustworthy peers, non-trustworthy peers); trust-based routing protocols

also include the process of trust management (trust establishment, trust evaluation and

trust propagation). These characteristics, however, might not be fully available in the

traditional P2P routing protocol validation tools.

Normally, in the design of a trust-based routing protocol, a peers’ ultimate goal may

depend on its ability to accurately choose a trustworthy peer (not a routing path as

in the case of traditional routing protocols) based on certain elements which include
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a peers’ dynamic routing behaviour in a large range of peer settings. In other words,

it involves taking into consideration frequent changes of peers routing attitudes, etc.

One can observe that these trust properties might be not be supported by traditional

routing protocol design tools for validations. It is therefore important to appropriately

understand the validation method and explore the possibility of whether the adopted

tools can produce meaningful results.

Figure 3.3: Systems Development Process
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On the other hand, the use of a testbed for laboratory experiments is an important

approach to validate a routing protocol. Especially, since a testbed can be used for

real data experiments, it can also capture important details that might not be well

addressed in simulation studies. Nonetheless, as the complexity of the analysis increases,

so does the need to employ a scalable mechanism to handle the complex scenario. The

scalability of the testbed is limited due to the following challenges: limited flexibility,

cost, and it might be difficult to reconfigure. Similarly, a testbed does not allow the

researchers to accurately reflect the randomness and interdependence present in the real

interaction with resources and other system elements [159]. Simulation experiments,

however, do take into account the randomness and interdependence which characterize

the nature of the real-life applications of trust-based routing protocols.

Furthermore, to some extent, a trust-based routing protocol requires the aggregation

of many data flows, interactions and information from peers [47]; therefore, it requires

a high level of abstraction for the validation process. The simulator can allow the

researchers to examine the general network activities and interactions between peers.

It is however, difficult to achieve this abstraction mechanism under which a protocol

can be evaluated using a testbed. To summarize, while the testbed can be used to

determine the operational status of a simple system and the exact accuracy of the

model in a real-life environment, it is however, less suited to general experimentation

and evaluation [160]. Therefore, we adopted the analytical modelling and simulation

methods for evaluating the research outcomes of this study.

3.1.3 Models’ Impimentation

The use of computer simulation for scientific experiments can be traced back to the

period directly following World War II, and since then many science-related fields such

as nuclear physics, astrophysics, particle physics, materials science, engineering, fluid
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mechanics, climate science, evolutionary biology, ecology, economics, decision theory

and many more have used simulation techniques. In its broadest sense, a computer

simulation can be regarded as a comprehensive method for studying systems [161].

This method includes the activities of choosing the desired model to be tested, devel-

oping a strategy of implementing the desired model in a form that can be run and

carried out in a computer, calculating the output of the algorithm, and visualizing and

analyzing the result of the data [162]. Unlike simple computation, computer simula-

tion studies involves the use of calculation techniques that can be derived from extra

theoretical and mathematical concepts.

As summarised in [161], generally, computer simulations can be classified under three

different categories. The first category is for heuristic purposes. Under this category,

computer simulation can be used to communicate knowledge to others or to explore

features of possible representational structures. The second category is when the pur-

pose of the computer simulation is to bring information about how some systems in the

real world are expected to behave under a particular set of circumstances, for example,

when using computer simulation for prediction. Under the third category, simulation

can be utilized for understanding systems and their behaviour. In this category, which

is more related to our interest, a computer simulation can be used to answer questions

about how events could have occurred, or are about to occur. Often, but certainly not

always, the method of implementing a trust-based system is by means of a computer

simulation; a few examples include [163, 164, 165].

However, it is worth acknowledging that the choice of simulator that supports the prop-

erties of a trust-based routing protocol is challenging. Therefore, instead of adopting

a single simulator that may not cover the wide scope of this research, and may give

us a monolithic simulation result, we chose two main simulation tools. The simulation
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experiment adopted in conducting this research is a mixture of two simulation environ-

ments. This became necessary due to the nature of the research objectives outlined in

this study.

Trust and Reputation Simulator for Wireless Sensor Network (TRMSim-
WSN)

The Trust and Reputation Simulator for Wireless Sensor Networks (TRMSim-WSN) [2]

is a Java-based trust and reputation model simulator aimed to provide a convenient and

feasible way to test a trust and reputation model over WSNs settings and to compare

it with other existing models. It is widely used for the implementation, testing and

validation of trust models in different network systems such as distributed WSNs, P2P

Networks, Multi-agent systems, etc. It provides several Trust and Reputation models

such as Eigen Trust [84], Peer Trust [166], Power trust [88], Trip Trust [165] etc. It also

allows researchers to implement and test their developed trust and reputation proto-

cols using either static or dynamic topologies. TRMSim-WSN also allows researchers

to model peers message forwarding behaviour such as fraudulent behaviour and bene-

volent behaviour of peers in the design of message routing protocol.

Some of the useful features of TRMSim-WSN include flexibility for changing network

topologies in which communication links are created/destroyed, varied implementation

of trust models and algorithms, and it allows adjustment of simulation parameters to

test a wide range of network design and trust evaluation rule changes. We therefore

employed TRMSim-WSN to test the preliminary concepts for peer trust evaluation. We

used TRMSim-WSN to study the influence of structural transitivity for trust propaga-

tion and evaluation between peers in a distributed network setting as presented in

Chapter Four.

Figure 3.4 shows a screenshot of the main window of TRMSim-WSN. To perform a
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simulation using TRMSim-WSN, one can create a network of WSN using a minimum

and a maximum number of peers or by importing the desired network topology to be

simulated from an XML file. The wireless range parameter of the peers can be in-

creased or decreased by adjusting a range radio button. The percentage of benevolent,

malicious, relay and idle peers can be set. Depending on the default trust algorithm

parameters, the models’ parameters can be adjusted from the setting frame.

—

Figure 3.4: TRMSim-WSN Simulator Screenshot

TRMSim-WSN Simulator: Trust and Reputation Model Scheme

Every trust and reputation algorithm has its own specific characteristics and require-

ments; nonetheless, their pattern and abstract scheme can be generalised as presented

in Figure 3.5. The figure presents the series of transactions of a trust model in a dis-

tributed system [2]. TRMSim-WSN, among other trust simulators, operates based on

this scheme. The first method is responsible for gathering information from other peers
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in the network for trust evaluation. This includes gathering local information (direct

experience) and global information through indirect experience or recommendation.

Based on the collected information in the first method, the score and ranking methods

are used to score each peer along the path to a service-providing peer (server).

Figure 3.5: Generic Trust and Reputation Model Scheme

The result of ranking the trust level of the peers is that this step will return the

most trustworthy service provider. The transactions and evaluation method can then be

applied for the peers to get the required service from the selected most trustworthy peers

(peers with a higher-ranking score). After the transactions, the receiving peers can then

evaluate the service received from the service provider and score it accordingly (higher,

lower) depending on the trust evaluation method. Finally, the punish and reward
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methods perform the function of rewarding good serving peers and punishing the peer

that is providing less quality service. It is however, worth emphasizing that some trust

algorithms do not apply the reward and punishment phases in trust evaluation.

TRMSim-WSN Simulator: Main Classes and Reputation Models Interface

Figure 3.6 presents the diagram of the main classes used with the TRMSim-WSN

simulator. As can be observed, both the client and server sensors are both subclasses of

the sensor class with a client peer requiring a service from the server; therefore, every

client peer uses its trust and reputation model to evaluate the servers, search for the

most trustworthy service provider and punish or reward the service providers.

Figure 3.6: TRMSim-WSN Simulator: Class Diagram of Main Classes of the Generic
Trust and Reputation Models Interface [2]

Although TRSim-WSN has been designed to model the peers trustworthiness based

on the successful message transaction between the peers, it is also designed to adapt
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quickly and to integrate a new trust model with the addition of few classes. However, it

has some limitations for addressing the research objectives of this study. For example,

TRSim-WSN does not have routing and network performance modules (which can

report on delivery ratio, message latency, the number of packets received, packets drop,

etc.). Therefore, drawing a conclusion based on the authenticity of the packets sent and

received by the peers, may not accurately reflect the scenario of the network routing

performance. Furthermore, TRSim-WSN does not have mobility modules, which limits

its power to model the dynamic routing behaviour of the peers while in motion. Perhaps

the most serious disadvantage of TRSim-WSN in answering the desired questions of this

research is that, it does not allow the researcher to implement different wireless peer

interface mechanisms and it is challenging to reconfigure the malicious peers to reflect

the characteristics of misbehaving peers in the network. Therefore, we sought to identify

a different tool that could satisfy some of the additional objectives of the study.

3.1.4 Opportunistic Network Environment Simulator (ONE
Simulator)

The Opportunistic Network Environment Simulator [3] (popularly known as the ONE

simulator) is a communication networking system that enables communication between

peers in a setting where there are no end-to-end paths between peers in the network.

The goal of the simulator was to add more realism to the simulation of a routing

protocol in an intermittently connected P2P network design. Various related studies

have adopted the use of the ONE simulator [167, 168] especially in the design of Delay

Tolerant Networks (DTN). Figure 3.7 presents an overview of the whole process of the

ONE simulator. For the purpose of this research, we created a trust-based internal

routing logic adapted from the TRSim-WSN simulator and we incorporated it into the

ONE internal routing module. The internal routing module is a routing engine that
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performs operations on the messages in the ONE simulator and it is a module that

determines where the messages or bundles can be forwarded, based on the received

connectivity data and routing data. In our experimental studies, when a peer wishes to

transfer messages to other peers, it will receive the trust related data, peer connectivity

data and peer buffer data for the trust decision before it starts the transfer, which in

turn forwards the request to the other nodes to seek more information. Unlike other

routing protocol simulators which centre on routing simulation, the ONE simulator

combines different modules such as mobility, routing simulation and visualization into

one package that provides a rich set of reports and accessible development platforms.

Figure 3.7: Overview of ONE Simulator [3]

Routing protocol validations require comparison with other existing protocols. The

One simulator also has a variety of protocol modules such as [169, 170]. This made it

easy for the researchers to develop their protocol prototypes and to compare it with

different protocols for performance evaluation. It also significantly reduced the simula-

tion development time, thus enabling the researchers to concentrate on their research
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questions. Given the significant number of protocols that were already implemented in

the ONE simulator and the platform to implement and to compare those protocols was

a newly developed one, it will take a researcher less time to validate the aspects relevant

to the questions being studied. Figure 3.8 presents a screen shot of a simple interface

of the ONE simulator. The ONE simulator can be run in either GUI or batch mode.

When a new routing module is created, it can be observed from the GUI intuitively.

All simulation results are gathered using the output of the report modules.

Figure 3.8: ONE Simulator Screenshot

Although, the ONE simulator is the most comprehensive tool identified for this

study so far, it does suffer from a number of flaws and limitations. For example, in

the ONE simulator, many real-world aspects and conditions were abstracted, discarded
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or assumed to be perfect. Therefore, there are limits to how far a researcher can

implement his/her ideas to reflect the detailed scenarios of the physical environment

since such simulation tools tend to overlook some physical factors and constraints.

All the studies reviewed so far however, suffer from the fact that routing simulators

have limitations mimicking physical environmental conditions. Similarly, the ONE

simulator is not purposely a trust-based routing simulator. Therefore, implementing a

trust and reputation routing algorithm requires additional programming skills to either

incorporate existing trust algorithms or to develop a new one. Another limitation of

the ONE simulator is that the simulation environment lacks the details of the lower

layers, such as MAC layer and physical layer. For example, when two peers are in the

transmission range of each other, they can communicate at whatever speed is configured.

Nevertheless, this feature made it possible for us to implement our proposed Forward-

Watcher routing scheme presented in Chapter Seven, since the radio devices that the

peers use in the simulation are regularly turned on, whereas, in real-world scenarios,

they are often switched to idle mode to save battery power.

3.1.5 Evaluation

So far, little work has been done to establish a general analytical metric for reputation

systems; similarly, there is no customarily recognised evaluation benchmark that one

can use to compare different mobile wireless protocols and models under certain con-

ditions and common representatives [171]. Nevertheless, some related studies used the

ONE simulator in evaluating DTNs protocols, see for example [172, 173, 174]. Thus,

we adopted some of the techniques used by different related studies: more specifically

the work of [174] and [175] for evaluating our proposed solutions. We evaluated our

proposed solution in comparison with other protocols to determine the average-case
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performance of the models. To achieve this, we ensured that the implementation en-

vironment of our protocols supported our assumptions and the desired output of the

protocols. Since we based our proposed contributions on making predictions, it is,

therefore, important that the models we proposed, the assumptions we made and the

process of developing the research outcomes, were realistic and related to the physical

environment. In this regard, we employed the use of empirical data analysis to study

the Wireless Local Area Network (LAN) traces and incorporate the traces in the sim-

ulator for protocol evaluation in comparison with other solutions. Also, we optimized

the attacking models with optimal attack strategies so that we could optimally evaluate

the efficacy of our proposed schemes in comparison with other existing protocols. For

this purpose, we evaluated our proposed schemes using delivery ratio, protocol overhead

and average message latency, since they are the performance evaluation metrics used

in related studies including [113],[175], [176],[177],[178], and [172].

3.1.6 Traces Analysis Framework for Model Evaluation

We used the presented traces analysis framework in Figure 3.9 as a guiding methodology

in our empirical data analysis. All the traces were collected from an extensive traces

library as described earlier. We then represented the collected data into a network

representation (adjacency matrix) to analyse various aspects of user mobility, contacts

and the dynamic encounter between the peers. Based on the direct inference of the

finding in the traces analysis we proposed a transitive routing protocol as presented

later in this thesis.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the Traces Analysis Frame Work

3.2 Incorporating Our Proposed Schemes into DTN

Routing Protocol System for Evaluation

Keeping in mind the challenges and the feasibilities of incorporating our proposed

schemes into different network scenarios, we itemised some of the advantages associ-

ated with implementing our proposed solution in the ONE simulators for Opportunistic

Networks as listed below.

• Originally, the concept of opportunistic routing was introduced by Biswas and

Moris in their proposed protocol, Expected Opportunistic Transmission Count

(ExOR). The opportunistic routing scheme aimed at exploiting the diversity of

multi-hop networks that allow nodes that overhear the message transmission to

simultaneously forward the packets, or use the forwarding information while mak-

ing routing decisions. Our proposed Forward-Watcher model presented in Chapter

Seven posed similar design principles: that the forwarding decisions between peers

in wireless multihop depend on the peers ability to overhear the messages forward

of their corresponding subjects.

• DTNs are designed for message forwarding from the source to the destination.

Based on the conditions of the nodes selection strategy, any selected peer can
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continue forwarding the packets further towards the destination while meeting

certain conditions. All the proposed forwarding schemes presented in this thesis

have similar properties of forwarding a message from the message source until it

reaches the destination through multiple forwarding of messages by the peers in

the network.

• Any DTN peer may generate a message for any other peer and may also carry a

message destined from other peers. Similar to the proposed forwarding schemes

in this thesis, every peer in the network can randomly generate a message and for-

ward it toward the destination, and also can serve as a message carrier generated

by other peers.

• The Opportunistic routing consists of two main components: forwarder set selec-

tion process and forwarder set prioritisation. In our proposed forwarding schemes,

we modelled the forwarder set based on the peers subjects (the neighbours of the

message carrier), and forwarding prioritisation builds on the aggregated trust level

of a peer.

The evaluative model presented in Figure 3.10 shows the mode of evaluation of

the experimental phase in this thesis. As presented, the evaluation model covers two

main aspects. One aspect of the evaluation model shows the analytical modelling and

empirical data analyses. In this regard, we obtained the traces used in this study from

the Community Resource for Archiving Wireless Data at Dartmouth (CRAWDAD)

[179] for empirical data analyses. To our best knowledge, CRAWDAD is one of the

most well-known archives for wireless traces established for the purpose of resource

sharing in a community that meets the needs of this research. We then represented

the collected data into a network representation (adjacency matrix) to analyse various
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aspects of user mobility, contacts, and the dynamic encounters between the peers. Based

on the direct inference of the findings in the traces analysis, we used the results of our

analysis to propose a new data forwarding strategy.

Figure 3.10: Evaluation Framework

The second part of the evaluation model shows the implementation of our proposed

system and comparison with other existing routing protocols. In each chapter in the

thesis, we implement the proposed contribution in the Opportunistic Network Environ-

ment and evaluate its performance with other solutions in the literature. So far, little

work has been done to establish a general evaluation metric for trust-based routing

protocols; similarly, there is no customarily recognized evaluation benchmark that one

can use to compare different trust and reputation models under certain conditions and

common representatives [171].
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3.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the overall research design and the detail of the iterative pro-

cesses of conducting the study in this thesis. Given the importance of the research

methodology in the choice of research instruments, in this thesis, we use Design Science

Research Methodology (DS) for conducting this research. One of the reasons why we

adopted the DS research methodology was it incorporates principles, practices and pro-

cedures required to carry out scientific research related to this study. In this chapter, we

presented a justification for each step, method, and tool used in conducting this study.

The chapter also presents high-level diagrams and the iterative processes involved in

conducting this research. The chapter also presents the different evaluation techniques

used in this study.



Chapter 4

Transitivity and Network
Performance Metrics Analytical
model

In this chapter, we hypothesise that in the design of a trust-based routing protocol, the

exploration of the peers routing attributes could significantly improve trust evaluation

accuracy. In this regard, we studied the properties of complex networks and their

impact on trust and reputation propagation and evaluation. We started by illustrating

the structural transitivity in the network and its approximation. We then proceed

to present the theoretical and analytical relationship between trust and reputation

model accuracy, average structural transitivity between peers, average shortest path

between peers and energy consumed by peers for trust and reputation propagation

and evaluations. The experimental studies using simulation have further supported the

results of the analytical study. In this chapter, we are paving a new angle of research

on exploring the complex network properties impact on trust and reputation evaluation

between wireless peers.

81
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4.1 Background

To remedy the flaws of the existing trust-based routing scheme discussed in Chapters

One and Two, we proceed to explore different complex network metrics and models

that influence trust and reputation evaluation.

Recently, network science has emerged as a new interdisciplinary field of study that

allows scientists and engineers to analyse different network concepts and the connection

among elements of the complex agent systems associated with large networks. In simple

terms, a network is a collection of vertices or elements that are connected by links [56].

In principle, such a high level of abstraction can be applied to any system of agents,

thereby providing a conceptual representation of interrelationships between interacting

agents or peers.

Some related studies, including [180], proposed a trust-based recommendation using

topological attributes (vertex similarity between peers) based on the intuition that

a good peer to seek a recommendation from, is a peer that is connected to many

neighbouring peers. On the other hand, the study of trust and reputation models in

routing protocols deals with the local and global routing behaviour of the peers. It is

however, important to emphasise that the network approach also deals with mapping

the interactions between peers. Therefore, the detailed properties of each peer (local

information of a peer), and network level (global information) can give substantial

information about the behaviour of interacting peers for proper trust propagation and

trust evaluations between peers in the network [181].

We drived our inspiration from the view of the so-called ”network thinking” paradigm

which was recently adopted by many researchers as an analytic technique used to study

the concepts of interacting agents in the contemporary view of complex networks.
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4.2 Transitive Connectivity For Trust Propagation

and Evaluation

Several trust and reputation models have been proposed around the idea that connectiv-

ity between peers has a significant effect and can influence trust propagation behaviour

in P2P networks [182]. Also, trust inference, which is one of the mechanisms for building

a trust chain between peers, is a relation-driven phenomenon. Therefore, understanding

a relationship that infers trust between peers who are directly or indirectly connected

might be an important contribution in peer trust modelling and evaluation. Here, there

are three main issues that need further exploration: the first issue is which category

of the peers relationship (connectivity) can facilitate effective trust evaluation between

peers and by extension can enhance collaborative routing decisions in P2P wireless

networks. The second issue, is to investigate whether there is any correlation between

the identified peer relationship (connectivity) and network performance metrics which

are the essential consideration in the design of routing protocols. Third, routing se-

lection algorithms should be introduced based on the identified peers relationships or

connectivity.

In this chapter, we attempt the first two questions, and attempt the third question

in Chapter Six. We study structural transitivity for trust and reputation evaluation

between wireless peers. We base our notion on the assumption that the trust and repu-

tation evaluation between wireless peers is not merely a function of trust models, but

also a network-wide activity in which the network structure matters. We propose that

the presence of a transitive relation anchor (transitive-chain) in a network of peers is

more likely to promote an effective trust and reputation evaluation process. That is,

when the peers are connected in a transitive form, they will be more likely to facilitate
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the trust recommendation or referral process, thus providing an effective trust evalu-

ation system and further yielding good routing performance between the peers.

Additionally, to obtain a derived metric that can quickly and intuitively give an in-

dication of the relationship between structural transitivity, network performance in

relationship trust and reputation evaluation. We derived the mathematical relation-

ship between structural transitivity and average shortest paths, and average network

efficiency.

The studies in this chapter collects the combined metrics of network performance, and

trust evaluation in a style that focuses on principles that are likely to be valuable in

trust-based routing protocol design. Furthermore, we believed that a fast and effi-

cient trust-based routing algorithm could be realized using the presented performance

matrix-based model.

Before defining transitivity in our network model, let us look at the concept of trust

transitivity. Essentially, the properties of trust propagation on networks, based on

a simple metric of trust transitivity, can be a requirement for the viability of global

trust propagation in large systems [183]. When a trust relationship between peers is

transitive, the trust extends beyond the directly trusted and the trusting peer to any

other transitively trusted peer in the network. An illustration of the transitivity trust

inference in the expression below can be understood as the essential elements of trust

propagations, stating if p T q ∧ q T r (meaning if p trust q, and q trust r) then, there

exist the possibility of q to refer r to p, so that p can trust r as well. For simplicity,

this can be illustrated as follows: ∀ p, q, ∈ N : p T q ∧ q T r ∴ ∃ p T r.

Therefore, this can be understood as, in a given wireless network G = (N,L) : p, q ∈ N

and L ⊆ {(p, q)}|p, q ∈ N, : p 6= q},∀{(p, q)} ∈ L : {(p, q)}∧{(q, r) ∈ L ∴ ∃{(p, r)} ∈ L

Where L : represents the wireless connection between the peers.
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Figure 4.1: Network Transitivity Model

4.2.1 Transitivity Network Model

In particular, we are more interested in the proportion of transitive relations (that

express a degree of balance in the network), which most theorists have proposed as an

”equilibrium” or natural state toward network and structure formation that tends to

efficiently promote trust and normative relationships between the actors in the network

[184].

Consider the diagram in Figure 4.1, where node p and q are directly connected with

each other. In the first place, q can interact with r based on a recommendation or

referral from p; likewise through a recommendation from p, r can easily reach to u

based on the transitive recommendation or referral from p. Also, r can reach to t

through transitive referral from s. From the figure, it can be seen that every agent

can easily trace a corresponding agent either through direct connection or through

a transitive connection. This also expresses the fact that, if the peers are transitive

anchor connected, they can easily reach each other with less effort and within the

shortest possible distance.
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Transitivity Coefficient Approximation

Given a network G = (N,L) consisting of peers N = {p, q, r} and the set of commu-

nication links between the peers L ⊆ {(p, q)} : p, q ∈ N, and p 6= q. Therefore, the

transitivity coefficient between the peers in the network is given by the proportion of

links between the peers within its neighborhood divided by the maximum number of

links that could exist between the peers.

If we denote the number of immediately connected neighbours or (clique members) of

peer p as np : np = {q : {(p, q)} ∈ L ∧ {(q, p)} ∈ L}: {(p, q)} is distinct from {(q, p)}.

For each peer p ∈ N there are possible number of distinct wireless interface connection

np(np−1) that could exist among the peers within the neighbourhood of peer p. There-

fore, we can define the local transitive coefficient of peer p Tcoef(p), by the proportion

of the exact interfaces between its neighbours divided by the number of interfaces that

possibly could exist between them as presented in equation (4.2).

Tcoef(p) =
2{|{p, q} : p, q ∈ Np, {(q, p)} ∈ L|}

(np(np − 1))
(4.1)

Throughout this thesis, we are considering the undirected graph for network modelling;

thus, to approximate the local and global transitivity in a given network, we use the

clustering coefficient metrics to determine the degree of clustered peers. Here, we rely

on the assumption that for undirected graphs, the weighted clustering coefficient is

simply transitivity as inferred in [185]. Depending on the strength of interdependency

between network members, the clustering coefficient can reveal the transitivity level

and interdependency between connected peers. Therefore, the average global cluster-

ing coefficient of the network can be estimated as the average transitivity coefficient of

the network [186].
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Figure 4.2: Transitivity Illustration

av.Tra(N) =
1

n

n∑
p=1

Tcoef(p) (4.2)

4.3 Transitivity and Network Performance Model-

ling

In the previous subsections, we discussed the relationship between trust propagation

strategy and the transitivity relationship between peers. In this section we are interested

in seeing the relationship between transitivity and network performance metrics which

by extension are properties of efficient trust-based collaborative routing.

From the diagram in Figure 4.2, it can be observed that as the edges (connectivity)

between the peers increase, the structural transitivity increases. For example, by adding

a connectivity between p,r the transitivity coefficient increases from zero to one-third

etc.
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4.3.1 Transitivity and Shortest Path Model

Let us first consider the distance among wireless peers in the network; and by distance

here, we mean wireless distance between the peers based on peers radio interface ranges.

We therefore, consider the definition of the shortest path metric of the undirected,

unweighted network, which we can derive from equation (4.3) as follows:

Av.SPath(p− > q) =
∑
p,q∈N

Dis(p, q)

n(n− 1)
(4.3)

i.e,. the shortest path between p and q is the average shortest path between the two

peers and n represents the number of hop counts between p and q.

Also, as presented in Chapter Two, transitivity characterizes the local cohesiveness of

networks as well as the propensity to form clusters of interconnected peers [187]. There-

fore, one can deduce that the more the peers are clustered, the higher the cohesivity

between the peers and the less effort it takes peers to spread aggregated trust (reputa-

tion) among peers, for trust evaluation [188].

Also, as presented in chapter two. The transitivity characterizes the local cohesiveness

of networks as well as the propensity to form clusters of interconnected peers [187].

Therefore, one can deduce that the more the peers are clustered, the higher the co-

hesivity between the peers and the less effort it takes peers to spread aggregated trust

(reputation ) among peers, for trust evaluation [188]. In addition, we can define the

closeness centrality of the peers in the network as follows:

CC(p) =
n− 1∑

p 6=qDis(p, q)
(4.4)

Where Dis(p, q) denotes the distance between p and peer q. From equation (4.4) and

4.2, we can deduce that a small average shortest path length between the peers yields
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a large structural transitivity coefficient between the peers in the network. Therefore,

the higher the average transitivity between the peers the higher the closeness centrality

between the peers in the network.

4.3.2 Transitivity and Energy Model

Among others, energy consumption, data rate and transfer time are parameters that

are essential in trust-based routing protocol design. Therefore, it is important to dis-

cern a better understanding of energy efficient network operation for proper trust-based

routing protocol design.

Compared to traditional security solutions (hard security solutions), trust and reputa-

tion models are relatively better regarding energy overheads. However, the process of

reputation aggregation, and evaluation of trust-based routing involve a series of mes-

sages transferred between wireless peers. Therefore, taking into account the energy

model while designing the trust and reputation model is essential. As presented in

[189] the energy needed for the two peers to communicate in wireless network settings

is a function of the distance between the source peer and the destination peer.

E(p− > q) = Dis(p, q)α + pow (4.5)

i.e., the energy needed for two peers p and q to communicate depends on the distance

between them and the processing power as indicated in equation (4.5) where α denotes

the media attenuation coefficient factor and pow denotes the processing power. Thus,

for the design of a trust-based routing protocol, the presented energy model can be

understood in two ways. Firstly, if a peer is located at a nearby location of other peers,
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then it results in a reduction in the number of hops between the peers. Therefore, that

condition can help in reducing the total energy and bandwidth consumption to for-

ward messages and in minimizing the convergence of trust data (reputation). Secondly,

the lower hops counted from the sources to the destination, can reduce message latency.

4.3.3 Network Efficiency Model

Some of the challenging aspects of designing trust-based routing protocols which work

in a collaborative fashion, include network efficiency and peer energy depletion while

trying to identify and establish communications with other peers in the network. Sub-

sequently, the design of trust-based routing protocols is not limited to only one set of

elements (peers) but includes an inter-relationship between the peers (i.e., links) and

how efficiently the peers can communicate (exchange trust data or reputation). Further-

more, the ability of the network to resist structural attacks or structural vulnerability

exploitations (failure of a networks’ topological structure) depends on the efficiency and

structural balance of the network [190]; i.e. how the network of peers can resist node

failure or link failure [191].

Additionally, a good design principle of a trust-based routing protocol should take into

consideration the characteristics of attacks such as Sybil attacks, blackhole attacks,

wormhole attacks, etc. These types of attacks can cause a section of the network or

some peers in the network to malfunction or to be converted into attacking peers.

Therefore, understanding the nature of an efficient network structure that can with-

stand the presence of compromised nodes or links in the network by using trust-based

routing design is essential [192]. Network efficiency is a measure of how efficiently peers

can exchange information, which can be applied to both local and global scales in a

network. Therefore, we define the network local efficiency as the inverse of the average
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shortest path (as described in equation (4.3)) between the peers in the network.

Eloc(N) =
1

n

∑
p∈N

E(Np) (4.6)

where Np is the local sub graph consisting only of a peer p’s immediate neighbors (peers

in the same transmission range with p), but not the node p itself and Elocg is the local

efficiency between p and q and dis(p, q) is the shortest distance between the two peers.

Therefore, the average network efficiency of the network can be defined as in the fol-

lowing equation (4.7), where n denotes the total number of peers in a network and

dis(p, q), denotes the length of the shortest path between a node p and another node q.

Eg =
2

n(n− 1)

n∑
p,q∈N

1

Dis(p, q)
(4.7)

4.3.4 Transitivity and Network Performance Analytical Mod-
els

To put all the pieces together, we can analytically establish a relationship between the

models we have introduced (transitivity, shortest path, energy and network efficiency)

as follows:

• From the average transitivity model in equation (4.2); the closeness centrality in

equation (4.4) and the average shortest path model from equation (4.3) it is not

difficult to see that for any given network with a fixed number of links and nodes,

the relationship between average transitivity and the shortest path between the

peers is directly proportional. This is consistent with the finding in [193].

• From equation (4.7) above, we can see that the relationship between average net-

work efficiency and average distance is related by inverse variation. In other words,

as one becomes larger the other becomes smaller. i.e., the lower the shortest path
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(minimum distance between the peers in the network), the higher the efficiency

of the network.

• Subsequently, from the energy model in equation (4.5), and the average shortest

path equation in (4.3), we can observe a directly proportional relationship between

energy and the average shortest path; i.e., the lower the average shortest path

between the peers in the network, the lower the amount of energy needed for the

peers for trust propagation, trust evaluation and messages transfer between the

peers.

• Therefore, we can analytically establish a relationship between structural transit-

ivity and the energy model as inversely proportional and the relationship between

average structural transitivity and the network efficiency model as directly pro-

portional relation.

To determine the accuracy of our proposed model’s implementation, we keep the

density of the network fixed. We define network density as the portion of the potential

connections in a network that are actual connections. We calculate the average net-

work density of the network g as the percentage of links present in the network with

the following equation (4.8). Where L represents the links present in the network and

n represents the number of nodes in the network.

Av.D =
L

n(n− 1)
(4.8)
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4.4 Simulation Studies

To evaluate the presented analytical model, we adopted the Eigen Trust algorithm

to simulate the transitivity model for efficient trust propagation in a given network

of wireless devices. The Eigen Trust algorithm is a self-policing trust and reputation

management model developed to overcome the peer-to-peer authentication problem.

The model aims to assist the peer members of the network to choose the most reputable

and trusted peers for routing decisions.

We used the TRMSim-WSN [2] simulator for the experiment. TRMSim-WSN is a

Trust and Reputation Model Simulator for Wireless Sensor Networks (the details of

TRMSim-WSN can be found in the Methodology chapter). In the simulation studies,

we consider a traditional WSN peer-to-peer based network which comprises malicious

nodes, benevolent nodes and relay nodes within the area of 100X100M2, with each

node having a radio range of 10M. The nodes in the network sends and receives data

from their neighbouring node with equal traffic.

We have simulated the Eigen trust model, because it is one of the most widely known

trust and reputation models. The model is developed in such a way that each peer

in the network observes and takes notes about its interaction with the corresponding

neighbours in the network. The local and global trust value of a peer can be computed

when determining the reputation level of the peer. We generated six different random

regular networks using NetworkX [194], a python graph package with the following

settings: 50 nodes and 150 links with each node having an average degree of six (6).

Table 4.1: Simulation Variables

Model NS NE % M % C PP PW ξ ZP
Eigen Trust Model 50 10 70 15 0.3 5 0.1 0.2
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Table 4.2: Definition of Terms of Table 4.1

NE number of model execution
NS number of sensors
%M percentage of malicious peers
%C percentage of client
W simulation window size
ξ epsilon
PP pre-trusted peers percentage
ZP zero probability

We then transferred the metrics to the TRMSim-WSN model for the modelling of

trust and reputation behaviour and energy efficiency for the six generated network to-

pologies as presented in Table 4.3 for six different scenarios so that the position of the

links in the network will behave dynamically and take the reading of each simulation

scenario. We set up the TRMSim-WSN with the parameters as shown in Table 4.1.

We use the equation (4.2) and equation (4.7) to compute the average transitivity coef-

ficient of the network (av.Tra) and the average network efficiency using equation (4.7)

respectively for every simulation scenario as presented in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Result of the Simulations

Variables scenario 1 scenario 2 scenario 3 scenario 3 scenario 5 scenario 6
Av.Tra 0.068 0.076 0.080 0.084 0.092 0.100
Av.Spath 2.360 2.350 2.320 2.310 2.300 2.250
Av.D 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.122
Av.Acc. 78% 78% 81% 83% 85% 89%
Av.En 9.4X1016 6.9X1016 5.7X1016 4.2X1016 3.1X1016 1.1X1016

Table 4.4: Summary of Table 4.3

Av.Tra Average Transitivity coefficient
Av.Spat Average Shortest path
Av.D Average Density
Av.Acc average Accuracy of the model Implementation
Av.En Average energy consume by each peer
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(a) Average Transitivity
Coefficient VS Average
Trust and Reputation
Model Accuracy

(b) Average Transitivity
Coefficient VS Average
Energy Consumed by the
peers

(c) Average Transitivity Coef-
ficient VS Average Shortest
Path between the peers

Figure 4.3: Average Transitivity VS: (a) Average Trust and Reputation Model Accuracy
(b) Average Energy onsumed by the Peers (c) Average Shortest Path

From Table 4.3 above, we can see that while the density of the network topology

is fixed with the value 0.122, the average transitivity changes with the corresponding

change in the trust and reputation model accuracy. Also, it can be observed that an

increase in the average transitivity causes an decrease in the average shortest path

between the peers in the network.

Figure 4.3(a) presents the observed average transitivity coefficient and average trust and

reputation model accuracy of the simulation. The average model accuracy is defined as

the total possible accuracy of all the peers in the network to locate the corresponding

benevolent peers in the network. This tells us that the more the peers are connected

to a transitive anchor, the higher the accuracy of trust model implementation (trust

propagation and trust evaluation).

Another interesting observation is with regard to the total amount of energy consumed

by the peers during the simulation studies, from the graph of Figure 4.3(b), we can ob-

serve the results of the simulation study of the average transitivity coefficient vs energy.

We observed that with an increase in the average transitivity coefficient, the amount

of energy consumed by the peers reduced significantly. Thus, it requires the peers to

spend less energy in the process of locating the good behaving peer.
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Figure 4.3(c) shows the relationship between the average transitivity and the average

shortest path between the peers. Based on the result of the simulation we deduced that,

the more the peers are connected in a transitive connectivity, the path length decreases.

Thus, the results suggest that, the higher the transitive connectivity between the peers

in the network, the easier it is for the peers in the network to trace a benevolent peer

efficiently. That is to say that, the more the network characterizes by transitive clos-

ure, the easier it is for the nodes to propagate the trust data, evaluate other peers trust

levels and locate a trusted node with less energy.

4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter investigated the impact of the transitive connectivity between peers on

the accuracy of trust and reputation models’ execution (Eigen Trust). The study in the

chapter also presents the impacts of transitive connectivity and the energy efficiency

of the trust and reputation model implementation. As illustrated in the analytical

and simulation studies the more the network is characterized by transitive connectivity

between the peers in the network. The higher the transitive connectivity coefficient

between the peers, the faster the peers manage to locate the benevolent node in the

network with less energy spent because the protocol enables the peers to locate behav-

ing peers using the shortest possible path. Based on the theoretical, analytical and

simulation studies observed in this chapter, one can formulate the overall considera-

tions of trust-based routing in wireless networks. The findings of this chapter suggest

that we can assume [but have not yet proved] that the transitivity scaling factor can

equally be applied in the design of a trust-based routing protocol for efficient trust

evaluation between the peers. Further investigation is needed to determine the effect
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of the transitivity scaling factor for trust propagation and evaluation.



Chapter 5

DATM: A Dynamic Attribute Trust
Model for Efficient Collaborative
Routing in Wireless Mobile
Networks

In this chapter, we hypothesise that in a trust-based routing protocol, it will be an

additional trust evaluation for reliability if peers can take into consideration their part-

ners attributes’ status in addition to the trust relationships for routing decisions. We

propose DATM protocol; a trust-based scheme to enforce collaborative behaviour in

wireless mobile networks taking into consideration the peers’ attributes for an efficient

routing scheme. Since the peers’ routing attributes vary dynamically, our proposed

model must also accommodate the dynamic changes of peers’ attributes and behaviour.

We introduce a personalised similarity algorithm for peers’ attributes modelling as a

scaling factor for trust evaluation. The relative comparison of the DATM and protocol

using simulation shows the improved performance of our proposed model in terms of

messages delivery, messages overhead and average latency.

Our contributions in this chapter include: a) the introduction of the notion of quan-

tifying the peers’ routing attributes (buffer) as a scaling factor for trust evaluation

between the peers; b) the introduction of generalise peers’ personalise similarity model

98
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for trust and reputation evaluation and c) a generalised trust model that evaluates

peers’ forwarding ability and peers’ attributes for trust evaluation (DATM).

5.1 Background

The motivation to solve the problems related to peers’ routing misbehaviour drives from

the strong binding between collaboration among peers and cooperative behaviour, so

that the peers can collectively participate in routing activities [195, 53]. Peers commu-

nicate with their own neighbours (i.e., nodes in their radio ranges) directly by wireless

links. Nevertheless, non-neighbouring peers can equally communicate by using other

intermediate peers as relays which assist them in forwarding the packets toward destin-

ations. Therefore, every member of the network is expected to contribute in the routing

process. However, the members of the community might not have information about

the routing behavior and the status of other members. Therefore, we give credence

to the fact that trust and reputation is a good measure of peers’ contributions to the

network and it can be used to establish a behavior aware predictive model [25].

Subsequently, in our previous work [28], we proposed that the correct operation of the

network devices requires not only trust relationship as a deciding factor in routing de-

cisions, but it also requires each node to be reliable in terms of resources and routing

handling ability which we referred to as peers’ attributes. Further, we understand, that,

in an environment where the peers’ attributes such as bandwidth and buffer space are

infinite, different flooding-based collaborative routing protocols (e.g., Epidemic routing

protocol) [196] can give an optimal solution (in terms of delivery ratio and latency),

since the message carrier will keep on spreading the message copies until the message

reaches the destination. However, in most cases, the peers’ resources are limited. Thus

it will be a great value to have an alternative solution in the case where such resources
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or attributes are limited.

Ordinarily, in different wireless networks’ settings such as Mobile Adhoc Networks

(MANETs), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), peers’ are expected to utilise their

limited resources for routing functions (next peer selection, data forwarding, etc.) with

the probability of higher packet deliverance. At a point in time, a peer may succeed

in launching an attack that can cause a node to either fail to respond on time, drop

the packets or engage in collaboration with attacking peers for malicious attacks. Also,

peers in wireless P2P networks drop their received packets that they are supposed to

forward due to selfish behaviour (for example, in an attempt to minimise the utilization

of resources) [10] or due to their limited resources [197]. In this regard identifying a

corresponding non-selfish peer (based on the peers’ routing history) and reliable peer

(a peer with available resources) is essential.

In principle, peers’ misbehaviour that can influence packets’ forwarding in the network

may generate from numerous events such as simple selfishness of peers [198], faulty

nodes, attacking peers, network congestions or perhaps any form of non-cooperative

behaviour. But recent studies [199][200] have suggested, that one of the basic require-

ments for keeping the network functional and operational is to enforce peers’ contribu-

tions through a collaborative mechanism.

In this chapter, we argued that even in cases where trust and reputation mechanisms

are in place, to some extent achieving a collaborative mechanism requires the instant-

aneous knowledge of peers’ reliability among the neighbouring peers for an efficient

routing mechanism.

To support our argument, consider the case of Self-Organization in Autonomous Sensor/Actuator

Networks that have peers with temperature sensors and cooling mechanism controls

[201]. The actuator periodically receives temperature readings from the sensors. Based
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on the readings, the actuator can trigger a cooling mechanism whenever it detects

a neighbouring device reporting the temperature that is higher than the assigned

threshold. Since the sensors can only transmit the data according to their transmission

ranges, a collaborative routing mechanism is needed based on a ”trust chain” where

peers can keep forwarding the received messages to the peers they trust in the network

until the messages reach the actuator (destination). Assume that a particular peer p

detects a temperature above the threshold, then it must report the temperature value

to the actuator. In the event where peer p forward its readings to peer q, and peer q is

the most trusted peer in the eyes of peer p. However, instead of peer q forwarding to

the actuator, it drops the packets due to its limited resources, the actuator may never

detect the accurate reading of the temperature for it to activate the cooling mechanism.

But if peer p can instantaneously understand the reliability (resources level) of peer q,

probably it might forward the packets to other peers instead to peer q.

Another example; consider an application in which QoS is of particular importance for

the transport of traffic with special requirements or an application that has certain

compelling Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g., video streaming). In those ap-

plications, if a peer fails in data forwarding, the entire network performance may be

affected; or if the failing or non-cooperating peer is not quickly detected, that beha-

viour can generate a significant loss of QoS. Likewise, when the peers fail to operate as

expected, a peer might fail to deliver (drop) some packets or the packets might arrive

at the destination when the destination peers’ buffers are already full. Resultantly, the

receiving application may ask for this information to be retransmitted, possibly causing

severe delays in the overall transmission.

We propose A Dynamic Attributes Trust Model for Efficient Collaborative Routing
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(DATM) [202] which is a trust-based scheme to enforce collaboration taking into con-

sideration the peers’ attributes for an efficient routing scheme. We see that our approach

is a generic mechanism that can be integrated into any packets’ forwarding strategy, or

network management functions.

5.2 DATM: Trust and Reputation Concepts

In this chapter, we define trust as the confidence that a peer has about the reliability

and cooperation of its neighbouring peers; i.e., the likelihood a peer can forward the

received messages to its neighbours or to the destinations. Therefore, trust establish-

ment between the peers is not limited to the peers’ routing behaviour but include the

peers’ characteristics or attributes. Based on the aggregated trust values, a peer can

avoid sending data packets to the corresponding peers that are not likely to cooperate

in routing the messages or that are not reliable to handle the routing tasks. Such trust

value represents the degree of the trust that other peers in the network can have on a

given peer based on its routing behaviour.

In DATM, we used the direct observations from the information of delivery vectors for

the computation of local trust values which can be calculated directly from the sub-

jects’ observations. We used the term subject to refer to a neighbour that is within the

wireless transmission range of another neighbour. Also, we based our assumptions on

the fact that, the frequent encounter between peers in a mobile network can represent

how likely it is that a peer can deliver a message to the destination as inferred by many

social aware routing protocols including [203, 61]. Thus, the peers that frequently meet

can update their delivery vectors on a regular basis.

The scheme propose in this chapter involves three main components namely: Delivery

and attributes’ summary vectors exchange, Local trust evaluation, and peers’ attributes
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modelling for global trust evaluation. We describe below the details of each DATM’

components.

5.2.1 Delivery and Summary Vectors Exchange in DATM

This involves the exchanges of delivery information between peers and the peers’ at-

tributes summary upon encounter. The delivery information of the peers comprises the

peers’ encounter history (recently encountered peers), and the details of the messages

received and forwarded by a peer. The status of the received messages include the

binary status of Messages’ IDs recently received; if the message IDs’ status is 0, mean-

ing the message has been forwarded by a peer (no longer in the peers’ buffer), while

if the messages’ status is 1, a peer did not forward the message yet. Therefore, every

peer will maintain the status records of its recently received messages of the peers it

has encountered (reasonably) recently. Also, peers maintain their subjects local trust

information in their delivery vectors . In this regards, we opted the data structure of

the delivery predictability metrics proposed in [204] with additional modifications as

the peers’ delivery vector for the implementation of our proposed system. Based on

the information in the delivery vectors, the peers can evaluate their subject encounters

with the packets’ destination for local trust evaluation (as described later in section

5.2.2).

On the other hand, the exchange of peers’ attributes summary involves the exchange of

the peers’ resources’ information. Peers can exchange their attributes summary vectors’

information (Ap = {a1 = v1, a2 = v2, ..., ai = vi}) containing their resources’ details.

The additional information in the attributes summary vectors is used for the peers to

update their subjects about their reliability status (as described later in 5.2.3). Every
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peer exchanges the summary and delivery vectors with other contacted peers and up-

dates its list on each connection. The illustration of delivery vector and attributes

summary vectors exchange can be seen in Figure 5.1. Therefore, after a free configured

time interval, every peer can be expected to possess the delivery vectors and attributes

summary vectors of its subjects. In the later section, we will demonstrate how the

combined information from delivery vector and attributes summary vector can be used

for reliable local and global trust evaluations.

Figure 5.1: Delivery and Summary Vectors Exchanges Illustration

5.2.2 Local Trust Evaluation in DATM

This section describes how the local trust value can be computed based on the peers’

exchange of delivery vectors described earlier. A peer can evaluate its neighbours or

other peers, depending on their track records and previous encounters with the packets’

destination (if any). Each peer maintains the status of its most recently received and
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forwarded packets’ IDs. To compute the local trust values, the peers can access the

success of their previous transactions from the details in their subjects’ delivery vectors.

When two peers p and q interact, they can establish a local trust between themselves

upon encounter. Each peer will check the corresponding delivery vector of its subjects

to access the local trust of its subjects based on the following conditions:

• if the status of the previous messages transactions between trustor and trustee is 0

(meaning a packet received by a trustee is no longer in trustees’ buffer), and there

was a recent encounter between a trustee and other peers in the network (prob-

ably the packets’ destination); we assume that the outcome of the transaction is

satisfactory.

• if the status of the previous messages received by a trustee shows it’s still in its

buffer (meaning the messages status is 1) while the trustee is not the destination

of the message and there was no recent encounter between trustee and other peers

in the network, then the outcome of the transaction is considered as a neutral or

undecided.

• if the status of the previous messages received by a trustee shows it is still in

it’s buffer, while there is an encounter history of a trustee meeting the messages

destination the outcome of the transaction is considered to be not satisfactory.

• in the event where peer p is meeting a peer q for the first time, peer p can assign

an initial trust value t
(0)
q =


1
|init| : q ∈ npreT ,

0, otherwise,
.

For example, let tp,q be the trust value that peer p places in peer q based on its priori

experience with peer q, where tp,q ∈ 〈0, 1〉 : p 6= q. Each time peer p encounters

peer q, peer p can assess the trust level of peer q based on their encounter delivery
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vectors exchanges. If the encounters history is not satisfactory it will be considered

as a negative experience, therefore the local trust value (tp,q) between p and q will

decrease; while if the encounter history between the peers is satisfactory, then it will

be considered a positive experience and the (tp,q) will increase [205]. If the peers’

transaction is undecided, it will have no effect in the peers’ trust evaluation. Therefore,

sat(p, q) represents the number of satisfactory encounters between peer p and peer

q while unsat(p, q) represents the total number of unsatisfactory encounters between

peer p and peer q. Evidence of trustfulness is manifested by the encounters history

exchange between the peers. Thus, the resultant local trust value between the peers

can be computed as Cp,q = sat(p, q) − unsat(p, q). The normalised reputation can be

computed as:

tp,q =
max(Cp,q, 0)∑
qmax(Cp,q, 0)

, ||~tp|| :=
N∑
q=1

tp,q = 1 (5.1)

The global trust equation (with no reliability scaling factor) peer p can place on

peer q based on the feed back of peer r about the previous routing behaviour of peer q

can be presented in the following equation 5.2.

Tp,q =
∑
r

tp,rtr,q (5.2)

Therefore, each peer will maintain the global trust vectors of its subjects as follows:

~tp = (tp1,....,tp,N )T , 0 ≤ tp,q ≤ 1 (5.3)

The General trust algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 presents the simple procedure of

peers’ trust values aggregations and ranking. Initially, the message holder (say peer p),
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will get the local observations of its subjects (say peer q), tp,q : t
(0)
q = 1

initq
. Peer p will

also send its local observations about peer q to all its neighbours (r ∈ np), and request

their observations about peer q as well. Therefore, the resultant global observations

of peer p about peer q can be computed using the presented equation 5.2 as shown in

algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 General Trust Algorithm Forward

while peer p is a message holder do
for each peer q ∈np, do

Get tp,q : t
(0)
q = 1

initq
;

Send tp,q to all peers r ∈ np;
query r ∈ np to return tr,q;
compute Tp,q =

∑
r tp,rtr,q;

Rank Tp,q;
end

end

To secure the implementation of DATM, we deviced the trust value of the peers to

two basic principles; (1) the trust value of a peer is computed in a distributed passion.

Thus a peer does not have access to its trust information where it can be subject to

alterations. (2) the trust value of a peer is computed by more than one peer so that

malicious peers cannot succeed in white washing attacks.

5.2.3 Peers’ Attributes Modelling For Global Trust Evaluation

Here, we discuss the peers’ attributes modelling and its inclusion in the global trust

evaluation. In our proposed system, the attributes of peers are dynamically evaluated

for peers’ reliability evaluation based on the information in the attributes’ summary vec-

tor. The attributes of a peer are characterised by the peers’ resources (e.g. energy) and

peers’ routing capability (buffer size). Also, the peers’ attributes values can be static

(e.g., CPU speed, peers’ memory size) or dynamic (e.g., free memory, energy level, free

percentage of buffer occupancy, etc.). In our proposed model, the peers’ attributes that
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are characterised by dynamic attributes are re-calculated at peers’ contacts when the

attributes values changes significantly. To generalise the model, the peers’ attributes

can be assigned to a peer to describe its available hardware and software resources. For

example, the peers can be assigned a storage capacity as an attribute and edges can be

assigned a parameter like bandwidth, delay, etc.

Attributes Modelling:

Given a set of peers’ attributes A, the function a : V −→ R{|A|}+ assigns to each peer a

list of its attributes values A = {a1 = v1, a2 = v2, ..., ai = vi}. Each attribute ai ∈ A,

has a value vi : vi ∈ R+. We can represent the tuple of the peer q attributes as (aq).

Where a ∈ A represent the attribute value of peer q. We can subsequently represents

possible maximum attributes value of peer q attributes as τmax(aq) and the current

attributes value as τcurr(aq). By current attribute; means the most rescently computed

attributes’ value. We can also define the threshold (δ) as the minimum reliability impact

required for the peers to be considered as a message carrier in the network. Further,

we assumed that the peers’ attributes values are quantifiable data, therefore, can be

evaluated. Based on the two attributes’ values (maximum possible attribues’ value and

the current attributes values) of peers, we computes the attribute scalling factor using

equation (5.4).

aq =
τmax(aq)− τcurr(aq)

τmax(aq)
(5.4)

From the resultant global trust algorithm presented in equation (2.3) and the attributes’

model equation (5.4), we introduce an attributes’ scaling factor to represent the level

at which a peer is reliable for efficient routing handling. For example, the resultant

Global-Reliability trust value between peer p and q can be computed using the following
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equation (5.5).

T̂p,q = aq ∗
∑
r

tp,rtr,q (5.5)

Where aq represents the attributes of peer q computed by peer p and T̂p,q represents

the transitive global trust of peer q computed by peer p .

5.3 Protocol Implementation

In this section, we discuss the protocols’ implimentation using an opportunistic net-

work environment simulator [206]. For the details of ONE simulator, we refer the

reader to chapter three of this thesis. The Opportunistic Network Environment simu-

lator models store-carry-forward networks, thus at each transaction between the peers,

the intermediate peers only hold the messages that can fit into their buffer sizes. In

the event where the peers’ buffer space is occupied, the peers will drop the packets.

The simulation studies are grouped into the following two parts: Firstly, we evaluated

average attributes’ as a scaling factor for trust evaluation. Secondly, we implemented

our proposed simple similarity algorithm to capture the relative attributes’ similarity as

a scaling factor for trust evaluation. We then compare the performance of the DATM

and PROPHET protocols [204] in terms of total messages delivered, messages overhead

and average latencies. PROPHET is known as Probabilistic routing protocol using

history of encounter and transitivity (PROPHET); a Probabilistic Routing Protocol

using History of Encounters and Transitivity. PRoPHET is a variant of the epidemic

routing protocol for intermittently connected networks that operates by pruning the

epidemic distribution tree to minimize resource usage while still attempting to achieve

the best-case routing capabilities of epidemic routing.
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5.3.1 Average Attributes’ Scaling Factor For Trust Evaluation

In this phase, we compare the performance of the trust model with a naive attributes’

scaling factor (average attributes’ values) and a trust model with no attributes’ scaling

factor. This is to enable us to understand the influence of the peers’ attributes in trust

evaluation. We assigned to each DTN peer a set of basic attributes such as buffer size,

radio interface and energy consumption to implement our proposed trust algorithm. In

an ideal situation, all the peers are expected to behave normally and forward the data

packets accordingly unless some reasons exist, such as non-availability of buffer space

for a peer to store the packets for future forwarding, and limited resources. Therefore,

we seek to understand how the peers’ buffer occupancy can be modeled as an attributes’

scaling factor for peers’ trust evaluation. The objective of our solution is to maximise

the data delivery performance between peers; thus a peer should be able to make an

accurate decision in choosing a corresponding peer for routing tasks handling. There-

fore, we explored the DTN peers’ buffer size for the implementation of our proposed

model. Worthy of consideration is how a peer maintains its buffer space allocation in

our model when sending or receiving a data packet (i.e., increase or decrease). First of

all, we assigned each peer a buffer size with a maximum limit of Max(Xp) = 50MB

and a minimum limit of 5MB of buffer space a peer can possess. Each peer maintains

a buffer of content chunks which it attempts to fill by contacting other peers in the

network.

At the initial stage, we implemented the non-reliable trust algorithm presented in equa-

tion (2.3) and a reliable trust algorithm presented in equation (5.5). We assigned the

pre-trusted peers percentage = 0.3, pre-trusted Peers Weight = 0.25 and zero trust node

selection probability = 0.2. For the implementation of a reliability-based trust model,

we assigned the attributes (buffer) threshold as 5MB. Any peer with a limited buffer
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size less than the threshold will not be considered in routing selection. We created five

scenarios in which the peers can create messages of different sizes (500k, 1M, 1.5M, 2M,

and 3M) with each message carrying the source and the destination addresses.

As discussed in [207], the available size of the peer’s buffer determines its routing ca-

pacity and its reliability for packets forwarding in collaborative routing. Also, the

unavailability of the buffer memory may induce peers in the network to fail in the

process of data forwarding which degrades the performance of the network [111].

Decision Making for Next-Peer Selection Strategy

For our routing selection strategy, we consider a mobile network of DTN peers consist-

ing of peers {p, q...., n} with each peer creating a message in a uniform distribution over

time. Each created message (mp) created by peer p has a set of information such as the

source and destination IDs, the time since the message was created and the Time-To-

Live (TTL), that is time-out value, which specifies when a message is no longer valid

so that it can be deleted from the buffer of the message carrier.

Peers communicates with their subjects using a multiple copy policy. We assume that

the peers move in a predictable fashion based on repeating behavioural patterns. Thus,

the contacts between peers are predictable. Figure 5.2a and 5.2b presents the per-

formance comparison of our proposed attributes’ based trust model and non attributes

based trust model with a varying number of message sizes and attributes’ scaling factor

thresholds (δ). We assigned (δ) = 5MB and 10MB to enable us to understand how

the peers’ buffer (percentage of buffer occupancy) as a scaling factor can influence the

trust evaluation between peers. We, therefore, define the threshold (δ) as the minimum

reliability impact required for the peers to be considered as a message carrier. From

Figure 5.2a and 5.2b we can notice higher delivery ratios in the reliability based trust
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Figure 5.2: Performance Comparison of the Reliability Based Trust Model vs Non
Reliability based trust model with varying sizes of attributes’ threshold; Figure 3a is
when (δ) = 5M, Figure 3b is when (δ) = 10M

model in comparison with the nonreliability trust model (Eigen Trust with no attrib-

utes’ scaling factor). We define delivery ratio as the number of packets successfully

received by the destination divided by the number of packets sent by the sources.

The figures show that a large enough message will result in reducing the delivery ratio

for both the reliability and the non reliability trust-based protocols due to the possibil-

ity of message congestions. However, the reliability based trust model shows significant

improvement. This is expected since, in the reliability trust model, the peers only

choose the corresponding routing partners with relatively higher buffer sizes (more reli-

able to deliver the packets) in addition to the truthfulness of the peers. Moreover, from

the two figures, one can notice that the delivery probability favors the increases in the

threshold (δ) (minimum buffer occupancy for the peers to be considered as the message

carrier). This shows that the peers’ buffer is an important factor for trust evaluation

and our proposed reliability trust model is efficient in identifying the peers with less
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buffer occupancy for routing decision; thus it is actually reasonable that this occur.

5.3.2 Personalised Reliability Feedbacks Similarity Estimation

In this section, we extend the attributes’ model (presented in sub section 5.2.3) to

handle different dishonesty and falsification of the peers’ attributes estimations using

a simple similarity algorithm. Therefore, we first extend the naive average attributes’

scaling factor using a personalized similarity model of peers attributes. We propose

a personalized similarity metric so that the peers can rate the attributes’ feedback

provided by another peer through its personalised attributes.

Concretely, a peer can use a personalised similarity between itself and its subjects to

weight the attributes’ feedbacks provided by other peers in the network. The notion of

integrating the similarity of attributes in our proposed protocol is to provide a flexibility

and stronger predictive value and to give more reliability weight to similar peers in the

network. The concept can also act as a defence mechanisms against potential malicious

peers that can falsify their attributes in order to get an advantage (by advertising the

higher attributes value)[208]. Using personalise reliability similarity, will result in low

chances for dishonest peers to be considered in routing selection. This is particularly

possible when the peers in the network or clique members are homogeneous devices

or when measuring the attributes similarity between the members in a clique and the

attacking peer is from outside the clique.

Given the peers’ attributes model presented in section 5.2.3, we can compute the sim-

ilarity between the peers attributes. Assume that the maximum sizes of the peers’

attributes as defined in equation (5.4) are denoted as: for peer p as τmax(ap), and for

peer q as τmax(aq). Each time peer p and peer q exchange their summary vectors of

attributes values, peer p can compute the difference between its attributes value and
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that of peer q which can be normalised with the maximum possible attributes level as

follows in equation (5.6).

d(ap,aq) =

n∑
i=1

|api − aqi|
n∑
i=1

τmax(api, aqi)
(5.6)

Therefore, the similarity between peer p and q attributes’ can be evaluated in the

following equation(5.7). S(Ap,Aq) = 1− dp,q which can be represented as follows:

S(Ap,Aq) = 1−

n∑
i=1

|api − aqi|
n∑
i=1

τmax(api, aqi)
(5.7)

Where τmax(api, aqi) is the maximum of τmax(api) and τmax(aqi).

Attributes’ Similarity Model Illustration

To help grasp our proposed concept, consider the diagram in Figure 5.3 and table 5.1.

Assume that using a trust and reputation algorithm, peer p want to forward the message

of size 6MB to either of the two peers (q, r), and the trust level that peer p places in

peer q = 0.76 and that of r = 0.8. Apparently, based on the trust level of the two peers,

peer p is more likely to forward the message to peer r since the trust value of r is greater

than that of q. However, looking at the attributes of the peers (buffer size), forwarding

the message to peer r, might not be a better option since it is likely to drop the message

due to its limited size of 4MB. Therefore, for peer p to look beyond the trust value of

their subjects (to include the attributes) in routing decision, might be additional trust

evaluation reliability. Bearing the above hypothesis in mind, we present the resultant

reliability trust model with a similarity of peers attributes (presented in equation (5.8))
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as a scaling factor for global trust evaluation. In the next section, we present the DATM

protocol with a personalised reliability feed back similarity implementation.

Based on the presented similarity model one can see that the peers’ attributes can

Figure 5.3: Illustration of a simple scenario

be computed dynamically, distributed fashion and on the fly. Looking at the presented

simple scenario and the analytical similarity model with an illustration of the presented

simple scenario can be seen in table 5.1. From the computed attributes similarity, one

Table 5.1: Simple Scenario

Buffer size similarity Sp,q Sp,r
t1 0.825 0.35
t2 0.625 0.95

can deduce that at t1, the peers’ attributes’ similarity is greater between p, q with the

value of 0.825, whereas at t2, the peers’ attributes similarity is more related between

that of p, r.Based on proposed model implementation, the peers’ are able to choose a

corresponding peer with the highest similarity in terms of attributes in addition to the

reputation between the peers.
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Attributes’ Similarity Scaling Factor for Trust Evaluation

We now describe how the presented trust metrics can be integrated for global trust

evaluation using the presented similarity algorithm. For simplicity, we assume that

each peer updates its delivery vectors periodically while contacting its subjects. The

computation of the global trust value can be viewed as a function of three parameters:

(1) the delivery vectors’ information which comprises the peers’ history encounter and

the residual information of the previous packets handle by the peers, (2) the attributes’

summary vector information, and (3) the feedback from other peers (using transitivity

properties)[209] . Thus, the global reputation of a peer p who receives a feedback from

peer r about its subject peer q can be represented in the following equation.

Ṫp,q = S(Ap,Aq) ∗
∑
r

tp,rtq,r (5.8)

Where S(Ap,Aq) represents the similarity of peers’ attributes as described in equation

(5.7) and Ṫp,q is the resultant global reliability trust value using personalised similarity

attribute.

he settings we envision in DATM with attributes’ similarity as a scaling factor, is differ-

ent from the previous settings of the Reliability and Non Reliability DATM trust model.

Thus, the outcomes of the two models must be different. We envision a heterogeneous

intermittent connected network where peers are grouped based on their attributes and

characteristics. This is to enable us to explore more on the peers’ attributes similarity

as a scaling factor for trust evaluation. Each group having a different maximum and

minimum number of buffer occupancy. We assume that the varying attributes sizes

can serve as a means by which peers can filter the false attributes’ scaling factor or the

peers that are not participating in the network for the resources’ reservations (selfish

peers). Therefore, any peer with distinct attributes size, will have less opportunity to

be considered as a message carrier by other peers in the network.
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Further, we compare the performance of the DATM protocol with the well-known

PROPHET routing protocol [204] with the same settings as presented earlier and with

the same optimal scheduling buffer management policy (FIFO)[210]. In both scenarios,

peers posses uniform average wireless interfaces of 50m and 80m within the simulation

period of 43200s. Peers move in a random way point mobility model [211]. We used

a scenario consisting of a total of 98 devices. When a message arrives at a particular

peer, a peer will buffer the message for a while awaiting to meet the appropriate peer

to forward the message to. We assigned a fixed resultant trust level threshold of (δ=

0.85), so that peers can only forward the messages to the peers with the trust value

higher than the threshold(δ). Further, we address the problem of new peers who are

joining the network through assigning them a pre-trusted peers’ weight (initial trust

value of 0.25) as described earlier.

The simple peer selection strategy used by DATM in our simulation worked fairly well,

since it enables a peer to route the data packets to its corresponding subjects with the

trust values greater than the assigned threshold.

Figure 5.4: Performance Comparison of the DATM vs PROPHET Protocols for Mes-
sages Delivered: Wireless Range of 50m and 80m
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Figure 5.5: Performance Comparison of the DATM vs PROPHET Protocols for Mes-
sages Overhead: Wireless Range of 50m and 80m

Figure 5.6: Performance Comparison of the DATM vs PROPHET Protocols for Average
Latency: Wireless Range of 50m and 80m

Initially, we observed the delivery rate of the two protocols in the described sim-

ulation scenarios. The outcomes of the two protocols can be seen in Figure 5.4, 5.5

and 5.6. Each of the two graphs has different hop count settings, and with two dif-

ferent communication ranges. From the graphs, it can be observed that the delivery

rate varies according to the peers buffer sizes. It is easy to see that for both protocols,

the delivery rates behaviour of peers are similar; the sizeable buffer size yields higher
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delivery rates. This is however, possible since the larger the peers’ buffer sizes the

more messages can be buffered, thus, the possibility of messages dropping will be less.

However, the DATM protocol exhibits slightly higher performance especially with short

communication ranges. This might be connected to the additional attributes’ intelli-

gence awareness of the DATM protocol; since peers can dynamically understand the

status of their subjects. Also, from the two graphs, it can be observed, that the delivery

rate is affected by an increase in the number of hop counts. This is also possibly due

to the fact that the higher the hop counts, the higher the possibility of the messages to

visit many peers before reaching the destination, causing peers’ resources to be wasted

and by extension can lead to message drops.

The overhead of the two protocols is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Note that the higher the

buffer space, the less the overhead in both protocols. This is because the delivery rate

of the protocols increases with the increase in buffers’ sizes. We calculated the over-

head as MOH =
Nmf−Nmd

Nmd
. Where Nmf represents the number of messages forwarded,

and Nmd represents the number of messages delivered. From the two figures, it can be

observed, that the DATM protocol has significant less overhead relative to PROPHET.

This is however possible since any routing protocol that achieved better performance

relating to delivery rate is the protocol that has the lower overhead.

Further, since both DATM and PROPHET are message multi copy protocols (replica);

the per node messages’ replica is expected. However, we inferred that the DATM pro-

tocol limits the messages replication by forwarding the messages to the specific peers

that has higher chances to deliver the message (peers with higher trust value and sim-

ilar attributes in the eyes of the forwarding peer). Therefore, it is anticipated, that this

will take place.

Moreover, in a classical formulation of the flow assignment and routing problem in
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wireless communication networks, the performance measure to be minimised is that of

average messages latency over all sources to destination peers. Therefore, reducing the

average latency improves the performance and the quality of communication between

the peers. The lower the value of the average latency means the better the performance

of the protocol. From the graphs of Figure 5.6, we see, that increasing the buffer sizes

of peers in the simulation lead to the possibility of peers to exchange almost all the

messages before reaching the destination. This will no doubt cause a redundant relay

by other peers, leading to a higher latency. We calculated the message latency as the

time between the creation of a packet and its delivery to the destination. Furthermore,

the messages that were supposed to be dropped in the event of smaller buffer size can

reside in the buffer before being delivered to their destination. This can equally be seen

in Figure 5.6, where both the protocols DATM and PROPHET revealed a similar pat-

tern in the average latency for different buffer sizes. However, as the peers’ buffer grow,

the DATM protocol exhibit less latency. This is because, in the DATM protocol, the

peers can achieve a better routing distribution strategy since each peer can dynamically

detect a corresponding reliable peer for a routing decision which by extension reduces

the queuing delays.

5.3.3 Theoretical Analysis of the DATM Protocol

The DATM protocol can be thought of as a forwarding decision layer on top of different

routing protocols in mobile applications. DATM involves a message sender and one or

more message receivers that are in the same transmission range. The primary goal

of introducing the personalised similarity model is to minimize the advantage that a

misbehaving peer can get if it attempts to falsify its attributes status in our proposed

trust system. One possible solution to mitigate such problem is to enforce cooperation

among peers so that every peer will find it less worthy to falsify its attributes. As
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described in section 5.3.2, there is no advantage for any misbehaving peer to falsify its

attributes due to the inclusion of attributes’ personalised similarity scaling factor in

the model. Further, the global reputation value is hard to falsify or mimic since the

increase in trust value is acquired through attributes’ information, trust scoring and

history of peers’ encounters. From the model, a persistent malicious behavior and the

lack of available resources can affect the reputation value of the misbehaving peers, lead-

ing to the exclusion of non-trustworthy peers and non-reliable peers in routing decisions.

5.4 Chapter Summary

The proposed DATM protocol in this chapter extends the implementation of trust-based

collaborative routing in Intermittently Connected Mobile Networks. This was achieved

through the inclusion of personalised attributes’ similarity feedback as a scaling factor

for trust evaluation. Thus, the DATM protocol has several advantages over traditional

trust-based routing schemes, which include the peers’ being aware of the instantaneous

routing ability of their subjects and the improved performance in comparison with the

PROPHET protocol. Despite the simplicity of the DATM protocol, we believe that

our approach is a step toward improving the intelligent routing decisions in mobile

wireless networks, and to overcome the shortcomings of other trust-based collaborative

routing schemes. The outcomes of the simulation studies have shown, that the DATM

protocol is more suitable for dense wireless mobile networks where the peers are in

frequent contact (e.g., city traffic scenario and with a relative sizeable wireless range).

One fundamental question is what are the implications of our proposed DATM for

the design of practical wireless collaborative routing schemes? The main implication

is that the protocol designers can focus their design on exploring different attributes
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and properties of the dynamic mobile network (e.g., peers’ energy level, peers’ spatial

distribution and intermittent connectivity, etc.), and include these properties in the

routing decision process. Clearly, based on the outcome of DATM, the peers’ buffer

occupancy is likely to be a key feature for understanding peers’ reliability in routing

handling. In the future work we intend to explore, in detail, how we can integrate

multiple weighted peers’ attributes as a utility factor for peers’ trust evaluation. Such

scheme will aim to quantify the weight of peers’ attributes and the routing circumstances

for proffer forwarding decisions. Further, we intend to examine different routing attacks

and to study the resilience of DATM against malicious peers.



Chapter 6

A Transitive-Aware Trust-based
Protocol for Mobile Opportunistic
Networks

In this chapter, we hypothesise that relative comparisons of the proliferation of peers’

transitive connectivity can give a meaningful basis for determining a good relaying peer

to forward packets toward the destination with less effort. As presented in Chapter

Two, the uncertainty in nodal mobility and the characteristics of mobile networks with

frequent network disruption make the design of a trust-based routing scheme a chal-

lenge since the peers must deal with different networks and peer conditions. Despite

a lot of efforts made by previous researchers in the design of trust-based routing for

efficient collaborative networks, there are few related studies that focus on the peers’

connectivity as an element of trust-based routing decisions. In this regard, we foresee

that, exploring the existing user mobility traces for understanding the patterns of peer

contacts and connectivity structure within an arbitrary mobile wireless network, can

provide a new outlook in trust-based routing protocol design. We propose and validate

a trust and reputation scheme that takes into account the peers’ transitive connectivity

to improve routing performance in mobile opportunistic environments. We drive this

123
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notion from the findings in the recent studies on transient connected components com-

ponents [175], human mobility [176], and community structure, as a routing metric for

mobile networks.

In this chapter, based on the WLAN collected traces, we presume that when two peers

meet, during the overlapped time intervals, the peers’ encounter can possibly facilit-

ate direct connectivity and communication through a trust-based transitive forwarding

strategy. The results of this study demonstrate that peer connectivity in the network

is a characteristic that can influence peer routing performance. Subsequently, our pro-

posed trust-based protocol takes into account the similarity of peer connectivity as a

scaling factor for peer trust evaluation. Furthermore, our analysis shows that our pro-

posed protocol only forwards the message to companions with a higher probability of

delivering the message, thus improving the delivery ratio and minimizing latency.

Our contributions in this chapter are characterised as follow:

• We analytically explore the existence of transitive connectivity between peers in

MSNs based on the derivation of connectivity traces. From the analytical studies

and theoretical analysis in this chapter, we realised that a transitive connectivity

periodically appears in the traces of MSNs.

• Based on the identified transitive connectivity property from the traces, we then

proposed a new transitive data forwarding strategy which considers the similar-

ity of transitive connectivity between peers. Our proposed transitive forwarding

strategy gives preference to the peers with increasing transitive connectivity simil-

arity to the messages’ destination to improve the chances of delivering the message

to the destination. Thus, through simulation and theoretical analysis, we show

that transitive contact opportunities between the peers can increase the routing

performance of wireless devices.
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6.1 Background

Recent studies revealed that there exist a pattern of community structure in the real

network of mobile devices [175]. Peers make contact and interact with other peers

to form connected components which can enable peers to contact each other through

multi-hop wireless connections. Further, recent studies have shown that the use of so-

cial metrics and Complex Network Analysis (CNA) such as peer centrality estimation

for computing the comparative centrality of two encountering peers [212] [213] and the

similarity of the peer behavioural profiles based on the mobility preferences [176] can

be exploited to provide an effective solution to improve peers’ forwarding decisions.

As we have presented in Chapter Four, the more connections a peer has, the more likely

it is to acquire new connections; and the more likely it is to route the message across

the network and serve as a good relaying peer in the network. One possible explanation

behind this might come from the notion of power law distribution; i.e., the network

theory of ”the rich get richer” and ”the poor get poorer” [214]. This can be understood

based on the fact that a peer with more neighbours (connected peers) is more likely to

get more connections. In a similar way, a peer with less connectivity is less likely to be

connected to the network.

On the same vein, one of the basic measures to describe the mobile wireless peers’

connectivity is the distribution of links (established wireless connections with other

neighbours) per network node and the number of shared neighbours among the peers.

However, to investigate peer connectivity of a mobile network setting between wireless

peers, it is essential to understand the basic principles behind peers’ contacts, peers’

mobility patterns and the frequency of peers’ contacts (the number of times a peer

encounters other peers).

For example, consider the diagram in Figure 6.1, which illustrates the encounters
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between the two mobile peers, p and q who move in opposite directions (toward each

other), with each peer having a diameter range of 10m moving at a velocity of 0.75m/s.

It can be noticed that the contacts and connectivity between the peers depend on three

factors. The first factor is the diameter of the peers (wireless range covered); with a

diameter = 10m, it will take the peers a minimum window contact opportunity of only

26.7s to overlap each other (to go out of range of each other), and when the diameter of

the devices is 15m each, and with the same velocity of 0.75m/s, the contact opportunity

can be up to 40s. Here, we note that the contact time is the time it takes the peers to

discover each other and establish a communication channel. Although this is trivial, it

can be noticed that the devices’ wireless ranges influence the devices’ contact duration

and connectivity.

The second factor is the speed of the devices. With the increase of the peers’ speed, the

minimum contact time decreases. The third factor which is related to our interest is

the frequency of contacts between the peers (this will be covered in detail in subsequent

sections).

Based on the outcomes of related studies, we realised that the contacts’ frequency dis-

Figure 6.1: Contacts Illustration

tribution could serve as a utility measure of probabilities of peers’ meeting the correct

messages’ destination while serving as a message carrier[215]. In this regard, we see

that there is still ample need to explore and understand the irrefutable properties of
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transitive connectivity based on the contact frequency distribution between peers for

the design of an efficient trust-based routing protocol. Therefore, we seek to look at

the processes of peers’ contacts, and peers’ connectivity as an element of peers’ routing

trustworthiness evaluation.

However, to investigate peers’ contacts and connectivity for the design of a trust-based

routing protocol, it is essential to answer several questions: for instance, are the con-

tacts between wireless mobile devices persistent enough to serve as an element for

understanding peers’ connectivity patterns? If yes, how can the peers’ contacts be ap-

propriately captured, summarised and represented adequately to understand the peers’

connectivity pattern? The last question is: ”Can the peers’ connectivity be leveraged to

serve as a meaningful prediction of nodal mobility for a trust-based routing forwarding

strategy?”.

To attempt to answer these questions, we divide the chapter into two parts. In the first

part, we analyse large-scale existing user mobility traces of WLANs. This enables us

to understand that a certain pattern of connectivity exists among mobile peers based

on the empirical data analysis. In the second part of the chapter, we use the implicit

structure of peers’ connectivity patterns as a trust-based forwarding element.

The stimulus of the study in this chapter is somewhat allied to the families of Geographic

Forwarding Protocols; a form of routing forwarding scheme based on the Spatial ana-

lysis of the peers; such as topological, geometric, or geographical position of the peers

and messages’ destinations. Normally, in this type of forwarding scheme, a forwarder

set is selected based on the proximity between the messages’ destination and relay

peers. Thus, the selected candidates can be ranked based on their geodesic distance to

the target peer. To explore some related studies of interest see for example the work of

[113], [175], [176], [177], [178], [172], and [216]).
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While we acknowledge the previous contributions by different scholars in the field, the

major differences between our work and theirs include (i) in our proposed solution,

connectivity is not a solitary element of the routing decision: the peers’ routing history

is also a contributing factor, and (ii) our connective model required peers to exchange

their local connectivity information (no global connectivity information is required)

based on peers’ efforts.

6.2 Network Model and Assumptions

We represent an Opportunistic Mobile Network (OMN) asG = (N,L) : N = {p, q, ..., r}

and L ⊆ {(p, q)} : p, q ∈ N, and p 6= q. Let the transmission range of peer p be ι(p)

and the distance between peer p and peer q be dpq. Therefore, the two peers p and q

are direct neighbours if and only if dpq 6 ι(p). Let np denotes the set of peers that

are direct neighbours of peer p and within the cluster area of p, with area an equation

A(p) = π(ιn)2. We assumed that, for the communication between peer p and peer q

to be successful, the following condition must be satisfied: (i) dpq ≤ ι(n) (receiver is

within the communication range of the sender) and any peer r such that drq 6 ι(r), is

not transmitting (i.e, the receiver is free of interference from any other possible sender).

In other word, peer p can successfully transmit the message to q if p is a neighbour

of q and no other of q’s neighbours is transmitting to peer q simultaneously. Also, we

define the set of messages created in the network as M : m.sc, m.d and m.ttl represents

the message sources, messages destinations and messages Time-To-Leave respectively,

∀m ∈M .

We describe the traffic model for the network as follows: each peer in the network can

be a source and a destination of a message when a peer creates a message, and it can

forward it to its neighbours or the destination. A receiving peer can either forward the
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message, or absorb the message if it is a destination. Further, we assumed that each

peer profiles its degree of connectivity by keeping track of its encountered peers and its

regular connectivity status. This is an individual effort by each peer with no interaction

from other peers.

Additionally, for peers to maintain the track of their transitive path, peers can perform

a neighbour discovery to enable mobile peers to transmit and listen for beacons (scan-

ning). Since the process of neighbour discovery in a mobile network is nontrivial, we

assume that the neighbour discovery process is a randomized beacon scanning discovery

procedure. This is also to enable us to relax the possibility of collisions since peers can

operate asynchronously. For the details of the randomised neighbour discovery asyn-

chronous algorithm that supports our assumptions see[217].

Since it is difficult for peers to have transitive connectivity path information of all

members in the network pro-actively, peers are only aware of their connectivity status

when they have no message to forward. We assume that peers’ clique members always

move together in a predictable fashion as identified in the traces’ analysis presented in

Section 6.2.3 later in this chapter.

6.2.1 Description of Data Sets Used for Traces Analysis

In this section, we present our conducted analysis of a user mobility traces’ pattern and

its implication on the routing protocol design. Initially, we study the social contacts’

patterns of five different collected traces of Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN).

We obtained all the collected traces used in this study from the Community Resource

for Archiving Wireless Data at Dartmouth (CRAWDAD)[179]. To our best knowledge,

CRAWDAD is one of the most well known archives for wireless traces established for

the purpose of resource sharing in a community that meets the needs of this research.

We analyse five data sets: (i) Bluetooth encounters between 72 short range nodes from
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the Cambridge infocom2006 traces (ii) Bluetooth encounters between 52 mobile nodes

from the Cambridge content traces, (iii) Bluetooth encounters between 41 mobile nodes

from the Cambridge infocom traces, (iv) Bluetooth encounters between 12 mobile nodes

from the Cambridge traces, and (v) Bluetooth encounters between 9 mobile and sta-

tionary nodes from the Cambridge imote/intel traces, [218].

In all the collected traces, when two users are within Bluetooth connectivity range

(typically less than 10 meters), a Bluetooth connection is established between the user

devices. It takes each imote approximately 5 to 10s to perform the complete scanning

on a periodic basis for a device. In each collected trace, a valid encounter between

the devices is represented as ”up” (meaning the two devices connect when they meet),

and a non-valid encounter is represented as ”down” (meaning, even though the peers

have a contact they did not connect). Since our interest is in the peers’ connectivity,

we therefore extracted all the valid encounters. Thus, we ignored the contacts during

which the peers were not connected.

Table 6.1 summarises some important facts about the traces. Each data contains the

steps for the derivation of the connectivity trace based on the peers’ valid encounter

as described earlier. We then leverage this information to understand the potential

transitive opportunities of communication between the peers. We based our assump-

tions on the fact that the peers in wireless mobile can communicate with each other

(with no infrastructure). Therefore, our proposed protocol6.3 do not involve the use of

infrastructure for communication.
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Table 6.1: Traces Summary

Traces Net. type N. of devices N. of contacts Duration

72 imote/infocom2006 traces Bluetooth 72 128979 3.87 days
52 imote/content traces Bluetooth 52 10873 11.43 days
41 imote/infocom traces Bluetooth 41 22459 2.94 days
12 imote/cambridge traces Bluetooth 12 4228 5.27 days
9 imote/intel traces Bluetooth 9 1364 4.16 days

6.2.2 Peers’ Direct Connectivity Frequency Distribution Es-
timation

From the presented traces’ summary in table 6.1, one can observe that there are thou-

sands of frequent contacts between the users. Thus, understanding the pattern of the

opportunistic contacts between the peers can be extremely challenging. Therefore, we

model the pairwise contacts information which can be directly obtained from the traces.

This can also be represented rather straightforwardly by the frequency distribution of

the peers’ connectivity concerning the contacts’ durations.

In this regard, we only consider pairwise contacts in which the peers are connected. We,

therefore, formulate each pairwise contact process as connectivity between the peers.

Thus, we define the connectivity frequency distribution as the number times the peer

contacts (or connectivity) occur between the peers. We perform the calculation of all

pairs of peers’ connectivity frequency distribution to arrive at Figures 6.2 and 6.4. The

connectivity frequency distribution shows us a summarised connectivity of the peers at

each contact time and the number of occurrences throughout the traces experiments’

duration.

Looking at the graphs of Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, we have two observations: the first

observation is with regards to the stability of peers’ connectivity at a certain period. It

can be seen from all the graphs of the traces, that the peers exhibit similar connectivity

frequency distribution patterns. It can also be seen that the connectivity frequency
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distribution is not sensitive to the change of time. One possible implication of this is

that the peers’ connectivity frequency distributions are stable within a certain interval

of time and peers usually have frequent contact with each other. Taken together, this

suggests that if we can be able to identify the pattern of the peers’ connectivity, with

similar duration, it can serve as a means of predicting the peers’ connectivity states.

The second observation is related to the properties of transitive connectivity patterns.

For example, looking at the degree distributions from the graphs of Figure 6.5 and 6.7,

we observed that the connectivity pattern of the network is scale free pattern, that some

nodes (obviously few), have more connections than others, and that the network as a

whole has a power law distribution.

(a) 72 imote/infocom2006 traces (b) 52 imote/content traces

Figure 6.2: Connectivity Frequency Distribution of 72 and 52 Nodes
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(a) 41 imote/infocom traces

Figure 6.3: Connectivity Frequency Distribution of 41 Nodes

(a) 12 imote/cambridge traces (b) 9 imote/intel traces

Figure 6.4: Connectivity Frequency Distribution of 12 and 9 Nodes

Although the traces show, that, the peers do not have a homogeneous distribution of

the degree that regular or random networks have, the resulting graphs showing that the

pattern of the degree distribution of nodes is between the regular and random networks.

This property, however, is shared by many real world networks and is often called the

small world property. This notion has been popularised by different terms like the ”six
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degrees of separation” between any two nodes; meaning peers are typically connected

by a chain of six or fewer edges in a social network [219].

The small world properties realised in the traces, revealed that any two nodes having a

common neighbour are more likely to be neighbours: in other words, they are connected

by a transitive edge. The evidence from the collected traces appear to support our

previous assumptions that there may be a transitive connectivity pattern in the real

network traces. There would, therefore, seem to be a definite need to approximate the

transitivity appearance from the traces.

(a) 72 imote/infocom2006 traces (b) 52 imote/content traces

Figure 6.5: Degree Distribution of 72 and 52 Nodes
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(a) 41 imote/infocom traces

Figure 6.6: Degree Distribution of 41 Nodes

(a) 12 imote/cambridge traces (b) 9 imote/intel traces

Figure 6.7: Degree Distribution of 12 and 9 Nodes

6.2.3 Transitive Connectivity Appearances Pattern Approx-
imation

In this section, we analyse the appearance of transitive connectivity (contacts) in all the

five collected traces. Although there are many possible patterns that can be understood

from the traces in a more complex way, our focus is mainly on the transitive contacts

in this work. In this regard, we formulate the transitive appearance patterns using
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the matrix algebra procedure (UCINET 6.614) that satisfies the condition, ∀{(p, q)} ∈

L : {(p, q)} ∧ {(q, r) ∈ L} ∴ ∃{(p, r)} ∈ L.

We achieved this by counting both the weak transitive contacts (transitive connectivity

with two legs) and the strong transitive closure (transitive connectivity with three legs)

of each device using the following transitivity coefficient approximation model and

assumptions.

If we denote the set of immediately connected neighbours or (clique members) of peer p

as np = {q : {(p, q)} ∈ L∧{(q, p)} ∈ L}, {(p, q)} = {(q, p)}; meaning the edge between

p to q is the same as between q to p (undirected and unweighed). We assume that, there

is no multiple edges between peer p and peer q; therefore if two peers p, q are directly

connected with an edge {(p, q)} ∈ L there is no other connection between them. Also,

we assume that there are no loop connections on G. Also, for each peer p ∈ N there

are possible number of distinct wireless interface connection np(np− 1) that could exist

among the peers within the neighbourhood of peer p.

Therefore, we define the local transitive coefficient of peer p Tcoef(p), by the proportion

of the exact interfaces between its neighbours divided by the number of interfaces that

possibly could exist between them as presented in equation 6.1.

Tcoef(p) =
2{|{p, q} : p, q ∈ Np, {(q, p)} ∈ L|}

(np(np − 1))
(6.1)

Although we acknowledge the non-perfect nature of transitivity (partial transitivity)

for example, the fact that peer p is connected/contacted to peer q, and q is connec-

ted/contacted to peer r does not guarantee that peer p is connected to r as well, but,

one can argue that it makes it much more likely for p to connect to r. That is, the

friend of my friend is not necessarily my friend, but is far more likely to be my friend

than some randomly chosen member of the population.

Table 6.2, presents the summary of transitive connectivity of the collected traces. From
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Table 6.2: Transitive Connectivity Summary from the Traces

Traces 9
imotes

12
imotes

41
imotes

52
imotes

72
imotes

Total Number of Connectivity 1364 4228 22459 10873 128979
No. of Transitive Connectivity with at least 2 legs 84 220 10318 8038 61981
No. of Strong Transitive Con. (with all 3 legs) 84 215 9549 4599 58896
% of Weak Transitive Con. with 2 legs 6.15 5.20 46 74 48
% of Full Transitive Con. with all 3 legs 6.15 5.08 42.5 57.22 45.7
Network Density 0.800 0.840 0.867 0.426 0.981

the table, it is easy to see that the transitive connectivity between the mobile devices

exists in the traces, though in a small-scale as in the case of 9 imotes and 12 imotes

with week transitive connectivity of 6.15% and 5.20% respectively. But with increasing

number of devices, the percentage of both week and strong transitive connectivity of

the peers in the network changes significantly up to 46%, 74% and 48% for 41 imotes 52

imotes and 72 imotes for weak transitive connectivity respectively. For a full transitive

connectivity, the percentages are 42.5%, 57.22% and 45.7% for 41 imotes 52 imotes

and 72 imotes.

The result of this analysis clearly revealed the existence of transitive connectivity

among peers; and it subsequently establishes that the transitive connectiv-

ity between wireless mobile peers is a stable behavioural feature of peers in

the real WLAN networks.

Further, from Figure 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 it is not difficult to observe the similarity pattern

of the peers’ transitive closure; meaning the number of perfect/full transitive closures

made by each peer in the experiments. Thus, we observe that the average numbers of

strong transitive connectivity formed by the peers in the network are relatively similar;

this elucidates that the traces of all the devices exhibit a similar pattern of transitive

closure connectivity between devices. Therefore, estimating the similarity of transitive

connectivity of the nodes, can lead to a further observation about member communities
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or neighbours of a particular peer. Thus, we presume that once the transitive connectiv-

ity similarity between a pair of peers is obtained, it can serve as a reasonable predictor

for the connectivity between the peers for some period shortly. Meaning, perhaps, the

peers that can be reached through the transitive connectivity chain can be

either members of the same community, or they share some neighbours, and

they can become good communicating partners.

We acknowledge that our assumptions may not be completely accurate in all the cases

since there can be scenarios in which even if the peers are directly or transitively con-

nected, still there is no data transfer between the peers, due to some reasons.

However, it can be observed that in network settings where peers’ direct contacts are

limited, the transitive contacts chain might help in data transfer between the peers.

In this regard, we postulate that the relative comparisons of the proliferation of peers’

transitivity coefficients might give a meaningful basis for determining a good relaying

peer to forward a message towards the destination. We envision that such a compre-

hensive approach has two advantages:

• It will precipitate the discovery of the peer with similar behaviour and mobility

patterns with the message destination for efficient collaborative routing.

• It stimulates a behaviour-aware message routing protocol whereby each peer will

determine a corresponding peer with similar behaviour with the message destin-

ation as a relay.

We next discuss in detail how we estimate the similarity of the peers’ connectivity

patterns for a proper connectivity routing strategy.
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(a) 72 imote/infocom2006 traces (b) 52 imote/content traces

Figure 6.8: Transitive Connectivity Distribution of 72 and 52 nodes

(a) 41 imote/infocom traces

Figure 6.9: Transitive Connectivity Distribution of 41 nodes
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(a) 12 imote/cambridge traces (b) 9 imote/intel traces

Figure 6.10: Transitive Connectivity Distribution of 12 and 9 nodes

6.2.4 Transitive Connectivity/Contacts Similarity Model

To some extent, the similarity regarding frequent contacts visiting locations of interest

is often seen as major factors for connectivity in many real-world networks including

DTN and Social Mobile Networks. One possible reason that supports this notion, is

people tend to connect those sharing similar tastes, social backgrounds, interests and

beliefs, and also similar popularity. This is often expressed as love of the same’ or Birds

of a feather flock together’; that is the tendency of individuals to associate and bond

with similar others which can be treated synonymously with transitive connectivity

similarity in the context of a network of devices [24]. More so, the similarity of peers’

connectivity can serve as a network formation model, since it can also reproduce the

commonly perceived power law or scale-free distribution of sparsely connected networks

as described earlier.

In this section, we started by modelling the basic similarity between a pair of peers

regarding frequent contacts with messages’ destination to access the future encounter

between a relay and the message destination. We define a specific function S(q, des)

that expresses a similarity between peer q (a potential relay) and message’s destination
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within the range of [0,1]; such that if peer q frequently encounters a message destination,

then it is probably a good relaying peer for the message meant for the destination. This

implies that the more frequent peer q meets messages’ destination the more the value

of S(q, des) will be closer to 1. On the contrary, if peer q do not have any previous

encounter with the messages’ destination, the value of S(q, des) will be 0. To achieve

this, we apply the extension of coefficient similarity (Tanimoto) [220] which can compute

the degree of overlap between elements’ vectors and is widely used in computational

intelligence [221] for measuring the specific transitive similarity between any two sets

of items. Therefore, we model contacts between peers with a binary vector of edge

elements represented by 1 or 0; indicating that the two peers had a connectivity or not,

respectively. Note, that in our experiment connectivity means contacts since we are

dealing with a mobile network. Therefore, the transitive similarity of the two peers, q

and des can be expressed as:

S(q, des) =
~vq · ~vdes

||~vq||2 + ||~vdes||2 − ~vq · ~vdes
(6.2)

Note that the term ~vq · ~vdes express the number of contacts’ between the two peers

(common encountered peers), and ~vq and ~vdes represents the total contacts of peer q

and messages’ destination respectively. Also note that the maximum value of similarity

[upper bound similarity] can be reached when the two peers are only encountered each

other, having no contacts otherwise. That is when ~vq · ~vdes = 1. In that case, the

resultant ||~vq||2 = 1 and ||~vdes||2 = 1. Subsequently, we can define the transitive contact

similarity between the two peers as shown in equation 6.3.

TS(q, des) =
1

deg(q) + deg(des)− 1
(6.3)

Whereas, if there is no common encounter between the two peers the resultant
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S(q, des) = 0; means the number of similar encountered peers between q and Sdes is

0 [lower bound similarity]. In this case, there is no similar contact between the peers.

Thus, the resultant similarity between them is 0. Thus, our basic transitive-similarity

measure can be defined in the following equation (6.4).

T Ṡ(q, des) =

0, if {(q, des)} /∈ L ∧ {(des, q)} /∈ L,
~vq ·~vdes

deg(q)+deg(des)−~vq ·~vdes
, otherwise,

(6.4)

Based on equation 6.4, it can be observed that the similarity value between peers who

had never encountered each other and had no common encountered peers is 0.

6.3 Trust Transitive Forwarding Algorithm

We have shown that the presented trust algorithm (in Chapter Five) can provide each

peer in the network a unique global trust value based on the peer’s routing history

in the network. Thus, a peer can evaluate its subjects or other peers, depending on

their track records and previous encounters with the message destination (if any) or

any other peer in the network. When two peers, p and q, interact, they can establish a

local trust between themselves upon encounter.

Let tp,q be the trust value that peer p places in peer q based on its priori experience

with peer q, where tp,q ∈ 〈0, 1〉 : p 6= q. Each time peer p encounters peer q, peer p can

assess the trust level of peer q based on their encounter delivery vectors exchanges. If

the encounters history is not satisfactory it will be considered as a negative experience,

therefore the local trust value (tp,q) between p and q will decrease; while if the encounter

history between the peers is satisfactory, then it will be considered a positive experience

and the (tp,q) will increase. If the peers’ transaction is undecided, it will have no effect in

the peers’ trust evaluation. Therefore, sat(p, q) represents the number of satisfactory

encounters between peer p and peer q while unsat(p, q) represents the total number
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of unsatisfactory encounters between peer p and peer q. Each peer will check the

corresponding delivery vector of its subjects to access the local trust of its subjects

based on the following conditions:

• if the status of the previous message transactions between trustor and trustee is

0 (meaning a message was received by a trustee but is no longer in the trustees’

buffer), and there was a recent encounter between a trustee and other peers in

the network (probably the message destination), we assume that the outcome of

the transaction is satisfactory.

• if the status of the previous messages received by a trustee shows it is still in its

buffer (meaning the messages’ status is 1) while the trustee is not the destination

of the message and there was no recent encounter between the trustee and other

peers in the network, then the outcome of the transaction is considered as neutral

or undecided.

• if the status of the previous message received by a trustee shows it is still in

its buffer, while there is an encounter history of a trustee meeting the message

destination, the outcome of the transaction is considered to be not satisfactory.

• in the event where peer p is meeting a peer q for the first time, peer p can assign

an initial trust value (init(q)) to peer q.

Evidence of trustfulness is manifested by the encounters history exchange between the

peers. Thus, the resultant local trust value between the peers can be computed as

Cp,q = sat(p, q)− unsat(p, q). The normalised reputation can be computed as:

tp,q =
max(Cp,q, 0)∑
qmax(Cp,q, 0)

, ||~tp|| :=
N∑
q=1

tp,q = 1 (6.5)
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The global trust equation (with no reliability scaling factor) peer p can place on peer q

based on the feed back of peer r about the behaviour of peer q can be presented in the

following equation 6.6.

Tp,q =
∑
r

tp,rtr,q (6.6)

Therefore, each peer will maintain the global trust vectors of its subjects as follows:

~tp = (tp1,....,tp,N )T , 0 ≤ tp,q ≤ 1 (6.7)

Algorithm 2 Compare-and-Forward Trust Algorithm Phase I

while peer p is a message holder do
for each peer r ∈np do

Get tp,r;
Send tp,q to all peers r ∈ np;
query r ∈ np to return tr,q;
compute Tp,q =

∑
r tp,rtr,q;

if Tp,q ≥ Trust threshold then
Elect q as a message holder;
send a message to q;

end
/* do nothing and go to the next peer;

end

end
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Algorithm 3 Trust Algorithm Forward Phase II

if peer p has a message to send to des then
if ({(p, q)} ∧ {(q, des)} ∈ L) then

Initiate compare-and-forward trust-algorithm ()

end
else

/* forwarding decision will include the transitive coefficient similarity with the
destination peer. */
Initiate Trust-Transitive-Forward ()

end
if the message time t > m.ttl. then

Delete message and related data;
end

end

Algorithm 4 Trust-Transitive -Forward Phase III

Initiate Trust-Transitive-Forward ()
while the message is not sent do

for each encountered peer q do
if TṠ(q,des) > TṠ(p,des), and q is a message holder = false then

Get t(p,q)
compute T Trust(p,q) = T(p,q) ∗ TṠ(q,des)
if T Trust(p,q) ≥ Trust threshold then

Elect (q) as a message holder

forward message to peer q
end
else

do NOTHING and go to the next peer;
end

end
else

do NOTHING and go to the next peer;
end

end

end

T Trust(p,q) resultant transitive trust value

np ←− the set of peers in p wireless range

nr ←− the set of peers in r wireless range
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Algorithm (2) presents the pseudocode of the basic trust algorithm forward Phase I. As

it can be seen, implementing the proposed algoritm is simple. Using the algorithm, the

message carrier can forward the message to a peer with a trust value greater than the

threshold. The pseudocode in algorithm (3) presents the extension of algorithm (2).

For the purpose of illustration, let us assume there is a message created by peer p who

wants to forward the message to peer des through a relay peer q. From the presented

algorithms, there are two possible phases in which a peer p can forward message to

destination des: in the first phase, peer p can forward the message to the destination if

they are in direct contact with peer q; if the message carrier detects the presence of the

message destination in the connectivity status of the relaying peer. In this regard, a

simple trust algorithm compare-and-forward could be initiated, algorithm (2). In this

regard, a process of message forwarding can be achieved without including the transit-

ivity similarity coefficient.

In the second phase, if the relay is not in the same transmission range with the destin-

ation peer, the message carrier will have to compare its transitive contacts’ similarity

with the destination peer, and that of the relay with the destination peer. In this re-

gard, the process of Trust Transitive Forwarding Algorithm can be invoked. Looking at

algorithm (3) and the pseudocode in algorithm (4), starting from the message sender, if

peer p is currently holding the message, it will ask for a contact list of each encountered

peer for the comparison with its transitive contacts’ similarity with the message des-

tination. If the encountered peer is more similar to the target in terms of the transitive

proximity (i.e., TṠ(q,des) > TṠ(p,ses)), and the resultant computed transitive trust value

T Trust(p, q) is greater than the assigned trust threshold, then, the responsibility of

forwarding the message will be passed to the encountered peer.

Based on the presented algorithm, one can observe that in the presence of multiple
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neighbouring peers, a message carrier can only send a message copy to peers who are

trustworthy (have a record of successful message delivery) in the network and have

higher chances to encounter the message destination through either direct connectivity

or transitive connectivity. Therefore, in an ideal Opportunistic Network Environment

the presented model can form an inherent ramp for the messages to follow to reach

the destinations with less effort. Note that the message carrier will keep on evaluat-

ing every contacted peer and replicate the message as long as m.ttl is valid. Thus, a

message carrier can forward a messages’ multiple copies (replica) to the relaying peers

making the protocol a multi-copy routing scheme. The strategy design in our proposed

solution can be seen in the pseudo-code presented in the algorithms (2),(3) and (4).

Although, in our proposed protocol, multiple copies are generated in the network, this

is only possible if the evaluating relay peer is trustworthy, and there is a higher chances

of the relay meeting the messages’ destination. Therefore, the only possible encounter

that involves message transfer is the encounter with a trustworthy peer that can deliver

the message to destination, reducing unnecessary overhead. Consequently, our scheme

yields fewer replicas which by extension can improve resource usage. Further, in our

proposed scheme, since a peer can only replicate a messages’ copy to another, if the

routing quality (resultant transitive trust forward value) of the latter is greater than

the assigned trust evaluation threshold, a trustworthy transitive routing path can be

optimised. Thus, a transitive aware trust-based protocol is achieved.

6.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the conducted simulations with the results obtained. For

the simulation, we assume interpersonal communication between mobile devices using
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smart phones or similar devices with a blue tooth of 2Mbit/s net data rate and 10m

wireless range. Each device has up to 100 MB of buffer for storing messages except the

malicious peers. Peers move in the terrain of 8399 x 7300m (see Figure 6.11). We ran

the trace-driven simulations with the collected traces as pedestrians by the collected

traces’ connection events. Each device moves with a speed range of 0.5m/s and 0.75m/s

using the simulation parameters presented in table 6.3.

To understand the delivery performance of our protocol, we use the varying message

TTL (m.ttl) of 300, 600, 900, 1200 and 1500 minutes. Thus, we define the message

delivery ratio as the proportion of messages successfully delivered to the destinations

before the messages’ TTL expires. We calculated the transmissions’ overhead as the

total number of messages spread to the message holders and delivered to the destination.

We use the Trust threshold=0.85 and initial trust weight (init = 0.25) for implementing

our proposed T-Trust forwarding strategy. However, if one desires more reduction in

the messages’ copies (overhead), setting higher threshold provides less overhead, though

at the expense of delivery ratio. We evaluated our proposed solution with three well

known opportunistic environment protocols namely Epidemic, dLife and Bubble Rap.

• Epidemic routing [196]: Upon an encounter between peers, the message carrier

always forwards the message to the peers that do not have the messages’ copy.

Since, this protocol has a good performance in terms of delivery ratio, we consider

the epidemic approach as the upper bound regarding delivery ratio.

• Bubble Rap[172]: The Bubble Rap forwarding strategy uses centrality, com-

munity and interaction of users to enhance delivery performance in Mobile Oppor-

tunistic Networks. In the Bubble Rap protocol, the message is always forwarded

to the most central peer (a node with higher centrality) until the message reaches

the destination peer.
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• dLife [216]: With the dLife protocol, the dynamic change of the peers’ mobility

behaviour is a metric to determine the message carrier through keeping track of

peers’ social interaction levels concerning peers’ contacts and connectivity.

To provide a fair comparison and to show the possibility of integrating another

routing mechanism with our proposed transitive trust forwarding schemes, we ensure

all the protocols settings, and random messages’ creation strategy are the same and

under the same conditions.

To explore the effect of untrustworthy peers as described in our model, we assigned to

each simulation scenario a specified number of malicious peers. For the 72 imotes/intel

traces, 52 imote/Cambridge traces and 41 imotes/imforcom traces we assigned 5%

of peers to be malicious peers, while for the 12 imotes and 9 imotes traces we only

assigned 2 malicious peers each. We achieved this by configuring the malicious peers

with a limited buffer space of 2MB only, meaning the peers can create a message of

size 500KB to 1MB, but they cannot handle the messages from other peers, due to the

limited capacity. For the simulation period, we configured 72 imotes traces for 334368

seconds, 52 imotes traces for 987552 seconds, 41 imotes’ traces for 254016 seconds, while

for 12 imotes’ traces, 455609 seconds, and 9 imotes’ traces, 359190 seconds.

Note that the malicious behaviour of the peers configured in our experiment is not

a perspicacious type of attacks where peers can spoof, other peers IDs, or collude in

attacking other peers. The malicious peers only drop their received message due to

their limited resources making them be non-trustworthy peers in the network.

The evaluation results in Figure 6.12 and 6.14 shows the average of messages’ delivery

ratio of 1000 simulation with 95 % confidence interval.

From the figures, it can be observed that the delivery ratio of epidemic protocol

outperforms T-Trust, dLife and Bubble rap protocols. The Epidemic routing protocol
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Table 6.3: Simulation Parameters

Messages’ TTL (minutes) 300,600,900,1200,1500
Messages’ generation interval (seconds) 25-35
Number of interface per peer 2
Buffer Sizes of trustworthy peers 100MB
Buffer Sizes of non trustworthy peers 2MB
Peers’ interface Blue tooth
Message sizes (500kB - 1MB)

Pre-trusted Peers Weight init = t
(0)
p = 0.25

takes advantage of messages’ random replications through spreading the messages’

copies with any encountered peers. Subsequently, messages can easily reach the various

destinations causing the increase of messages average delivery ratio in comparison with

T-Trust, dLife and Bubble Rap up to 19%, 37% and 53% respectively.

When comparing the performance of dLife and Bubble rap, dLife performs up to 22% in

comparison with the Epidemic protocol as it is possible for peers (using) dLife protocol

to capture dynamic contacts of peers for routing selection.

(a) 72 imote/intel traces (b) 52 imote/cambridge traces

Figure 6.12: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Delivery
Ratio, 72 and 52 Imotes
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Figure 6.11: Simulation map (Numbers Represents the Nodes, Circle Represents the
Nodes’ Wireless Range)

(a) 41 imote/infocom traces

Figure 6.13: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Delivery
Ratio, 41 Imotes
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(a) 12 imote/content traces (b) 9 imote/infocom2006 traces

Figure 6.14: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Delivery
Ratio, 12 and 9 Imotes

Perhaps the performance of Bubble Rap is affected since the protocol relies on the

peers’ global centrality[172]. To rationalize this opinion we calculated the average cent-

rality of all the traces’ connectivity and found that the traces’ centrality are 5.267%,

9.668%, 10.346% 8.459% and 18.188% for 72 imotes/intel traces, 52 imotes/Cambridge

traces, 41 imotes/infocom traces,12 imotes/content traces and 9 imotes/inforcom2006

respectively. Thus, most messages’ were generated in low centrality peers causing the

messages to probably not reach the destinations.

On the other hand, the T-Trust forwarding strategy takes advantage of (i) identifying

a trustworthy based on the peers’ previous message forwarding and (ii) transitive con-

tacts among peers to replicate the message to the relay peers. This made it possible

for peers to detect and exclude the malicious peers in the forwarding lists and quickly

disseminate messages in the network. Probably, the reason T-trust suffers the decrease

in delivery ratio in comparison with Epidemic protocol is due to the limited number

of messages forwarded, which increases with an increase in TTL. This made it possible

for a few messages to be discarded, perhaps due to the limited buffer sizes. However,
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it can be observed that with the increase in TTL the message delivery ratio is slightly

increasing, though this is applied to all other protocols.Therefore, when making overall

comparisons in terms of message delivery ratios, it is clear that the T-Trust forwarding

strategy has the best performance since it achieves a higher delivery ratio than when

using the Epidemic protocol. This confirms our previous observations that through

evaluating the trustfulness of the peers in terms of data forwarding, and the explora-

tion of similarities between the relay and message destination might increase message

delivery probability in an Opportunistic Network Environment.

Looking at the protocol overhead in Figure 6.15 and 6.17, Epidemic protocol creates the

highest messages’ replica as the peers keep on spreading the copy to any contacted peers.

However, dLife protocol creates the messages’ replica based on peers’ important and

social ties between encountered peers and the messages’ destination (i.e., communities

formed by the peers based on the pre-defined contact duration).

Subsequently, looking at the identified community structure in the traces which repres-

ents how cohesive peers are connected and form community structures in the network[214].

This explains why the dLife protocol produces between 20% and 11.9% replica higher

than the T-Trust protocol, 60% and 56% fewer replicas than the Bubble Rap and about

87% less replica than Epidemic.

From the resultant T-trust model, it is easy for the peers to identify the trustworthy

peers and who do not have the messages’ copy in the network. Therefore it is expected

for the T-Trust to produce fewer messages’ replica as realised in the simulation studies.

The results demonstrated that T-Trust creates 89%, 2%, and 39% less replicas than

the Epidemic, dLife and Bubble Rap, respectively.
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(a) 72 imote/intel traces (b) 52 imote/cambridge traces

Figure 6.15: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Messages
Overhead, 72 and 52 Imotes

(a) 41 imote/infocom traces

Figure 6.16: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Messages
Overhead, 41 Imotes
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(a) 12 imote/content traces (b) 9 imote/infocom2006 traces

Figure 6.17: Performance Comparison of T-Trust With dLife and Bubble rap: Messages
Overhead, 12 and 9 Imotes

6.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented in this chapter,a routing decision-making process which consists of

a sequence of two independent pieces of information: (i) the trustfulness of the relaying

peer (in terms of message delivery) and (ii) the transitive contact information of the

relaying peer with the message’s destination. In other words, our trust model exploits

peers’ connectivity information with the destination and also with peers’ routing his-

tory.

The presented approach in this chapter suggests a new perspective in trust-based rout-

ing model studies and a new way of interpreting peers’ connectivity and offers insight

into how peers’ connectivity can be construed as additional information for the devel-

opment of trust and reputation protocols.

Our trust-based protocol design allows the peers to identify the matchless peer in the

midst of other peers to maximise message delivery and minimise overhead. The result

of this study backed by the simulation validation demonstrated that our approach has
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several advantages in comparison with Epidemic protocol regarding messages’ over-

head(number of the replica) and dLife and Bubble Rap in terms of delivery ratio and

overhead.

Further, the result validations in this chapter shows that our proposed solution is re-

silient against malicious peers (peers who can drop messages while serving as relays)

and achieves higher performance of delivery ratio in comparison with other approaches.

Even though we implemented our proposed trust-based routing protocol in an Oppor-

tunistic Network Environment, we discern that the presented concept in this chapter

can be useful in the design of Intelligent vehicular ad-hoc network protocols, Delay Tol-

erant Network Protocol, Mobile Wireless Sensor Network protocols and many related

efficient forwarding strategies in wireless networks.



Chapter 7

Forward-Watcher Trust Model
Protocol

In this chapter, we hypothesise that through properly distributed network observations,

routing listening and gathering statistics of routing history efficiently, peers’ routing

performance can be enhanced by making better routing decisions, and thus improve

network performance. We propose a Forward-Watcher trust evaluation scheme: a stat-

istical approach to learning peers’ routing patterns based on the encounter/proximity

between wireless peers for trust evaluation. We present a scheme by which the peers

can dynamically understand the changes of their subjects’ routing patterns and beha-

viour to enforce cooperation between peers. Our focus in this chapter is on learning

peers’ routing forwarding ability that gets better with time (as the peers learn). For

our contribution in this chapter (i) we introduce four important metrics for peer trust-

worthiness evaluation that are linked to learning peer routing history based on message

(messages’ beacons) overhearing for trust evaluation between peers (ii) we introduce a

model for evaluating the probability of the peers’ forwarding and receiving potential for

local trust evaluations (iii); we present a correlation matrix for evaluating peers’ global

trust value; and (iv) we leverage our presented attributes’ similarity analytical model

(see section 5.2.3 in chapter five), and transitivity model (section 6.2.3 chapter six) for

157
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attribute and transitivity analysis. The advantage of the proposed Forward-Watcher

approach is that through routing history created by the peers, they can statistically pre-

dict the future behaviour of their corresponding routing partners. The concept can also

serve as an underpinning and a cornerstone for developing self-cooperative protocols in

wireless mobile networks using statistical analysis and correlation matrices.

7.1 Background

Different techniques of trust-based message forwarding strategies use incentive mechan-

isms to enforce cooperation and peers’ fair contributions in the routing processes[222]

[223, 224]). Similarly, many incentive forwarding strategies proposed in the literature

are based on the reciprocity mechanism: an act of giving back or reciprocating the kind

of treatment an actor received from others [225]. Traditionally, the incentive forward-

ing scheme assigns a trust ranking to peers based on their previous cooperation in the

network and propagate the peers’ reputation in the network.

For example, the work in [226] proposed incentive-compatible payment mechanisms

based on a credit-based system where peers participate in a path revelation game. The

mechanism allows the underlying routing protocol to discover the most efficient paths

for message transfer between peers. When making forwarding decisions, peers are paid

for message forwarding, and the message destination makes the rewarding decision.

In addition, the work in [227] proposed a mechanism to discourage selfish behaviour

based on the principles of barter (exchange of good services). The barter cooperation

mechanism is a game-theoretic model of trade between peers who exchange messages

when in contact so that the utility of each peer is maximised, based on its message

exchanges with other peers in the network. However, we understand that some of the
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problems associated with incentive schemes proposed in the barter cooperation mechan-

ism include (i) the possibility of non-trustworthy peers creating arbitrary contributions

and assigning them to malicious peers (e.g., Black hole, Sybil peers), (ii) the processes

of peer incentives or contribution management may add additional complexity to trust-

based protocols.

Another important question posed in the work of [228] which we found slightly related

to our scenario of interest (mobile opportunistic environment), is how the network can

enforce peer cooperation using incentive mechanisms in dynamic and intermittent net-

work settings. The author proposed a reward scheme that provides incentives named

in-network realisation, using peers’ transit behaviour and trust ranks, which in turn,

translate the peers’ ranking into a message priority. We see that such an approach

is potentially a promising mechanism; however, the main components of the schemes’

rank manipulation have a mix-up. For example, in the rank manipulation process, the

relaying peers are only rewarded when the message is successfully delivered to the des-

tination. The destination peer can then reward all the relay peers that participated in

the message-sending based on the populated list of the forwarders in the message header

list. In such a reward strategy, any peer can readily promote its reputation by adding

its ID to every message header it receives, and it can also add the IDs of other peers

who did not contribute to the message-relaying process. In this regard self-promotion

among peers can affect the reputation integrity of the scheme [229].

Therefore, we postulate that through properly distributed network observations, rout-

ing listening and gathering statistics of routing history in an efficient way, a reciprocity

trust forwarding algorithm can be realised for better routing decisions, and it can im-

prove network performance.
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On the other hand, the routing requirements of different network applications and ar-

chitecture can be different: some applications require a unicast routing service, where,

for example, a source can send a message to particular destination correctly. But some

applications require a more specific routing service that promotes the message source

to route the message to a certain group of peers identified by their geographical loca-

tion (e.g., Geocast Routing) [230]; or traditional wireless broadcast transmissions where

multiple peers can possess a copy of a message, though it is intended for a different

receiver.

Some of the applications of broadcast wireless communication routing schemes include

ubiquitous sensing applications in future large-scale low power IoTs [231][232]; design

and analysis of pairing protocol for bluetooth[233], networked sensors in the infrastruc-

ture, simple wireless sensor networks and delay tolerant network applications etc.

Subsequently, the features of wireless media broadcast have been exploited widely in

the literature for the design of efficient cooperative routing protocols (see for example

the work of [234][235][112]).In these types of networks, peers inside the transmission

range of a sender can obtain a copy of the message forwarded to the intended receiver.

For example, consider an IoT network equipped with a Bluetooth devices [236], Due

to the recent low energy implementation and short range in mobile devices, peers can

broadcast a beacon signal actively in the network. In the event the users of a mobile

device have their Bluetooth turned on, they can receive nearby beacon signals which

can trigger a notification or other behaviour in the network [237].

Nevertheless, we identified some challenges associated with the design of trust-based

routing protocols in a wireless broadcast environment: (i) how can a peer learn the

forwarding patterns of its subjects? (ii) can the peers’ forwarding behaviour be appro-

priately consistent to give a substantial basis for the prediction of the peers’ reliability
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in handling the routing task? (iii) how adequately can a peer understand its subjects’

forwarding and receiving patterns for trust evaluation? To answer these questions, we

propose a statistical approach to learning the peers’ routing patterns and histories for

trust evaluation between the peers in a network. Our focus is on learning peers’ routing

forwarding ability that gets better with time (as the peers learn).

7.1.1 Models’ Requirements

We established four main design principles for our proposed model:

• The model should be dynamic so that a significant change of a peers’ forwarding

in comparison with its receiving patterns can affect the change of its trust values

in the network.

• The system should not assign undue advantages to newcomers (no free initial

trust value to newcomer peers). Instead, the peers’ attribute can serve as their

initial trust value. In other words, the trust and reputation computation should

be based on multiple transactions and peer attributes at the required level of

routing performance.

• The model should be distributed and self-policing. There should be no central

coordination point between the peers, and the trust evaluation should be based on

the peers’ discretion and observations. Also, the peers should define and enforce

what they consider an acceptable level of performance while evaluating other peers

in the network.

• The model should have minimal overheads.

Having identified the models’ requirements, the next section discusses its underlying

assumptions.
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7.1.2 Models’ Assumptions

To understand the notion of our proposed Forward-Watcher scheme we have to assume

some specific requirements as follows:

• Broadcast transmission, conflict-free transmission and multi-hop message propaga-

tion in a store-and-forward manner instead of a continuous flow of information.

• Each peer has a unique ID and it cannot be spoofed.

• The network is dense enough that each peer has at least two one-hop neighbours.

• When the peers are in network operation mode, they are in promiscuous mode.

i.e., they can overhear their subjects forward.

The next section in this chapter demonstrates the proposed Forward-Watcher scheme.

7.2 Forward-Watcher Trust Model

In the Forward-Watcher scheme, each peer monitors the receiving and forwarding be-

haviours of its neighbours, then assigns the reputation values to them based on their

observed behaviour. Figure 7.1 shows a simple illustration of Forward-Watcher. The

vertices correspond to peers in the network, and the edges represent a wireless connec-

tion between peers. The edge between peers exists based on two conditions: (i) if they

are in proximity or in the same transmission (i.e., they can overhear their neighbours’

forwards using simple broadcast) (ii) if the peers are transitively related (please refer to

Chapters Four and Six to see the transitivity model used) with one hop between them;

meaning the wireless range overlap can still make it possible for the peers to overhear

their subjects’ forwards. The positive real number t ∈ [0, 1] is the local trust level that

peer p places in peer q; with tp,q = 0 means peer p consider peer q as untrustworthy, and
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tp,q = 1 indicate that peer p fully trusts peer q. In our proposed model, the trust level

of p on q depends on three elements, namely, (i) the peers’ forwarding and receiving

ability (ii) the peers’ delivery predictability and (iii) the peers’ ability to forward the

message on time. In the subsequent section, we will see how this information can be

leveraged for learning peers’ routing behaviour for trust evaluations.

Figure 7.1: Forward-Watcher Illustration

7.2.1 Learning Peers’ Routing Behavior for Local Trust Eval-
uation Based on Forward-Watcher

In this subsection, we present the mechanism of learning peers’ routing behaviour;

forward and backwards (Forward-Watcher) for mitigating a peers’ malicious or mal-

function effects in the network. For the purposes of illustration and modelling of our

proposed system, consider the diagram in Figure 7.1. Suppose peer p wants to forward
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a message to peer r; however, peer p cannot forward the message all the way to peer

r, but it can listen on peer q traffic. Thus, whenever peer p transmit a message meant

for r to q (peer q serving as a relay), peer p can often tell whether peer q forwarded the

message to r or perhaps if peer q receives messages’ from any other peer in the network.

Thus, peer p can notice both the receiving and forwarding of peer q. Also, peer p can

possess the copy of the message forwarded by peer q.

We assume that the links between the peers are not encrypted, and the channel quality

between the peers is good for the peers to listen. If the outgoing link or forwarding

potential of peer q to neighbour r is denoted as Π−q , we can, therefore, denote its incom-

ing traffic, i.e., the one received from peer p as Π+
q . The details of Forward-Watchers’

phases are presented below:

• phase 1: Peer p can forward the message to peer q having contact/proximity

with peer q who is in its transmission range and has higher chances to meet the

messages’ destinations. This can be understood through the exchange of peers’

delivery predictability as described in chapter five (please refer to 5.2.1 for the

details on the peers’ delivery exchange). The reason for choosing the exchange of

delivery predictability is for the peers to include the probability of the relaying

peer meeting the messages’ destination. Thus, peers can exchange out-of-bounds

information which can enable the peers to know more about their corresponding

routing partners.

• phase 2: During the first encounter (proximity) between the peers, each peer will

get the attributes values of its subjects as described in detail in chapter five ( please

refer to section 5.2.3 for the detail on attributes similarity evaluation between the

peers). The peers can then compute the similarity of their attributes and that

of their subjects. In this regards, the resultant similarity value is regarded as an
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incentive value or initial trust (based on the similarity of the peers’ attributes)

(init). Subsequently, when peer p encounters peer q (direct encounter), peer p

can forward the data to peer q; this will be further referred to as peer q’s receiving

potential. Also, each time peer p forwards a message to peer q, it will increment

the value of (Π+
q ).

• phase 3: Peer p will maintain a currently sent message in its buffer to compare

the overhead message with the transmitted message. If the messages are matched

then peer p will discard the transmitted message and increment peer q forwarding

potential (Π−q ); otherwise, peer p will decrement peer q forwarding potential. This

method will help peer p to detect whether peer q has change messages’ payload or

the message header and to determine whether peer q have successfully forwarded

the correct message to the next peer or the destination.

7.2.2 Forward-Watcher: Local Trust Evaluation Based on the
Peers’ Direct Observations

In this section, we describe Forward-Watcher local trust evaluations. By the local trust,

we mean the aggregated direct observations between peers. Upon an encounter between

two peers (p, q), peer p can update its direct trust on peer q based on the update of the

total forwarding and receiving records of peer q which can be represented as
∑n

i=1 Π−q i

and
∑n

i=1 Π+
q i respectively. However, due to the subjective nature of trust, peer p needs

to include the delivery predictability of peer q(drq,Dist) with the destination in the trust

evaluation. This is to enable peer p to determine whether peer q have a chance of

meeting the messages’ destination. In this regard, we leverage the proposed delivery

predictability in section 5.2.1 (please refer to chapter 5). For simplicity, lets denote∑n
i=1 Π−q i = Π∗− and

∑n
i=1 Π+

q i = Π∗+q : Π∗− ≤ Π∗+. We can therefore define the
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probability of peer q forwarding record noted by peer p presented below.

prp,q =
Π∗−q
Π∗+q

(7.1)

Therefore the local trust value that peers p has in peer q can be computed as:

tp,q = prp,q ∗ drq,Dist ∗ init ∗ γx, 0 ≤ tpq ≤ 1 (7.2)

Where init is the assigned initial trust value by peer p to peer q (for the first encounter

between peers’ only), and γ is the aging constant exponentiated with the time x that

has elapsed since the time a peer was expected to forward a message. The messages’

time slice can differ, and should be assigned based on the message’ Time To Leave

(TTL); the possible hop-counts and the approximate encounter interval ([t, t+ δt]).

In the event the message stays till time-out in the peer q buffer, it is less likely for peer

q to forward the message. Thus, the peers’ failure to transmit the message timely must

affect its computed trust forwarding potential which will be reduced in the process.

Therefore, peer p will increment the failure tally for peer q. If the number of failure

tallies increases, the peers’ trust value will significantly reduce which can further lead

peer p to declare peer q as a misbehaving peer causing peer p to subsequently refuse

to forward data to peer q. Accordingly, if a peer forwards a message to the next

neighbouring peer within the expected limit of time, the peers’ trust level can simply

be computed as:

tp,q = prp,q ∗ drq,Dist ∗ init, 0 ≤ tp,q ≤ 1, (7.3)

To facilitate understanding and the implementation of our proposed Forward-Watcher

scheme, we present an illustration for evaluating a peers’ trustworthiness and for eval-

uating peers’ trustworthiness and healthiness based on the peers’ routing behaviour

(receiving and forwarding potentials) in Figure 7.2 which illustrates how the peers can
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Figure 7.2: Illustration: Forward-Watcher Trust Evaluation: Direct Contact

establish the local trust lists based on their direct observations and their subjects de-

livery predictability. As an example, peer p can compute the trust value of peer q and

peer r based on the corresponding values of prp,q, prp,r, drq,Dist, drr,Dist.

Therefore, we define the local trust value that peer p has in peer q as a product of the

probability of peer q delivering a message it received from peer p and the peers’ deliv-

ery predictability with the messages’ destination. We will see later in the subsequent

section how this interpretation can be used in computing the peers’ global trust values.

7.2.3 Aggregating Global Trust Value and Forwarding Strategy

One challenging aspect of the presented local trust values’ computation for making

routing decisions is a peer might not have a holistic understanding of other peers’

experiences and trust levels about a particular peer involved in a routing decision. As

a result, peers can succeed in launching an attack.

For example, a malicious peer can disguise its malicious behaviour as unintentional

temporary errors, or on-off attacks (most of the time it forwards all messages but

occasionally it drops most or all of the messages) [139] so that it can maintain its
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credibility with certain peers while causing harm to other peers. This type of exposure

leaves the network open to many types of attacks [238].

To solve this problem, the peers need to understand the global routing histories of

their subjects (peers’ forwarding and receiving ability). In this regard, we employed

a statistical technique that can reveal how strongly Π∗+q and Π∗−q are related. We,

therefore, seek to find the correlations between the aggregated peers’ forwarding and

receiving records to predict relationships that can be understood between the two values

(Π∗−q ,Π∗+q ).

In practice, the number of messages received by a peer in collaborative forwarding

should correlate with the number of messages sent by a peer. We, therefore, seek to

understand how peers’ forwarding and receiving records tend to correspond, i.e., how

they tend to show similar behaviour. Initially, when a peer receives a message, it buffers

it upon encountering other peers who are in its transmission range, and the decision of

whether to forward or not to forward the message and exactly to which peer to forward

the message to, can be made.

For the purpose of illustration, consider the diagram in Figure 7.1, suppose both peer

q and peer r are in the same transmission range with peer p. And there was no prior

encounter between peer p and peer r, making a routing decision about a peer using

similarity of peers’ attributes as described in section 7.2.2 might not be enough to

judge a peer. Thus it will be better to weight other peers opinion about peer r. To

achieve this, we seek to measure the strength and direction of the linear relationship

between the two variables: Π∗+,Π∗−. We therefore define the covariance of the peers’

forwarding and receiving record as:

cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q = 〈(Π∗+q − ηΠ∗+q )(Π∗−q − ηΠ∗−q )〉 (7.4)
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where

ηΠ∗+q =

∑n
i=1 Π∗+q i

n

and

ηΠ∗−q =

∑n
i=1 Π∗−q i

n

are the respective means of the sum of the peers receiving and forwarding records which

can be explicitly written as:

cov(Π∗+Π∗−)qi =
n∑
i=1

(Π∗+q i − ηΠ∗+q i)(Π
∗−
q i − ηΠ∗−q i)

n
(7.5)

Where n represent the total number of both receiving and forwarding records of peer q.

The value cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q returns the covariance between two variables Π∗+ and Π∗−.

From the above equation (7.5), we can understand the peers routing behaviour based

on the two possible values of the resultant covariance.

The first possible value of the covariance is when the values of Π∗+ and Π∗− are not

correlated and the second possible value of the covariance is when Π∗+ and Π∗− are

correlated in some way. For uncorrelated forwarding and receiving records, the resultant

value of cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q can be presented as follows:

cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q = 〈Π∗+q ,Π∗−q − ηΠ∗+ηΠ∗−〉 = 〈Π∗−〉〈Π∗+〉 − ηΠ∗−ηΠ∗+ = 0 (7.6)

In this case, the relationship between peers’ forwarding and receiving records is non-

correlated, while in principle, the covariance between peers’ forwarding and receiving

records should be positively correlated. This condition further reveals the characterist-

ics of a misbehaving peer in collaborative routing. i.e., when the forwarding records of

a peer are not positively correlated with the receiving record of a peer.

Furthermore, if the rate at which the number of messages received by a peer is similar

with the rate at which a peer forwards the number of messages, then their covariance
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will be non-zero. as presented in the following equation (7.7) or (7.8).

cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q > 0 (7.7)

cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q < 0 (7.8)

From these two possible conditions, we can deduce three possible scenarios of under-

standing the peers’ routing history and pattern: scenario 1: In a special case which

is a solution of our interest, the number of messages forwarded by peer q is exactly the

same as the number of messages received by peer q i.e, if Π∗+q = Π∗−q , then the resultant

covariance between Π∗+q and Π∗−q can be written as follows:

cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q = cov(Π∗−,Π∗−)q = cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q = V ar(Π∗+q ) = V ar(Π∗−q ) (7.9)

Where V ar(Π∗+q ) and V ar(Π∗−q ) represents the variance of peer q receiving and for-

warding records respectively.

Looking at the condition in the above scenario 1, one can observe that in a typical store

and forward routing strategy when a peer forwards a message to an intermediate peer,

the receiving peer will keep the message and will send it at a later time to the final

destination or another intermediate peers; therefore, a good behaving peer is expected

to forward the exact amount of messages it received from other peers unless the peer

itself is a destination for the message.

scenario 2: if Cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q > 0, this indicates the tendency that when the peers’

receiving record (Π∗+q ) is increasing so does its forwarding record (Π∗−q ). This is also

a solution of our interest. However not as interesting as the solution in scenario one.

In this case, a peer may be good behaving peer, but with some limitations, i.e., a peer

likely dropped some few messages.

scenario 3: Likewise, if cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q < 0 indicates an overall tendency that when

the peers’ receiving records (Π∗+q ) is increasing, the peers’ forwarding records (Π∗−q ) is
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decreasing or vice versa. To summarise it, this indicates the tendency that a peer is a

malfunctioning or malicious since it explicitly revealed the characteristics of a misbe-

having peer in collaborative routing, i.e., the number of messages received by a peer is

far less than the number of messages forward by a peer.

Subsequently, our focus will be geared toward the two presented scenarios. Firstly,

scenariour 1. if cov(Π∗+,Π∗−)q = V ar(Π−q ) = V ar(Π+
q ) and secondly, scenariour 2. i.e

if cov(Π+,Π−)q > 0. However, the challenges with the value cov(Π+
q ,Π

−
q ) are that it

will be difficult to interpret the exact peer routing behaviour: whether selfish or good

behaviour. Also, it will be hard to tell if a particular value of the peer q transaction

record (Π+,Π−)q is ”big” or ”small”, thus aggregating these values might not help

much to predict the peers’ routing behaviour for trust routing decisions. To overcome

this problem, we therefore normalised the covariance by the product of the sum of

standard deviations of the transaction records received from other peers as their opin-

ions (
∑n

i=1 Π∗−q ,
∑n

i=1 Π∗+q ) to obtain the correlation between the peers forwarding and

receiving records as shown in equation (7.10) below:

ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−)q =
cov(Π∗+Π∗−)q
σΠ∗+q σΠ∗−q

,−1 ≤ ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q ≤ 1. (7.10)

Where σΠ∗+σΠ∗− is the product of standard deviation of the peers’ forwarding and

receiving records. The value of ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−)q will generally increase as the inter cor-

relations among σΠ∗+ and σΠ∗− increase, and thus we refer it as internal consistency

estimate of the reliability of peers’ forwarding ability.

Furthermore, as we described earlier, the solution of our interest are two possible scen-

arios with the values: cov(Π∗+,Π∗−) > 0 and when cov(Π∗+) = (Π∗−). Therefore, for

the possible range of the correlation in our proposed system is 0 ≤ ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q ≤ 1.

Subsequently, we define the following rules in table 7.1 for describing the internal con-

sistency of the peers forwarding and receiving records.
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Table 7.1: Peers Correlation Forwarding Rules Table

Peers forwarding threshold Expected peers routing behaviour
ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.9 Excellent behaving peer

0.9 > ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.8 Good behaving peer
0.8 > ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.7 Acceptable
0.7 > ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.6 Questionable
0.6 > ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.5 Poor behaving peer

ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) < 0.5 Unacceptable

Therefore, the global trust evaluation between the peers can be presented in equation

(7.11).

Tp,q = ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q + (1− ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q ∗ tp,q ∗ γx (7.11)

Where tp,q represents the local trust value computed in equation (7.2).

7.2.4 Forward-Watcher: Protocol Description

Forward-Watchers’ trust protocol execution in dynamic topology is simplified in the

flow chart presented in Figure 7.3. Initially, when two peers meet, they can exchange

their delivery predictability which can enable a message carrier to evaluate the relay

peers’ probability of meeting the message destination. When a new peer joins the

network, it can establish its initial trust through the exchange of its attributes with

encountering peers. The members can then assign an initial trust value to the new

arrival peer init = Sp,q (please refer to chapter Five to see the attributes’ similarity

used). The subsequent local trust value of a peer can then be updated based on peers’

routing history and delivery predictability with the messages’ destination. The process

of trust aggregation in the middle of Figure 7.3 is evaluated depending on the ability

of a peer to forward the message within the interval [t, t+ δt].

The global trust evaluation using Forward-Watcher scheme can be achieved using

equation (7.11) as depicted in the global trust evaluation and optimisation phase in

Figure 7.3. Consequently, aggregating the opinion of other peers about the target peer
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Figure 7.3: A Flowchart of Forward-Watcher Protocol Execution
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Algorithm 5 Global Trust Forward-Watcher Trust Algorithm

Input: ρ(Π∗+Π∗−), drq,DistSp,q, δ
Output: Tp,q
while peer p is a message holder, do

Get ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q;
Get drq,Dist

if q is a newcomer then
Get Sp,q = init = t0p,q;

end
Get tp,q;
for every peer q, p’s neighbour, do

if ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q > δ,∀q ∈ G : q is p’s neighbour then
Tp,q = ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)q + (1− ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)qtp,q ∗ γx

end
do nothing and move to the next peer

end
Rank Tp,q;
return Max Tp,q;

end

requires a peer to posses two vectors that contain the elements of the target peer for-

warding and receiving potentials (Π∗−,Π∗+). This is to enable a peer to understand

other peers’ routing patterns based on the predictive relationship that can be exploited

in practice between forwarding and receiving records of peers.

7.2.5 Managing Trust Data

The trust data for peers’ trust evaluations of each peer are stored in a distributed man-

ner as used in [239]. Each peer has a small database that stores the vectors of the

received and forwarding records of its potential routing partners. Figure 7.4 illustrates

the forward-watcher trust data management; which involve no central database. There-

fore the data that is needed to compute the trust value of the peers are distributively

stored and managed by the peers across the network.
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The trust database perform three main functions: firstly, it is responsible for submit-

ting the peers’ routing record whenever requested by other peers so that other peers

will receive such information for computing the global trust of a target; secondly, it is

responsible for the evaluation of the peers’ trustworthiness based on the received values

of (Π∗+q and Π∗−q ); thirdly, it store the target peers’ routing behaviour and peers’ state.

Therefore the peers’ trust evaluation is a dynamic process.

For the message overhearing among peers in the implementation phase, we create a

simple count forward module that keep on updating every peer whenever its sub-

jects receive and forward the messages. This is to complement the efforts of each peer to

overhear the messages forwarded since the overhearing ability is not directly supported

in the simulator we used in carrying out this study.

Figure 7.4: Trust Data Management Illustration

Therefore, each peer is supposed to have an up-to-date routing history (forwarding
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and receiving potentials) of its subjects with the aid of count forward module and ex-

change of peers’ delivery predictability. At this stage, one of the interesting questions is:

should a peer maintain the global peers’ routing record of every peer it meets? Here,

we assert that having the peers’ routing history of a dynamic subset of the peers is

sufficient to quickly converge to the correct expectation for the peers’ to predict the

routing patterns of their subjects.

7.3 Formalizing Routing Protocol and Experiments

We assume interpersonal communication with all the peers in the network using a speed

of 250kBPS for data forwarding. Furthermore, we use a mobility model based on the

connectivity characteristics of a network of DTN2 peers, the mobility in this model

is a random way point model [240]. Thus, peers can select a destination and move

with a speed of maximum of 0.5 m/s on average(pedestrian). When a peer reaches the

destination, it will then stop and select another destination.

To make a forwarding decision, a sender must have its neighbouring peers’ forward-

ing and receiving history. Therefore, the peers’ routing history exchange between the

peers is necessary. When two peers meet, they exchange a message containing the IDs

and corresponding routing history of the peer which the sender wishes to forward the

message to. The sending peer can then use the routing history of the peers for trust

evaluation and forward the message to the next peer with required acceptable trust

value.

Next, if a peer has a message to forward, and it refused to forwards the message for

more than the expected Time To Leave (TTL), there is a less likelihood that it will
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forward the message thus minimising the possibility of the corresponding peers to over-

hear the message forwarding due to the mobility of the devices. We therefore assigned

the protocol time scale γ = 0.98.

7.3.1 The Effect of Forwarding Threshold

Firstly, we are interested to see how the consistency between the peers’ forwarding

and receiving abilities will affect the network performance regarding message delivery.

Therefore, we studied the impact of different forwarding thresholds of our proposed

system. We designed a scenario in which a peer can forward a message to the relaying

peers based on the six different possible values of the peer forwarding correlation rules

as presented in 7.1. We simulated six different scenarios based on the possible ranges

of (ρ(Π∗+Π∗−)) which we considered as the forwarding thresholds. We created four

different groups of 40 peers in the network making a total of 160 non-collusive peers

(with no attacking peers). Each peer can randomly create a message within the interval

of 25 to 35 seconds and forward it to the next neighbouring peer based on the concept

of Forward-Watcher as presented earlier.
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Figure 7.5: Forwarding threshold With Number of Messages Delivered

In each scenario, a peer can forward the data packet to the relaying peers with the

possible forwarding thresholds of Unacceptable, poor, Questionable, Acceptable, Good

and Excellent behaving thresholds as presented in table 7.1 . The graph of Figure 7.5

shows the number of messages delivered when we used different forwarding thresholds.

As expected, the graph shows that the forwarding threshold had a substantial influence

in determining the number of messages successfully delivered. A lower forwarding

threshold limits the transfer of the message to the highly trusted peer, in that case,

fewer messages were delivered. We also see that when the forwarding threshold is

higher, we got a higher number of messages successfully delivered to the destinations.

Thus, from the graph, we see that our proposed system is sensitive to the forwarding

threshold of ρ(Π∗+,Π∗−) ≥ 0.9 which is considered as the ”excellent behaving peer”

thresholds.
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7.3.2 Security Evaluation of Forward-Watcher Protocol

In this section, we present the security evaluation of Forward-Watcher in a broader

context. We then compare its performance with some well-known routing protocols:

Spray and Wait(SnW) with six message copies and the PRoPHET routing protocol

with the transitive parameter (β = 0.25).

The PRoPHET protocol uses peers’ encounters history and transitivity to calculate

the peers’ probability of delivering messages to the destination while in the SnW the

messages carrier initially spreads L messages’ copies (six copies in our simulation scen-

arios) to L distinct ”relays”. If the messages’ destination is not found in the spraying

phase, each relaying peer carrying the message can then forward the message to the

destination.

As in the case of many trust-based routing protocols, the evaluating peer computes the

trust values of its subjects and determines the possible good behaving peer for data

forwarding strategy. Thus, we consider two groups of peers: honest peers and malicious

peers. For the honest peers, we consider the peers who actively participate in the rout-

ing process and perform the routing functions as expected. They do not drop messages

for malicious behaviour nor do they create a flooding message. While for the malicious

peers, we consider two different categories of malicious peers in trust-based collabor-

ative routing: forms of Denial of Service Attacks (DoS attacks) that are common for

many trust and reputation management system.

In the first category, the peers (malicious) are supposed to relay the packets, but in-

stead, they discard the packets (Black hole peers). The second category of malicious

peers is peers that can actively participate in the forwarding process, but instead of

them forwarding the messages they receive, they forward fake messages (a bigger mes-

sage to flood the receiving peers’ resources).
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Table 7.2: Network Parameters

Parameter Good peers Black hole peers Data flooding peers

Number of peers 437,414,391,368,278 23, 46,69,92,184 23, 46,69,92,184
speed 0.5m/s 0.5m/s 0.5m/s
Movement Random Way Mobility Random Way Mobility Random Way Mobility
Buffer capacity 100MB 0.2MB 100MB
Message sizes 500kb-1MB Nil 5000KB
Simulation Time 24 Hrs 24 Hrs 24 Hrs

Table 7.2 presents the simulation parameters. We created five different scenarios with

460 total number of peers. We assigned the percentage of malicious peers to be

5%,10%,15%, 20% and 40%. All the honest peers have a similar buffer size of 100Mb

while the malicious peers behave in two ways as follows:

• Black hole attack: We create a scenario in which the attacking peers neither create

a message nor do they relay the messages. When ever, a black hole peer receives

a message, it will simply discard it. We achieve this by assigning all the black

holes peers a buffer size of 0.2MB. Meaning they cannot handle any messages

from other peers due to its limited capacity. Thus the black hole peers effectively

end the communication of all the messages they receive.

• A data flooding attacker: an attacking peer executes the correct Forward-Watcher

protocol, but creates a message of larger size with the intention of overloading

the honest peers’ buffer size. We achieved this by configuring the malicious peers

(data flooding peers). A flooding message is a message of size 5000KB instead

of a normal message size of 500KB. This is to flood the buffer size of the peer’s

buffer thereby causing the network to be congested.

In the next experiment, we seek to evaluate the robustness and effectiveness of

our proposed system against Blackhole attacks and data flooding attacks. In all the

simulations, we see an obvious improvement in the delivery ratio, overhead and the
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average latency between the Foward-Watcher and a network using a forwarding strategy

for the the SnW and PRoPHET routing protocols.

Looking at Figures 7.6 and 7.8, first, when the percentage of malicious peers are 5%,

we observe that the performance of SwN has a significantly smaller delivery ratio but

higher than that of PRoPHET and Forward-Watcher. This might be due to the SwN

settings in our scenario, that for every message originating at a source, the peers create

six copies of the message and spread them across the network which can be received by

the six relays. Also, if the messages’ destination is not found in the spraying phase, the

relay peers can perform a direct transmission to the destination. Thus, the possibility

of having multiple relays which can forward the messages to the destination can make

it achieve a higher delivery ratio in comparison with PRoPHET and Forward-Watcher

protocols.

For the PRoPHET protocol, whenever there is an opportunistic encounter between the

peers, the peers can exchange any bundles with the encountered peers that the peers

dont already have. Therefore, if all goes well, meaning no malicious peers in the network

(non-collusive network), the result of the PRoPHET, the peers can find the optimum

path for forwarding the messages. The experiments proceed by repeatedly increasing

the percentage of both blackhole data flooding attacking peers in the simulation runs.

With the increasing percentage of attacking peers, the delivery ratio of all the protocols

decreases. It can be noticed that the results of the simulation studies revealed the

detection accuracy of the proposed Forward-Watcher with increasing the number of

attacking peers. From the presented result in both Figures 7.6 and 7.8, we found

the following: There is a sharp decrease of the delivery ratio in the case of SwN and

PRoPHET and Forward-Watcher. This is however possible since, with the increase of

malicious peers, the number of drop messages will increase causing the decrease in the
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performance of the protocols.

Although the increase of attacking peers affects the Forward-Watcher as well, as can

be seen from the results, the effect is not significant in comparison with two protocols

(SwN and PRoPHET). This might be because our proposed system can identify the

malicious peer who either drops packets or forwards flooding packets. Subsequently,

the trust level of attacking peers would tend to decrease, which by extension can cause

other peers to remove the attacking peers from their forwarding tables and eventually

no traffic will flow to the attacking peers. On the other hand, the good behaving peers

enjoy the increase in their trust value due to the higher positive correlation between

their forwarding and receiving potentials.

(a) Delivery Ratio Scenariou (b) Overhead

Figure 7.6: Security Evaluation of Forward-Watcher:Blackhole Attacks
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(a) Average Delay

Figure 7.7: Security Evaluation of Forward-Watcher:Blackhole Attacks

(a) Delivery Ratio (b) Overhead

Figure 7.8: Security Evaluation of Forward-Watcher:Data Flooding Attacks
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(a) Average Delay

Figure 7.9: Security Evaluation of Forward-Watcher:Data Flooding Attacks

Figures 7.6b,7.7 and 7.8 b, 7.9 compare the overhead and the delay generated by our

proposed protocol against the PRoPHET and SnW protocols. The results show that

Forward-Watcher could effectively trade off average message latency for a significant

gain in overhead with SwN. In particular, Forward-Watcher and PRoPHETs’ protocols

performance is lower regarding average delay in comparison with SwN with an increas-

ing number of malicious peers. The SnW protocol exhibits less average delay compared

to Forward-Watcher and PRoPHET. This may have been due to the multiple message

copies (six copies) generated by the peers in the network, making it possible for the

messages to successfully reach the destination with less delay.

Moreover, in terms of the messages’ overhead, the Forward-Watcher performance is

better. This is possible since using a Forward-Watcher, the peers can optimally select

message carriers who can successfully deliver the messages to their correct destinations,

thus reducing the excessive number of message copies in the network.

Here we note that there is a trade-off between average message delay and overhead

between SwN and Forward-Watcher. Also, it can be noticed that in a Forward-Watcher
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protocol, when the percentage of malicious peers increases, there is a slight increase in

messages’ average delay. This is also possible since the increase in malicious peers

can lead the message carriers to spend more time searching the appropriate peers with

higher trust values to relay the message to.

Another trade-off is about randomly forwarding messages without collecting network

information for forwarding decisions and collecting network information for next peers

selection. SwN spreads the message copies blindly to the network regardless of the trust

values of the peers or the probability of the relay peers meeting the destination. Thus,

peers do not exchange information before forwarding the messages which can lead to

minimal delay and less average latency. On the other hand, the Forward-Watcher and

PRoPHET protocols require peers to exchange information from the network, thus in-

creasing the messages’ average delay.

The exchange of peer reputations in Forward-Watcher is not laborious in comparison

with that of PRoPHET protocol. This is because the peer reputation values in Forward-

Watcher are accumulative; meaning the peers’ reputation is incrementing if a peer be-

haves well and decrementing otherwise. Thus, a peer can enjoy the reputation it builds,

as long as it is greater than or equal to the threshold. This may require peers to spend

less effort in evaluating a peers’ trustfulness and lead to less average delay; whereas

in the PRoPHET protocol, each time peers meet, they need to exchange network in-

formation before forwarding the message, which perhaps might be the reason why the

PRoPHET protocol average delay is higher in comparison with the Forward-Watchers’.

7.4 Chapter Summary

The presented Forward-Watcher scheme uses a peers’ receiving and forwarding poten-

tial to predict healthiness and trust level of peers for data forwarding in a collaborative
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routing scheme. We achieved this based on the justification that when a peer receives

a message from its neighbours, its ability to forward the message on time to the next

neighbour or to the destination can increase its trust level. If, however, a peer did not

forward its received message on time, its trust level will be decremented, thus decreas-

ing its chances to receive messages subsequently from the peers.

In this chapter, the result confirms that the trust scheme is an important feature in a

wireless P2P transaction for peers to vanquish the effect of malicious peers. The result

also shows how our proposed trust scheme is resistant to Blackhole and data flooding

attacks which are forms of denial of service attacks. In our network model, the rout-

ing protocol is on-demand which means every peer has knowledge about its immediate

neighbour for direct trust evaluation. Thus, the peers can use the routing information

of their neighbours to mitigate the problem of malicious peers.

Worthy of consideration is that the increase of malicious peers in the network equipped

with the Forward-Watcher trust scheme causes a depletion in the possible hop counts

between sources and destination. This is because peers can only rely on the remain-

ing number of trusted peers to store, carry and forward the data packets. Therefore,

as the percentage of trusted peers reduces, only the messages that travel fewer hops

(closer to one) are delivered since a Forward-Watcher has a mechanism of only selecting

well-behaved peers as forwarders. Therefore, the increase of malicious peers causes an

increase in average latency since the messages with small latency values are dropped

more and more with an increase of malicious peers. Also, in the particular case of lim-

itation of trust and reputation models in trust-based collaborative routing, we provide

an alternative to the pre-trusted peers.

As we described earlier, the initial trust (init) which serves as the initial default repu-

tation that was given to all or some of the peers in the network, is necessary for the
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implementation of many trust algorithms. One of the key premises in the decision to in-

clude pre-trusted peers in trust evaluation was that the first few peers to join a network

are often known to be trustworthy [241]. However, one might reasonably argue, that

the notion of having pre-trusted peers that remain trustworthy throughout the course

of their membership in the network is not reasonable. This has also been criticized

by related studies [242, 241]. Subsequently, getting rid of pre-trusted peers entirely is

desirable in trust-based routing. However, something must take the initial trust values’

place since it is a requisite component of trust computation as previously described.

From the presented routing protocol presented earlier, we have shown that in the event

a peer is a new arriving peer in the network, the peers’ attributes’ similarity can be

evaluated as an initial trust value of a peer (init). Therefore, the Sp,q complements the

initial trust value init in our proposed Forward-Watcher. Therefore even without prior

trust value between the peers (e.g., a new comer in a network or a mobile environment),

a peer can still build its reputation based on its attributes using the function.
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Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

The primary purpose of the study presented in this thesis was to explore trust and

reputation routing problems in collaborative mobile wireless networks, and to suggest

an alternative approach for improving the design of trust-based routing protocols. In

this study, we developed efficient routing decision strategies to provide efficient, secure

and higher quality communication between wireless mobile devices. Different from

previous trust-based routing protocols in the literature, which mostly focus on the

routing behaviour of the peers in trust evaluations, one of the most useful findings from

this study is the notion of integrating a peers’ attributes, resources and connectivity

as additional trust evaluation elements. This study posited factors that influenced

the reliability of the peers as additional information for peer trust evaluations. The

result of this study has confirmed that a peers’ attributes such as buffer sizes and

transitive connectivity are important elements for trust evaluation in a network with

intermittent connectivity between peers. It also suggested that the proposed Forward-

Watcher approach of aggregating the peers’ forwarding and receiving records provides

additional benefits of limiting the effects of Blackhole and data flooding attacks, and

improve mobile wireless network routing performance. Multiple evaluation methods

188
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such as analytical modelling and simulation, empirical data analysis, theoretical analysis

and comparison with other existing solutions were used to support this study. The

schemes proposed in this study are summarised as follows:

To place our contributions in the context of related works, we presented in Chapter

Two, the literature studies and identified challenges related to the interest of this re-

search and our proposed schemes. Like many disciplines, the concept of trust and

reputation models in computer science have developed its lexicon, partially inherited

from the social sciences. Thus, in Chapter Two, we present some trust theoretic notions

for our discussion about the original context of trust between agents from the social

science perspective. In that regard, we present different sociological concepts of trust

management, including the notion of closed structure, which further leads our discus-

sion to the idea of reciprocity and transitivity. The chapter also presents the features

of self-cooperation, self-organization and self-control mechanisms for the design of an

efficient trust-based collaborative routing strategy between mobile wireless networks.

Given the importance of the research design in the choice of research instruments,

in Chapter Three we presented a discussion of the research design and methodology

approach best suited to examine the questions of this study. The chapter presents a

justification of each step, methods and tools used in conducting this study. The chapter

also presents the high-level diagrams and iterative processes involved in conducting this

study and how our proposed concepts were integrated and implemented into Oppor-

tunistic Network Environment Simulator (ONE) evaluation and performance analysis.

To answer the first research question of this study, we sought to understand which cat-

egory of the wireless peers’ connectivity (contacts) could facilitate effective trust eval-

uation between peers for collaborative routing decisions in wireless mobile networks.

In this regard, we identified the properties of complex networks and their impact on
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trust, reputation propagation and evaluations. Based on the study in Chapter Four, we

understood that the higher the transitive connectivity coefficient between the peers, the

faster the peers managed to locate the benevolent peer in the network with less amount

of energy spent. The finding in Chapter Four suggests that the transitive contacts

between the peers can be a metrics element of a trust-based routing protocol forward-

ing strategy. Further, the finding of Chapter Four suggests that we can assume that the

transitivity scaling factor can equally be applied in the design of trust-based routing

protocols for the intermittent network for efficient trust propagation and evaluation.

The study of Chapter Four suggests that the first research question of this study was

answered. Thus, the first hypothesis of this study proved to be right.

The second question of this study seek to address how to build a dynamic trust model

that takes into account the dynamic changes of peers’ routing attributes for efficient

trust evaluations. To answer this question, in Chapter Five we proposed a Dynamic At-

tributes Trust Model for Efficient Collaborative Routing (DATM): a trust-based scheme

to enforce collaborative behaviour in wireless mobile networks taking into consideration

the peers’ attributes for an efficient routing scheme. DATM is a generic mechanism that

can be integrated into any packet forwarding strategy, or network management function

to enable peers in the network identify reliable, trustworthy peers for routing handling.

Our proposed contributions in DATM include: i) the introduction of the notion of

quantifying peers’ routing attributes (buffer) as a scaling factor for trust evaluation

between peers; ii) the introduction of generalised peers’ personalised similarity model

for trust and reputation evaluation and iii) a generalised trust model that evaluates

peers’ forwarding ability and peers’ attributes for trust evaluation. The results of the

DATM evaluation suggest that peers’ buffer occupancy is likely to be a key feature for

understanding peers’ reliability in routing handling. One possible implication of DATM
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is that the protocol designers can focus their design on exploring different attributes and

properties of the dynamic mobile network (e.g., peers’ energy level, spatial distribution

and intermittent connectivity, etc.), and include these properties in the routing decision

process. The finding in Chapter Five also suggests that the second research questions

were addressed. Subsequently, Chapter Five of this thesis proved the second hypothesis

of this study which says in a trust-based routing protocol, the peers’ trust evaluation

can be extended to the peers’ routing attributes to incorporate the dynamic changes of

peers’ routing conditions for improving the quality of wireless peers’ communications.

Inspired by the study in Chapter Four, we realised that the ability of the peers to

forward the data to the correct destination was not limited to the potentiality of the

message carrier having a direct contact with the message destination in a mobile wire-

less network. It could be extended to integrate a transitive connectivity between the

peers. For example, in the event where the message carrier is not in direct contact

or interfaced with the message destination, the message forwarding can be based on a

chain of referral (number of possible hop counts between the message carrier and the

message destination). In this situation, exploring the suitable connectivity or possible

contacts with the message destination that can facilitate the successful message delivery

to the destination, is essential.

Chapter Six of this thesis attempted to test the third hypothesis of this study: that

the relative comparisons of the proliferation of peers’ transitive connectivity can give

a meaningful basis for determining a good relaying peer to forward packets toward the

destination with less effort. Subsequently, the chapter attempts to answer the third re-

search question of this thesis: how can the peers’ contacts and connectivity in wireless

networks be leveraged for the design of efficient trust-based routing protocol?

In this regard, we analytically explored the existence of transitive connectivity between
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peers in Mobile Social Networks (MSNs) based on the derivation of connectivity traces

from the real WLANs data sets. The study in Chapter Six provides significant em-

pirical evidence that a similar pattern of transitive contacts/connectivity exists in the

real data of MSNs. Based on the identified transitive connectivity properties from the

traces, we then proposed a new transitive data forwarding strategy which considers

the similarity of transitive connectivity between peers for data forwarding strategies.

Our proposed transitive forwarding strategy gives preference to peers with increasing

transitive connectivity similarity to the messages’ destination to improve the chances

of message carriers to deliver the message to the correct destination. Thus, through

simulation studies, analytical and theoretical analysis, we showed that the transitive

contact opportunities between the peers can increase the routing performance of wire-

less devices. The presented approach in Chapter Six suggests a new perspective in

trust-based routing model studies and a new way of interpreting peer connectivity and

offers insight into how it can be construed as additional information for the develop-

ment of a trust-based routing protocol. Thus, the finding of Chapter Six proved the

third hypothesis of this study to be right and subsequently answered the third question

of this study.

Finally, the fourth question of this research asked how can the peers in wireless mobile

networks learn the routing patterns of their potential routing partners to understand a

peers’ forwarding and receiving ability for trust-based routing protocol design?

In chapter seven, we proposed forward-watcher trust evaluation scheme: a statistical

approach to learning peers’ routing patterns based on encounter/proximity between

wireless peers for proffer trust evaluation in collaborative routing. We presented a

scheme where peers can dynamically understand the changes of their subjects’ routing
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patterns and behaviour to enforce cooperation among peers. In that regard, we in-

troduced four important metrics for peer trustworthiness evaluation that are linked to

learning a peers’ routing history based on messages (packets’ beacons) overhearing for

trust evaluation between peers. We also introduced a model for evaluating the prob-

ability of peers’ forwarding and receiving potentials for local trust evaluations based

on peers’ forwarding and receiving potentials. The chapter also introduced the correla-

tion matrix for evaluating peers’ global trust values. Then we leveraged our presented

attributes’ similarity analytical model proposed in Chapter Five, and the transitivity

contact model presented in Chapter Six for attribute and transitivity analysis.

The advantage of the proposed Forward-Watcher approach is that through routing

history created by peers, they can statistically predict the future behaviour of their

corresponding routing partners. The concept can also serve as a cornerstone for devel-

oping self-cooperative protocols in wireless mobile networks using statistical analysis

and correlation matrices. The results of Chapter Six validated the fourth hypothesis

of this study; that through properly distributed network observations, routing listening

and gathering statistics of routing history efficiently, peers’ routing performance can be

enhanced by making better routing decisions, and thus improve network performance.

8.2 Limitation of the Study

The generalizability of this study is subject to certain limitations. For example, the

present study considers only the forwarding decision mechanisms between wireless mo-

bile devices that enable peers to select a message carrier between multiple neighbours.

Therefore, the entire process of building routing protocols such as routing metrics and

routing table design, flow control, the MAC layer and Logical Link Control (LLC), data

representation and encryption, etc., were not addressed in this thesis. Secondly, despite
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the exploratory nature of this study, the development, deployment and the evaluation of

the current study is limited to the use of analytical modelling, simulation and empirical

data analysis. Notwithstanding this, the study suggested possible means of incorporat-

ing the findings into real life wireless mobile networks and where the proposed solutions

can significantly be applied.

Another limitation of this study is that all the presented forwarding strategies proposed

in this thesis are limited to the wireless mobile networks (e.g., mobile social networks)

where the contacts between the peers are predictable.

8.3 Future Directions

Many interesting directions are worth further explorations in this study. We identified

the following broad directions as future works of this research.

• Implementation and Deployment in Mobile Wireless Networks: One of the inter-

esting future milestones of this research is the deployment of the proposed rout-

ing forwarding strategies in real-life environments. This can be possible through

deploying the schemes in real-life opportunistic environments; mobile adhoc net-

works or wireless sensor networks that have characteristics of intermittent con-

nectivity, frequent network disruptions and limited resources. Other possible

applications where the proposed schemes can be more useful include secure and

reliable in-network collaborative communication schemes for advanced metering

infrastructure in a smart grid, a collaborative routing for wireless multi-hop net-

works with directional antennas and a Collaborative Driving Support System in

Mobile Pervasive Environments. It will be interesting if the proposed schemes in

this study can be deployed into those applications.

• Deployment in data dissemination schemes of mobile users: Current user mobility
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and Social-Aware Data Dissemination in Opportunistic Mobile Networks protocol

extracts users’ contact information for efficient routing decisions. However, most

of the schemes do not take into consideration the trustfulness and reliability of

peers for security and efficiency considerations. Thus, it is recommended that

further implementation steps be undertaken to deploy the proposed schemes of

this research in the real-life users’ mobility environment.

• There are some interesting uncovered areas in the technical aspects of this study,

for example, the exchange of trust and reputation data between peers may be

affected if the evaluating peer is not frequently having contact with other peers.

Thus, there is a need to explore more on how the peers’ trust information can

be aggregated even without frequent contacts between peers in mobile networks.

Also, the basis of assigning an initial trust value to any newly arriving peer in the

network needs a further investigation to minimise the effect of attacking peers in

the colluding network. Even though we made an attempt to replace the notion

of initial trust with similarity of peers’ attributes as incentive trust values for the

newcomers in Chapter Seven, we still believe there is a need to devise a low-cost

mechanism to enable the new peers in the network who have no prior reputation,

to join the network. Therefore, the issue of free trusted peers or assigning an initial

trust value to the peers is an intriguing one which could be usefully explored in

further research.

• Since the strength of the message overhearing scheme depends greatly on chan-

nel characteristics such as encryption, noise, fading and signal attenuation, fur-

ther research would contribute to a fuller understanding and quantify how the

Forward-Watcher forwarding scheme (presented in Chapter Seven) reacts to dif-

ferent channel qualities and conditions between peers.
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• Although the experiment of the presented study was limited to the use of Op-

portunistic Network Environment Simulator, Analytical modelling and empirical

data analysis in opportunistic networks, the question can be raised: would similar

results be obtained if the proposed schemes in this study were replicated in the

design of wireless sensor networks? Thus, further research to incorporate a similar

design of our proposed schemes in a large sample size of wireless sensor networks

would be of value.

• In our presented trust-based schemes, messages are forwarded to peers with higher

forwarding metrics (aggregated trust values and peer attributes). One possible

set-back of this design is that the peers with higher aggregated trust values can

be overloaded and overburdened, which can lead the peers to exhaust their re-

sources (e.g., buffer, battery, etc.). Subsequently, it can lead trustworthy peers

in the network to frequently fail in routing handling due to limited resources. In

future work, we intend to develop a load balancing mechanism to ensure each

trustworthy peer receives relative messages so that the peers’resources can be

efficiently managed.

• Another exciting research area where the trust mechanism for the P2P system

can be applied is the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT); a digital system for

recording the transaction of assets in which the transactions and their details are

recorded in multiple places at the same time. Since the proposed trust-based

protocols in this thesis are for heterogeneous and decentralized systems where

peers are autonomous and have an intermittent presence, an obvious question

may be asked, can the outcomes of this study be applied to different technology

like DLT? It interests us to study further to understand how our proposed concepts

can be used in the DLT and other P2P systems.
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